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LAW SCHOOLS CANNOT BE EFFECTIVE IN
ISOLATION
1

PACIFIC/ MCGEORGE EDUCATION WORKING PAPER2

Elizabeth Rindskopf Parker & Sarah E. Redfield3

I. INTRODUCTION 4
Today, education is perhaps the most important function of
state and local governments. Compulsory school attendance laws

1. Grutter v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 306, 332-333 (2003) (quoting Sweatt v. Painter, 339 U.S. 629,
634 (1950)).
2. This paper is in large part the outgrowth of work done over the last two years by Professor
Clark Kelso, Professor of Law and Director of the Capital Center for Government Law and Policy,
University of the Pacific, McGeorge School of Law; Gary Miller, Dean, College of the Pacific; john
Nagle, Professor, Benerd School of Education, University of the Pacific; Elizabeth Rindskopf Parker,
Dean, University of the Pacific, McGeorge School of Law; Sarah Redfield, Prof., Franklin Pierce Law
Center and Visiting Prof., University of the Pacific, McGeorge School of Law; and Tom Rutten,
Principal, School of Law and Public Service, Sacramento High School. In particular, the paper draws
on two recent works, parts of which are included here without repeated separate attribution. john
Nagle & Sarah Redfield, Renovating the P-20 Pyramid in Education- With the Leadership of Schools
of
Law,
http://www.mcgeorge.edu/ government_law_and_policy/ education_law/wingspread/
WingspreadReportFinalDraft1031.pdf (accessed Feb. 11, 2005), and john Nagle, Sarah Redfield,
Elizabeth Rindskopf Parker, Gary Miller, & Clark Kelso, Pacific's P-20 Initiative to Increase Diversity
in Law Schools, Educ. L. Assn. Annual Meeting (Nov. 2004) (copies on file with the BYU Education
and Law journal). The paper also draws heavily on discussions that were part of a conference held at
the johnson Foundation's Wingspread Conference Center (June 2004). The authors thank all of the
Wingspread participants and particularly Carole johnson, Program Officer for Education, the
johnson Foundation, and Philip Shelton, Kent Lollis, and Glen Bell at the Law School Admission
Council (LSAC) for their thoughtfulness and continued support. Wingspread is discussed further
infra starting at note 296 and accompanying text.
3. Elizabeth Rindskopf Parker, Dean, University of the Pacific, McGeorge School of Law,
elizabeth@pacific.edu; Sarah E. Redfield, Visiting Prof., University of the Pacific, McGeorge School
of Law and Prof., Education Law Graduate Program, Franklin Pierce Law Center, Concord, NH,
sredfield@piercelaw.edu. The authors thank julie Robbins, LLM candidate, Janelle Ruley, Krysten
Hicks, and Richard Sutherland, )D candidates, Pacific/McGeorge School of Law, and William
Toronto, Franklin Pierce Law Center for their terrific research support.
4. As a general introductory note, the problems and possible approaches in education that
we outline here are in many respects beyond the scope of our paper in terms of detailed research. We
have focused on showing what we find to be significant trends. Where we have not developed the
background at length, we have attempted to footnote our references in detail to provide readers with
a start on further research in areas of interest. Other professions are better situated, for example,
accountants and auditors include 20.8% minorities; physicians and surgeons, 24.6%. Molly
McDonough, A Long March, ABA). 59 (Feb. 2005).
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and the great expenditures for education both demonstrate our
recognition of the importance of education to our democratic
society. It is required in the performance of our most basic public
responsibilities, even service in the armed forces. It is the very
foundation of good citizenship. Today it is a principal instrument
in awakening the child to cultural values, in preparing him for
later professional training, and in helping him to adjust normally
to his environment. In these days, it is doubtful that any child may
reasonably be expected to succeed in life if he is denied the
opportunity of an education. Such an opportunity, where the state
has undertaken to provide it, is a right which must be made
available to all on equal terms. 5
In order to cultivate a set of leaders with legitimacy in the eyes
of the citizenry, it is necessary that the path to leadership be visibly
open to talented and qualified individuals of every race and
ethnicity. All members of our heterogeneous society must have
confidence in the openness and integrity of the educational
institutions that provide this training. As we have recognized, law
schools "cannot be effective in isolation from the individuals and
institutions with which the law interacts. ... " Access to legal
education (and thus the legal profession) must be inclusive of
talented and qualified individuals of every race and ethnicity, so
that all members of our heterogeneous society may participate in
the educational institutions that provide the training and
education necessary to succeed in America. 6

The legal profession and the law schools which support it are in
crisis: some 90.3% 7 of the bar is white and from this group come virtually
all of our nation's judges, over half of our U.S. Senators, nearly half of our
5. Brown v. Bd. ofEduc., 347 U.S. 483,493 (1954).
6. Gruttcr, 539 U.S. 332, 333 (2003)
7. Elizabeth Chambliss, Miles to Go: Progress of Minorities in the Legal Profession, American
Bar Association Commission on Racial and Ethnic Diversity in the Legal Profession 2004, at 2 and
Table 1 (Miles to Go 2004); see also Kent Lollis, Presentation, Diversity in the Pipeline to the Legal
Profession, (Sacramento, Cal., Oct. 25, 2004) (copy on file with the BYU Education and Law Journal),
citing the ABA Commission on Racial and Ethnic Diversity and the U.S. Census Bureau, chart
prepared by Law School Admission Council (10/04); Glenn Bell, LSAC, Presentation, Renovating the
K~20 Pyramid: Current and Potential Law Students June 2004 (Wingspread june 12, 2004) (copy on
file with the BYU Education and Law Journal). While working on this paper we found ourselves in
the middle of several statistical sources, not all of which were in alignment or agreement. Many were
for different time periods or used different definitions of key terms or racial and ethnic categories.
To show trends and patterns of engagement or concern, we have focused on one or two sources to
support various points and used references in (()otnotes to lead readers to other possible sources.
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governors, a third of our representatives to Congress, and about one fifth
of our state legislators. Additionally, three of our last seven presidents
held law degrees. 8 Although only a small percent of the population,
lawyers constitute a large percent of our leadership. Clearly then, the
continued failure of the legal academy and profession to reflect the
diversity of the nation's population is a crisis for our future leadership.
The following facts illustrate this crisis: It is no longer the case that
this generation of Americans will be better educated than the last. Gaps
endure in college participation based on race, ethnicity and poverty. 9 For
the third consecutive time, black student admissions to law schools
declined, 10 and black "representation among law students has fallen to a
twelve year low. 11 While Hispanic 12 student admissions were slightly up,
13
neither black nor Hispanic student admissions were all that impressive

8. Br. of Assn. of Am. L. Schs. in Support of Respts. at 5-6, Grutter, 539 U.S. 306 (available at
Lexis 2002 U.S. Briefs 241); Nat!. Govs. Assn., Fasts facts on Governors, http://www.nga.org/
governors/1,1169,C_TRIVIA"D_2163,00.html (accessed Jan. 28, 2004); ABA, 50 State Survey:
Lawyers-Legislators, www.abanet.org/nabe/lawyerlegislators.pdf (accessed Oct. II, 2004).
9. E.g. Sandra S. Ruppert, Closing the College Participation Gap: A National Summary, Educ.
Commn. of the St. (ECS), 3-4 (Oct. 2003). See discussion infra at Part III.
10. Kent Lollis, Presentation, Diversity in the Pipeline to the Legal Profession, (Sacramento,
Cal., Oct. 25, 2004) (copy on file with the BYU Education and Law Journal). For black admissions,
there was a decline in actual numbers from 3771 in 2001, 3768 in 2002, and 3628 in 2003. Because
general law school application numbers increased over this time, there was a more significant decline
as a percentage of total admits from 7.4% in 2000, to 6.4% in 2003. E-mail from Robert Carr, LSAC,
to Sarah Redfield, Prof., Franklin Pierce L. Ctr., (Dec. 6, 2004) (copy on file with authors); Telephone
interview with Robert Carr, LSAC (Dec. 6, 2004). See also Michael Dobbs, Universities Record Drop
in Black Admissions, Washington Post, AI09 (Nov. 22, 2004). See further discussion of numbers
infra at Part III.
II. Miles to Go 2004, supra n. 7, at 2, 8.
12. In this paper we have followed the convention of referring to various racial and ethnic
groups using the same term that was used in our original source for the point being discussed, thus
we sometimes refer to blacks and other times to African-Americans, sometimes to Hispanics and
other times to Latinos. We recognize that the use of these terms, particularly with regard to the term
"Hispanic" obscures very important differences in groups of students of Hispanic heritage including
Puerto Rican, Cuban, Dominican, Central American, South American, Spaniard, and Americana.
See The Interim Report of the President's Advisory Commission on Educational Excellence for
Hispanic Americans, The Road to a College Diploma: The Complex Reality of Raising Educational
Achievement for Hispanics in the United States, The Interim Report of the President's Advisory
Commission on Educational Excellence for Hispanic Americans Sept. 2002 v, 2, 3, 5, http:/ /www.yic
.gov/paceea/t1nalinterim.pdf (accessed Nov. I, 2004); Final Report of the President's Advisory
Commission on Educational Excellence for Hispanic Americans, From Risk to Opportunity: Fulfilling
the Educational Needs of Hispanic Americans in the 21st Century 2003 I, 3, http://www.yic.gov/
paceea/finalreport.pdf (accessed Nov. 19, 2004); Sarita E. Brown, Deborah Santiago, & Estela Lopez,
Latinos in Higher Education: Today and Tomorrow 2, http://www.edexcelencia.org/pdf/Today_
Tomorrow. pdf (accessed Dec. 1, 2004).
13. Hispanic admissions in absolute numbers were 1799 in 2000, 1808 in 2001, 1924 in 2002,
and 2158 in 2003, showing a percentage increase from 3.5% in 2000 to 3.7% in 2003. Lollis, supra n.
10; Carr, supra n. I 0.

before. 14 The American Bar Association (ABA) is straightforward in its
prediction:
This disparity between the legal profession and the general population
is increasing. In the next 50 years the general population is projected to
be about 50% people of color but enrollment in American law schools is
less than 20% students of color. These trends suggest that the
proportion of minorities in the legal profession is not likely to attain
parity with that in the general population in the foreseeable future. 15
As aspirational and inspirational as the U.S. Supreme Court
decisions of Brown v. Board of Education 16 and Grutter v. Bollinger 17 may
be, the reality is that law and legal education are not serving American
education well. This is true in several related ways. We have not achieved
proportional diversity in legal education and practice. We have not
served our educator colleagues well. We have not been good leaders or
partners in fostering the development of intellectual capacity along the
educational pipeline. We have not nourished citizenship education and
engagement along that pipeline. We also have not taught or helped
manage the increasing role that law plays in our school environments as
education becomes more and more a regulated industry.
This paper discusses the current state of American education and
education reform, particularly in regard to preparation of a
proportionally diverse citizenry. Part IIA discusses the context, reviewing
the place of education in America and calling attention to factors of race
and diversity of relevance to law schools and the legal profession. Part liB
outlines the factual and statistical background for understanding the
current situation in high schools, colleges, law schools, the legal
profession, and the community. This Part also specifically discusses the
situation in which law schools currently find themselves in relationship
to questions of diversity. Part III begins to discuss a P20 agenda, that is
an agenda for work along the educational continuum for preschool (P) to
professional school and beyond (20). This Part first reviews the puzzle of
the achievement gap and then offers preliminary thoughts on the role of
law schools in solving this puzzle. Part IV offers conclusions. Also
included is an Appendix outlining a Call to Action to law schools and
their colleagues along the continuum to work to improve the number of

14. Lollis, supra n. I 0.
15. ABA, Office of Diversity Initiatives, http://www.abanet.org/leadership/diversity.html
(accessed Oct. 29, 2004).
16. 347 U.S. at 483 (holding that the segregation doctrine of"separate but equal" is inherently
unequal in public education); 349 U.S. 294 (1955) (ordering that desegregation shall be accomplished
with all deliberate speed).
17. 539 U.S. 306.
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our students staying in school and aspmng to, and achieving,
professional careers; this Call offers an important insight into work
begun by a group of law, education, and liberal arts deans, together with
their colleagues from elementary and secondary education and a
direction for continuing this work.
II. BACKGROUND
A. The Context

Improving public education and attaining higher education are
strong priorities for the American people. 18 It is not news that schools
from preschool through high school [Pl2] are in need of reform. 19 It is
not news that there is a serious disengagement with civic issues. 20 It is

18. E.g. Phi Delta Kappa International, The 34th Annual Phi Delta Kappa/Gallup Poll Of the
Public's Attitudes Toward the Public Schools, http:/ /www.pdkintl.org/kappan/k0209pol.htm#exec
(accessed Nov. 12, 2004); ETS, National Public Opinion Poll Reveals Americans Want More Access,
Financial Support in Higher Education: Education Remains a National Priority, http://www.ets.org/
news/0306180l.html (accessed Nov. 12, 2004); Chron. of Higher Educ., A Special Report: Attitudes
About Higher Education, http:/ /chronicle.com/states/higheredpoll/2004/attitudes.htm (accessed Nov.
I, 2004).
19. See generally e.g. The Nat!. Ctr. for Pub. Policy and Higher Educ., Measuring Up 2004: The
National Report Card on Higher Education, http:/ /measuringup.highereducation.org/docs/
nationalreport_2004.pdf (accessed Nov. 21, 2004); ACT, Crisis at the Core: Preparing All Students for
College and Work (2004) http://www.act.org/path/policy/pdf/crisis_report.pdf (accessed jan. 22,
2005); Hoover Instn., Hooover Books Online, (summary) http:/ /www-hoover.stanford.edu/
publications/books/osof.html (accessed Oct. I, 2004) (providing a summary of Paul E. Peterson, ed.,
Our Schools and our Future ... Are we Still at Risk (Hoover Instn. Press 2003)); Harv. Graduate Sch.
of Educ., A Nation Reformed, http:/ /gseweb.harvard.edu/-hepg/nationreformed.htrnl (accessed Nov.
28, 2004) (providing a summary of David T. Gordon, ed., A Nation Reformed: American Education
Twenty Years after A Nation at Risk (Harvard U. Press 2003)); The College Bd., Reaching the Top:
Report of the National Task Force on Minority High Achievement 21, http:/ /www.collegeboard.com/
repository/reachingthe_3952.pdf (accessed Oct. 23, 2004).
20. Am. Political Scientists Assn. Task Force on Civic Educ., Articulatiorz Statement, A Call for
Reactions and Contributions, http:/ /www.apsanet.org/CENnet/articulation.cfrn (accessed Oct. 7,
2004) ("We ... take it as axiomatic that current levels of political knowledge, political engagement,
and political enthusiasm are so low as to threaten the vitality and stability of democratic politics in
the United States. We believe that political education in the United States is inadequate across the
board. We believe that we who have chosen to teach politics as our profession bear major
responsibility for addressing the problem."); National Education Goals, Student Achievement and
Citizenship, Goals 2000, Educate America Act, http:/ /www.ed.gov/legislation/GOALS2000/TheAct/
index.html (accessed jan. 24, 2004). judith Torney-Purta & Susan Vermeer, Developing Citizenship
Competencies from Kindergarten through Grade 12: A Background Paper for Policymakers and
Educators, http://www.ecs.org/clearinghouse/51/35/5135.pdf (accessed Oct. 24, 2004); Bruce 0.
Boston, Sarah S. Pearson & Samuel Halperin, Ed. Restoring the Balance Between Academics and Civic
Engagement in Public Schools (American Youth Policy Forum and Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development 2005) 7,8. See also Carnegie Corporation of New York and CIRCLE, The
Civic Mission of Schools, http://v.'Ww.civicmissionofschools.org/ (accessed jan. 24, 2004);

v
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not news that there are substantial, seemingly-intransigent gaps 21
between our socio-economically disadvantaged youth and their wealthier
counterparts; and between our African-American, Native American, and
Hispanic youth and their white and Asian counterparts as to educational
aspiration, achievement and attainment. 22 Americans in large measure
believe that these gaps that separate white and minority students must be
closed and that schools must be the ones to close the gap. 23
Not surprisingly, it is central to our educational mission to increase
diversity in students and faculty in higher education and in professional
schools, particularly law schools. As the Supreme Court stated in the
Michigan affirmative action cases in describing the law school's quest for
a diverse student body: "The policy aspires to 'achieve that diversity
which has the potential to enrich everyone's education and thus make a
law school class stronger than the sum of its parts."' 24 As other writers

21. See generally Abigail Thernstrom & Stephan Thernstrom, No Excuses: Closing the Racial
Gap in Learning (No Excuses) 225-240 (Simon & Schuster 2003) (''The two largest and most
expensive federal programs that serve a largely minority constituency appear to have accomplished
very little for their intended beneficiaries."); David]. Armor, No Excuses: Simplistic Solution j(n the
Achievement Gap?, http://www.tcrecord.org/Content.asp'ContentlD= 1126il (accessed Nov. 1, 2004)
(reviewing and critiquing Thernstroms' No Excuses); Paul E. Barton, Parsing the Achievement Gap:
Baselines for Tracking Progress, www.ets.org/rcsearch/pic/parsing.pdf (accessed Oct. 1, 2004).
22. See generally e.g. Anthony P. Carnavale & Stephen ]. Rose, Socioeconomic Status,
Race/Etlmicity and Selective College Admissions 36-37, http://www.tcf.org/Publications/Education/
carncvale_rose.pdf (accessed Oct. 31, 2004); Catherine Millett, Presentation, What We Know About
the Skill Set Extant and Needed (Skill Set) (Wingspread june 12, 2004) (copy on file with the BYU
Education and Law Journal) (summarizing U.S. Department of Education, Nat!. Ctr. for Educ.
Statistics, National Educational Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:SS/2000) and Educational
Longitudinal Study (ELS:2002)); Thernstrom, supra n. 21 (providing an overview of racial inequality
in schools); Reaching the Top, supra n. 19, at v; Measuring Up, supra n. 19, at 9. This paper docs not
separately discuss the issues that arise where race and special education overlap, nor does it address
the concern about the disproportionate numbers of minority students in special education classes.
See e.g. Robert A. Garda, Presentation, Who is Eligible under IDEA? Solving IDEA's Over- and UnderInclusion Problem, Education Law Association 50th Annual Conference (Tucson, Ariz., Nov. 18-20,
2004) (copy on file with authors). As reauthorized, IDEA specifically finds that African-American
children "arc identified as having mental retardation and emotional disturbance at rates greater than
their White counterparts" and that in 1998-99 "African American children represented just 14.8
percent of the population aged 6 through 21, but comprised 20.2 percent of all children with
disabilities," and addresses this concern; 20 U.S.C:. §§ 1412, 1400( 12) (24) (2000).
23. Though respondents do not attribute the gap to schools, they believe the schools must
dose it. The 36th Annual Phi Delta Kappa/Gallup Poll Of the Public's Attitudes Toward the Public
Schools tbls. 24-26, http://www.pdkintl.org/kappan/k0409pol.htm#exec (accessed Nov. 14, 2004).
24. Cruller, 539 U.S. at 315 (internal citations omitted). The Court further observed that
"[t]he policy does not restrict the types of diversity contributions eligible for 'substantial weight' in
the admissions process, but instead recognizes 'many possible bases for diversity admissions.' The
policy does, however, reaffirm the Law School\ longstanding commitment to 'one particular type of
diversity,' that is, 'racial and ethnic diversity with special reference to the inclusion of students from
groups which have been historically discriminated against, like African-Americans, Hispanics and
Native Americans, who without this commitment might nCJt be represented in our student body in
meaningful numbers.' By enrolling a 'critical mass' of [underrepresented] minority students,' the
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on this subject have summarized:
Race almost always affects an individual's experiences and perspectives,
and thus the person's capacity to contribute to the kinds of learning
through diversity that occur on campuses. This form of learning will be
more important going forward than it has been in the past. Both the
growing diversity of American society and the increasing interaction
with other cultures worldwide make it evident that going to school only
with 'the likes of oneself will be increasingly anachronistic. The
advantages of being able to understand how others think and function,
to cope across racial divides, and to lead groups composed of diverse
individuals are certain to increase. 25
Until many more underrepresented minority students from
disadvantaged, middle class, and upper-middle class circumstances are
very successful educationally, it will be virtually impossible to integrate
our society's institutions completely, especially at leadership levels.
Without such progress, the United States also will continue to be
unable to draw on the full range of talents in our population during an
era when the value of an educated citizenry has never been greater. 26
And as to the alternative to acting to achieve proportional diversity:
Law School seeks to 'ensure their ability to make unique contributions to the character of the Law
SchooL"' Grutter, 539 U.S. at 316 (internal citations omitted).
25. William c;. Bowen & Derek Bok, The Shape of the River: Long-Term Consequences of'
Considering Race in College and University Admissions 279 (Princeton 1998), (quoted in part in Cruz
Reynoso & Cory Am ron, Diversity in Legal Education: A Broader View, A Deeper Commitment, 52 J.
Leg. Educ. 491, 498 (2002)). Reynoso continues: "Diversity has a strong positive impact on
educational experience. A student's exposure in law school to classmates with a variety of
experiences and perspectives develops her cultural competence and intellectual dexterity, qualities
vital to graduates entering our fast-changing and increasingly diverse profession and society." Id.
Another perspective is offeced by leading American businesses. As they stated in their amicus briefs
in the Michigan cases:
[t ]he students of today are this country's corp,•rate and community leaders of the next halfcentury. For these students to realize their potential as leaders, it is essential that they be
educated in an environment where they are exposed to diverse people, ideas, perspectives, and
interactions. In the experience of the amici businesses, today's global marketplace and the
increasing diversity in the American population demand the cross-cultural experience and
understanding gained from such an education. Diversity in higher education is therefore a
compelling government interest not only because of its positive effects on the educational
environment itself, but also because of the crucial role diversity in higher education plays in
preparing students to be the leaders this country needs in business, law, and all other pursuits
that affect the public interest.
Br. of 65 Leading Am. Bus. in Support of Respts. in Grutter, 539 U.S. 306 (2003) (available at Lexis
2002 u.S. Briefs 241 ). See generally Elizabeth Mertz, What Dijference Does Difference Make? The
Chullmgc j(Jr Legal Education, 48 J. Leg. Educ. 1 (1998) (reviewing diversity in law school
classrooms); Brian Owsley, Black Ivy: An African-American Perspective on Law School, 28 Colum.
Human Rights[.. Rev. 501 (1997) (describing one black law student's narrative of his first year at law
school).
26.

Reaching the Top, supra n. 19, at 2.
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The alternative seems to us both stark and unworthy of our country's
ideals. Turning aside from efforts to help larger numbers of wellqualified blacks gain the educational advantages they will need to move
steadily and confidently into the mainstream of American life could
have extremely serious consequences. Here in the United States, as
elsewhere in the world, visible efforts by leading educational
institutions to make things better will encourage others to press on with
the hard work needed to overcome the continuing effects of a legacy of
unfair treatment. 27
It is fundamental that law schools, as the training ground for a large
number of our nation's leaders, 28 should be representative of our society.
As Justice Powell stated in Regents of University of California v. Bakke,
and Justice O'Connor in Grutter: "It is not too much to say that the
'nation's future depends upon leaders trained through wide exposure' to
the ideas and mores of students as diverse as this Nation of many
peoples." 29 With patterns of resegregation developing in many of our
public schools, 30 diversity in law schools has become even more crucial to
producing a profession that serves all of society well. 31
27. Bowen, supra n. 25, at 286 (quoting Justice Higginbotham, Breaking Thurgood Marshall's
Promise, N.Y. Times, sec. 6 (Jan. 18, 1998)).
28. Sweatt v. Painter, 339 U.S. 629,634 (1950) (describing law school as a "proving ground for
legal learning and practice").
29. 438 U.S. 265, 313 (1978) (quoting Keyishian v. Bd. of Regents of U. of St. of N. Y., 385 U.S.
589, 603 (1967)); Grutter, 539 U.S. at 329.
30. The Harvard Civil Rights Project reports that:
[t]he data show the emergence of a substantial group of American schools that are virtually all
non-white, which we call apartheid schools. These schools educate one-sixth of the nation's
black students and one-fourth of black students in the Northeast and Midwest. These are often
schools where enormous poverty, limited resources, and social and health problems of many
types arc concentrated. One ninth of Latino students attend schools where 99-100% of the
student body is composed of minority students.
E. Frankenberg, C. Lee, & G. Orfield, A Multiracial Society with Segregated Schools: Are We Losing
the Dream, The Civil Rights Project at Harvard University 5, http://www.civilrightsproject.harvard
.edu/research/reseg03/ AreWeLosingtheDream.pdf (accessed Oct. 18, 2004). See generally Gary
Orfield & Chungmei Lee, Brown at 50: King's Dream or Plessy's Nightmare?, Harv. Civ. Rights Rept.,
http://www.civilrightsproject.harvard.edu/research/reseg04/brown50.pdf (accessed Oct. 29, 2004).
31. See Grutter, 539 U.S. at 329-31. The values of diversity are well researched. The amicus
briefs supporting the University in Grutter explain these values at length and provide valuable
reference material on this point, e.g. Br. of The Am. Educ. Research Assn., The Assn. of Am. Colleges
and Us, and The Am. Assn. for Higher Educ. as Amici Curiae in Support ofRespts., Grutter, 539 U.S.
306 (2003) (available at Lexis 2002 U.S. Briefs 241) (researching values of diversity). See generally
Patricia Gurin, The Compelling Need for Diversity in Education, http://www.umich.edu/~urel!
admissions!legal/expert/concl.html (accessed Nov. 28, 2004) (concluding that "students, indeed,
acquire a very broad range of skills, motivations, values, and cognitive capacities from diverse peers
when provided with the appropriate opportunities to do so"); Patricia Gurin, Biren A. Nagda, &
Gretchen E. Lopez, The Benefits of Diversity in Education for Democratic Citizenship, 60 J. Social
Issues 17 (Apr. 2004), also available at http://www-personal.umich.edu/~pgurin/benefits.html
(accessed Nov. 28, 2004) (benefits of peer contact); Bowen, supra n. 25; Frankenberg, supra n. 30, at
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As the ABA Deputy Attorney General states:
If a vast democratic republic as diverse-and at times divided-as late
twentieth-century America is to survive and flourish, it must cultivate
some common spaces where citizens from every corner of society can
come together to learn how others live, how others think, how others
feel. If not in universities, where? If not young adulthood, when? If not
in law schools, why not? 32
Still today, many law students have not spent time with nonwhite
students elsewhere beyond their educational experience. 33 In a recent
review of students' experiences at Yale Law School in relation to
diversity, Gary Orfield and his colleagues report, "In this relatively small
school that produces presidents, Supreme Court justices, and other
leaders of the bar and politics, a very talented and sophisticated group of
students reported major effects of diversity on their understanding and
views of important social and legal issues." 34
The importance of understanding diverse points of view is self
evident for all students, and for the legal community. Law, after all, is
more than a set of rules to study and master. Law is not only the carrier
of our culture, but it is the very essence and the core of our democracy.
The Supreme Court, as illustrated by the opening epigraph of this article,
has recognized both the overwhelming importance of education and the
equally compelling role of law as arbiter and messenger for American

12-14 (citing research on the contribution of diversity to educational accomplishment).
32. ABA, American Bar Association Resource Guide: Programs to Advance Racial and Ethnic
Diversity in the Legal Profession, http:/ /www.abanet.org/leadcrship/divresl.pdf (accessed Oct. 23,
2004) (quoting Deputy Attorney General Eric H. Holder).
33. See Gary Orfield & Dean Whitla, Diversity and Legal Education: Student Experiences in
Leading Law Schools in Gary Orfield & Michael Kurlaender, eds., Diversity Challenged: Evidence on
the Impact of Affirmative Action, http:/ /www.civilrightsproject.harvard.edu/rescarch/lawmichigan/
DiversityandLega!Education.pdf (accessed Oct. 18, 2004).
34. Orfield & Whitla, supra n. 33, at 154. The student surveys in this report are illuminating.
for example:
[t]he Yale results were especially interesting, since the school produced the highest response
rate and is widely regarded as the nation's most selective law school. Thirty percent of its
students responding to the survey had little or no interracial contact while growing up and 22
percent had little or none in high school. While at Yale Law School, only 3 percent said they
had little or no contact across racial lines and 55 percent reported a great deal. Forty-three
percent reported studying together very often or fairly often and 59 percent checked the two
highest categories of impact on their ability to work with others from different backgrounds
more effectively in the future. Seventy-four percent said that diversity improved the range of
informal discussion at Yale, and 72 percent checked the two highest categories about
enrichment of classroom discussion. Fifty-seven percent said that exchanges with students of
other racial and ethnic backgrounds had led them to change their values.
Id. at 153.
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society. 35 So too, the Supreme Court in Grutter has recognized the key
role law schools play in educating the leaders of our democracy. 36 A
critical aspect of this education is diversity, a value that law schools
espouse and that the Supreme Court has recognized as compelling: ' 7
"[o]ur conclusion that the Law School has a compelling interest in a
diverse student body is informed by our view that attaining a diverse
student body is at the heart of the Law School's proper institutional
mission." 3R
In this context, we must recognize that our efforts to date have not
come close to achieving racial proportionality in the legal academy or in
the legal profession. 3Y For many years now, although the educational
pipeline did not deliver racially and socio-economically proportionate
numbers of equally qualified applicants, law schools have been able to
engage in affirmative action 40 to admit underrepresented students with

35. Brown, 347 U.S. at 493.
36. 539 U.S. at 332--333.

37. The Supreme Court defers to the university judgment on this point. ("The l.aw School's
educational judgment that such diversity is essential to its educational mission is one to which '""
defer."). Id. at 338.
38. I d. at 330.
39. See further discussion of the numbers infra at Part III and LSAC: Chart inji-a starting at n.
172.

40. See generally Reynoso, supra n. 25, at 497-98, 501-02; C~oodwin l.iu, Brown, Bollinger, and
Beyond, 47 How. !..). 705 (2004); jack Greenberg, Symposium on Gru/lcr & Gratz, Examining
"Diversity" in Education: Diversity, the University, and the World Outside, 103 C:olum. 1.. Rev. 1610
(2003); Richard H. Sander, Experimenting with Class-based Affirmative Action, 47 J. l.eg. hluc. 472
(1997). See also U.S. Con st. amend. XIV, §l; Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964,42 U.S. C.§ 2000d
(2000); 42 U.S.C. § !98l(a) (2000). Compare Grutter, 539 U.S. 306; Bakke, 438 U.S. 265 (197il)
(stating that affirmative action quotas in medical school admissions are unacceptable, but diversity
can be basis for admissions) (plurality opinion) and Smith v. U. of Wash. L. Sch., 233 F.3d ll8K (9th
Cir. 2000) (following Bakke) with Gratz v. Bollinger, 539 U.S. 244, 269-270 (2003) (stating that a
system using automatic points for admissions based on race is not narrowly tailored to achieve a
compelling state interest) and with Hopwood v. Texas, 7il F. 3d 932, 934 (5th Cir. 1996) (holding that
racial imbalance is not "compelling justification"). For an overview of race ~sensitive admissions
policies, see Bowen, supra n. 25, at C:h. I. For tabulation of approaches to affirmative action, sec
College Bd., Achieving Diversity: Different Approaches to Achieving Diversity, http://www
.collegeboard.com/highered/ad/app/app.html (accessed Nov. 6, 2004). For additional perspective on
those schools that did not continue with atlirmative action, see e.g. Maurice R. Dyson, In Search of
the Talented Tenth: Diversity, Ajjirmative Access, and University-Driven Reform, 6 1-Iarv. Latino I..
Rev. 41 at 55-59, 70-72 (2003) (percent plans as opposed to affirmative action); Tomc\s Rivera Pol;cy
Inst., Changes in University of California Admissions Policies Still Fail to lncrt"ase Diversity at
Campuses: Aggregated Campus Acceptance Rates Fall 23 Percentage Points For African American and
Latino Students, http://www.trpi.org/Press%20releases/l 02604.pdf (accessed Oct. 27, 2004); Rebecca
Trounson, Declining Minority Admissions Rate at UC Is Criticized, L.A. Times, Los Angeles, CA.: BS
(Oct. 27, 2004. p. B5,); David L. Chambers, Timothy T. Clydesdale, William C. Kidder, & Richard 0.
Lempert, The Real Impact of Eliminating Affirmative Action in American Law Schools: An F.mpiriml
Critique of Richard Sander's Stanford Law Review Study at J I. fig. 2, http://www.lsacnet.org/
response/Sander-public-version-3.pdf (accessed Nov. 28, 2004) (article subject to revision).
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lower test scores and grades. 41 Later, recognizing that these test numbers
were indeed related to students' likely success at law school and
eventually on the bar exam, 42 the law schools created a spectrum of
academic support programs to enhance the abilities of these students to
achieve in the highly competitive law school environment. 43
Of particular note here is the Council on Legal Education
Opportunity (CLEO) program to help disadvantaged students access and
attend law school. CLEO began in 1968 as part of an ABA project under
the American Bar Association Fund for Justice and Education, with a
purpose "to expand opportunities for minorities and low-income
students to attend law school and become members of the legal
profession by providing pre-law recruitment, counseling, placement
assistance and training" including a "rigorous pre-law preparatory
summer institute." 44 CLEO has recently started a CLEO College Scholars
Program, which joins its Road to Law School and Sophomore Super
Saturday seminars, Sophomore Summer Institute, and Freshman &
Sophomore Law Forum, all offering assistance to potential applicants. 4 "
In 1998, the federal government earmarked funds for CLEO through the
Thurgood Marshall Legal Educational Opportunity Program. 46

41. See generally Br. ofL. Sch. Admb. Council as Amici CuriaP in Support ofRespts. at 2--3,911, Gruttcr, 539 U.S. 306 (available at Lexis 2002 U.S. Briefs 241).
42. Gila Z. Wilder, The Road to Law School and Beyond: Examining Challenges to Racial and
Ethnic Diversity in the Legal Profession, http://www.lsacnct.org/lsac/research-reports/RR-02-0l.pdf
(accessed Feb. 7, 2005); (Discussion of the correlation value of these numbers is beyond the scope of
this paper, particularly the correlation, if any, with lawyering.) for more information on this subject
sec e.g. Paul Kirgis, Race, Rankings and the Part- Time Free Pass, 54). Leg. Educ. 395, 396-98 (2004).
43. See Kristine S. Knapland & Richard H. Sander, The Art and Science of Academic Support,
45 ). Leg. Educ. ISH, 160 (1995) (evaluating academic support systems at UCLA); L. Sch. Admis.
Council, Law Services, An Tntroduction to Academic Assistance Programs (1992) (copy on file with
authnrs); Wilder, supra n. 42, at 8; Leslie Yalof Garfield & Kelly Koenig Levi, Finding Success in the
Cauldron of Competition: The Effectiveness of Academic Support Programs, 2004 BYU Educ. & L.j. 1
(2004) (focusing on Pace Law School's Academic Support Program); Reaching the Top, supra n. 19,
at 28 (offering positive commentary on academic support generally).
44. Council on Leg. Educ. Opportunity, All About Cleo, What Is Cleo?, http://www
.cleoscholars.com!all_about_cleo/indcx.htm (accessed October. I, 2004) (providing a description of
the Summer Institute and a listing for CLEO programs). CLEO reports that in its 35 years of
operation, over 7,000 students have participated in its summer programs. !d.
·~5. Council on Leg. Fduc. Opportunity, Pre-Law Programs, College Scholars, http://www
.cleoscholars.com!pre_law_programs!index.cfm (acce;sed Dec. 2, 2004).
46. U.S. Dept. of Educ., Thurgood Marshall Legal Educational Opportunity Program,
h tt p:f /web99 .ed.gov /GTEP I Program2.nsf!Of 49d28425bf97 582185256d4200787ba5 ?Open Document
(accessed Oct. 1, 2004). In 2002 and 2003, 4 million to 5 million dollars were appropriated for this
program. !d. Some law schools may also receive funds under the authority for Higher Education
Resources and Student Assistance Programs, Institutional Aid, Strengthening Historically Black
Colleges and Universities. 20 U.S.C. § 1063(b) (2000). See generally Deborah Santiago & Sarita E.
Brown, Federal Policy and Latinos in Higher Education 13, http:!fwww.pewhispanic.org/site!docs!
pdf!HighcrFD06.23.04final_aflpdf (accessed Feb. 10, 2005).
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While these efforts have had their successes in increasing the
numbers of diverse students in law schools and in assisting in their
persistence once there, 47 today's numbers show that these efforts have not
proved sufficient. 48 And there is no reason to believe they will prove
sufficient over time. Thus, it is no longer enough, if indeed it ever was, 4 Y
for us to sit atop the educational pipeline and wait for our colleagues
along the pipeline to deliver appropriately prepared students for our
institutions.
While there is undoubtedly, as William Bowen and Derek Bok
observed in The Shape of the River, "an insatiable appetite for the painless
alternative" to address the gaps we now see, 50 evidence shows that it
cannot be satisfied. In today's world there are no effective painless
alternatives. As those who report on the nation's progress in higher
education put it, "The areas where we have stalled ... or lost ground will
not be self-correcting ... The time has come for addressing accumulated
deficiencies ... [requiring] a deliberate and renewed infusion of energy,
To address these accumulated
commitment, and creativity." 51
deficiencies along the road to a diverse law community, law schools must
engage their colleagues along the educational pipeline from preschool
through college [Pl6] and join forces with them for the long haul: 52

47. See e.g. Kevin Brown, From Brown to Grutter: Aj}irmative Action and Higher Education in
the South: The Racial Gap in Ability: From the Fijieenth Century to Grutter and Gratz, 78 Tul. L. Rev.
2061, 2064-65 (2004) (demonstrating significant decrease in minority admissions without
affirmative action); LSAC Brief, supra n. 41, at 2. (Statistical evidence compiled by LSAC shows that
"unless America's law schools are allowed to adopt race-conscious admissions policies, many of the
nation's lawyers will be trained in an environment of racial homogeneity that bears almost no
relation to the world in which they will work, and in which all of us live."). See generally Wilder,
supra n. 42, at 29-30; Knapland, supra n. 43; and Garfield, supra n. 43.
48. For a brief historical perspective on this from the vantage point of college admissions, sec
Douglas S. Massey, Camille Z. Charles, Garvey F. Lundy, & Mary). Fischer, The Source of the River:
The Social Origins of Freshman at America's Colleges and Universities 1-2 (Princeton U. Press 2003).
49. At the most simple level of analysis, affirmative action has not produced a proportionately
diverse bar. There are also those who argue that it has harmed minority students. E.g. Richard H.
Sander, A Systemic Analysis of Affirmative Action in American Law Schools, 57 Stanford L. Rev. 367,
371 (2004) "[A] system of racial preferences that, in one realm after another, produces more harms
than benefits for its putative beneficiaries. The admission preferences extended to blacks are very
large and do not successfully identify students who will perform better than one would predict based
on their academic indices. Consequently, most black law applicants end up at schools where they will
struggle academically and fail at higher rates than they would in the absence of preferences. The net
tradeoff of higher prestige but weaker academic performance substantially harms black performance
on bar exams and harms most new black lawyers on the job market. Perhaps most remarkably, a
strong case can be made that in the legal education system as a whole, racial preferences end up
producing fewer black lawyers each year than would be produced by a race-blind system" !d. at 105106.; compare with Chambers, supra n. 40.
50. Bowen, supra n. 25, at xlii.
51. Measuring Up, supra n. 19, at 9.
52. See e.g. Wilder, supra n. 42, at 29-30.
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Diversity can only be sustained by meaningful affirmative access to
quality education for students of color beginning far before any
admission determination is made at the university level. By starting
educational reform at earlier grades, we can begin to create a system
where students are not set up for failure upon entering college. Better
preparation and mentoring can enhance college retention as well.
Overall, the case for targeted college intervention at the elementary and
middle school levels is a compelling one. Educational quality does not
have to be sacrificed in the name of diversity, as some have recently
contended. 53

While concern with the pipeline is hardly a new idea, 54 its
importance at the law school level is more acute now for three reasons:
our efforts in the past have fallen short; education all along the pipeline
remains so clearly in need of attention; and the Supreme Court has
signaled that the prior and current approaches will not be acceptable into
the indefinite future. 55 This change is something to which law schools
must pay attention. This is the call to action that all law schools must
heed nationally if we are to make a real difference. This is not a call to
discontinue affirmative action, nor is it a call to continue or discontinue
the affirmative action debate. 56 Rather, it is a call for a new paradigm for
law schools, one more involved with our students at earlier points on the
pipeline and more involved with issues of civic engagement.
Interestingly, the bench and the bar have already responded to the
need for earlier involvement along the educational pipeline. Justice
Kennedy and the American Bar Association, for example, have begun a
Dialogue on Freedom, "to foster among our nation's youth the
identifi::ation and understanding of fundamental American values and
those universal moral precepts that all free people share." 57 Through the

53. Dyson, supra n. 40, at 76. See generally Nancy Zimpher & Kenneth Howey, ed., University
Leadership in Urban School Renewal, (Greenwood Press, 2004).
54. See e.g. Bowen, supra n. 25, at xliv-xlv; Dyson, supra n. 40, at 54-56.
55. See infra at n. 71; see also Grutter 539 U.S. at 344-46 (Ginsburg and Breyer, J).
concurring).
56. For recent discussion on this point, see Sander, supra n. 49 and Chambers, supra n. 40.
57. Dialogue on Freedom, excerpt available at http:/ /www.manningproductions.com/ ABA243/
OMK/DOF _summary.html (accessed Oct. 12, 2004). For more on Dialogue see American Bar
Association, Dialogue on Freedom, http://www.abanet.org/dialogue/whatis.html (accessed Oct. 12,
2004). Similarly, just the Beginning Foundation is a program started by the bench in the Chicago area
to teach young people about civil rights and to eventually increase minority representation on the
federal bench. See http:/ /www.jtbf.org. Protect and Defend- The Constitutional Project's Dialogue on
America is another example of a program involved with students earlier on in the educational
pipeline. It is a similar local program modeled after justice Kennedy's Dialogue and started "in
response to the alarming statistics that high school and college students lack fundamental knowledge
of the Constitution and American history." Ltr. from Participant, Operation Protect & Defend, A
Commitment to Civic Education by Lawyers and judiciary (undated) (copy on file with authors).
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Dialogue on Freedom, Justice Kennedy and others have recognized, and
acted on, the need to reach out into the lives of our young people earlier.
Similarly, the American Bar Association through its Commission on
Racial and Ethnic Diversity in the Profession and Advisory Council on
Diversity has worked diligently in this arena for some time, 5H as have
many state and local bar associations. 59 Other professions facing similar
disproportionate representation 60 are already working in programs that
reach back along the pipeline to nourish leaders in their disciplines. Such
programs include doctoral programs for the professoriate, 61
engineering, 62 and health. 63

58. See generally ABA, The ABA Diversity Center, http://www.abanet.org/minorities/
diversity.html (accessed Oct. 29, 2004). Goal 2 of the American Bar Association's Colloquium on
Diversity in the Legal Profession, October 1999 is to "[e]nsure that minority students are adequately
prepared to pursue a legal career." This includes efforts to create a developmental model that defines
the criteria for successful lawyers and designs school programs to match that model; determine
academic skills necessary to succeed in law school; assess the opportunities that pre·K, elementary,
and secondary school minority students have to obtain those academic skills; determine what, if any,
barriers preclude pre·K, elementary, and secondary school minority students from obtaining those
academic skills; develop programs to assist minority students in obtaining those academic skills; and
increase awareness in communities of color concerning the advantages of a career in law. ABA
Resource Guide, supra n. 32, at 6. For a list of sample programs, see I d. at 34; few involve law schools
explicitly.
59. E.g. N.Y. St. B. Assn., Law Youth and Citizenship Program, http://www.nysba.org/
Content/ N a vi ga ti onMen u/Pu b lie_ Resources/ Programs_and_ Resources/Law,_ Youth_ and_
Citizenship/Law,_ Youth_and_Citizenship.htm (accessed Feb. 2, 2004). It is beyond the scope of this
paper to review these programs specifically, but a compilation which addressed their relationships
with law schools would be useful.
60. See e.g. Minority Affairs Consortium, Number of Male Physicians By Race/Ethnicity,
2003, http://www.ama-assn.org/ama/pub/category/12929.html; Minority Affairs Consortium,
Number of family Physicians By Race, 2003, http://www.ama-assn.org/ama/pub/category!12928
.html; National Science Foundation, Division of Science Resources Statistics, Science and Engineering
Doctorate Awards: 2003, NSF 05-300, Project Officer, joan S. Burrelli (Arlington, VA 2004),
Doctorates awarded to U.S. citizens, by race/ethnicity and major field of study of recipients: /9942003, http://www.nsf.gov/sbe/srs/nsf05300/dst.htm Other professions are ahead of the law profession
in terms of minority representation. Miles to Go 2004, supra n. 7, Table 2.
61. For example, the Southern Regional Education Board (SREB) has a program to increase
the number of minority doctoral candidates. See e.g., SREB, Diversity in College Faculty, http://www
.sreb.org/programs/dsp/publications/facultydiversity/intro.asp (accessed Dec. I, 2004). This
program, funded by foundations and state governments, includes financial support in the form of
stipends and dissertation-year awards, direct student services on a regional basis (including regular
supportive contact with SREB staff and student and career counseling), departmental support to
improve department environments for minority students; professional development funds to
support research and publication; and an annual networking opportunity, the Institute on Teaching
and Mentoring. For more information on the Institute for Teaching and Mentoring, see SREB,
Doctoral Scholars Program, http://www.sreb.org/programs/dsp/process/about_the_program.asp
(accessed Dec. 1, 2004). In its seven years, the SREB program has achieved success in producing "a
significant cohort of doctoral scholars of color" with a "high level of dedication to faculty careers
among participants." SREB, More Than a Check and a Handshake 5, http://www.sreb.org/programs/
dsp/publications/CheckHandshake.pdf (accessed Dec. I, 2004).
62. It is beyond the scope of this paper to review these efforts in detail, but there are obviously
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lessons to be learned. One fruitful area for additional work would be a comparative literature and
programmatic review. In engineering, see e.g. The National Advisory Council for Minorities in
Engineering (NACME) states as its mission: "[To provide]leadership and support f(lr the national
efl(,rt to increase the representation of successful African American, American Indian and Latino
women and men in engineering and technology, math- and science-based careers." NACME, About
Us, http://www.nacme.org/about/ (accessed Feb. 7, 2005). NACME specifically speaks to pipeline
issues:

In an effort to increase the pool of middle and high school students that are prepared to
successfully undertake the rigors of college-level math and science courses, N ACME has begun
to aggressively lay the foundation for a pre-college strategy. The ultimate goal is to broaden the
pipeline for those \Vishing to consider engineering as a university major and potential career
choice. As a first step, NACME convened a cadre of national experts in the field of pre-college
education at an October Pre-college Roundtable. The purpose of the Roundtable was to explore
best-practices, discuss NACME"s pre-college record to date, historical initiatives, emerging
programmatic options, and viable opportunities for collaborative efforts. The Roundtable. held
in White Plains, New York, comprised key stakeholders from the government, corporate,
education and institutional sectors. Those present at the day-long event engaged in a spirited
exchange of innovative ideas for advancing the collective goal of decreasing the higher-learning

readiness gap for middle school and high school students of color.
l\:ACME, For Pre-College Students, http://www.nacme.org/precollege/ (accessed Oct. 23, 2004).
NACME also seeks to work with Kl2 educators through professional development "[w]e're proud to
work with America's educators to promote the highest quality math and science educ<ltion possible.
We otTer an expansive portfolio of Professional Development programs as well as Guide Me
NACME: A Roadmap to Engineering, which features a section for K-12 educators." NACMF., For
Educators, http://www.nacme.org/educators/ (accessed Oct. 23, 2004). Additionally NACME lists 25
university/institutional partners, with whom the relationship is described as being "based on their
providing a welcoming environment and academic support to students. Each institution reports
annually to NACME on student progress and has pledged to narrow the retention-to-graduation
gap.
NAC:ME, NACMf. Partner Institutions, http://www.nacme.org/university/others.html
(accessed jan. 24, 2005).
b3. See comments supra at n. 58. The health professions have been focused on the pipeline
issues for over a decade. For example, the Council on Graduate Medical Education (COG ME) found
in its Third Report to the HHS Secretary and the Senate Committee on Health, Education, Labor and
Pensions and the House of Representatives Committee on Commerce in 1992, "Strategies to increa'e
minority enrollment must emphasize increa,ing and strengthening the applicant pool, the
acceptance rate from within this pool, and the student retention rate. These strategies must take into
account disproportionately high rates of poverty, poor health status, poor schools, and a continued
lack of access to educational and career opportunities. They must include both traditional short-term
e!Torts and long-term strategies targeting younger students early in the educational pipeline."
COG ME, Improving Access to Health Care Through Physician Workforce Reform: Directions for the
21st Century, http://www.cogme.gov/rpt3_4.htm (accessed Nov. 30, 2004). In ib Twcltih Report in
1998, COGMF. recognized that while improvements had been made and the trend in medical school
enrollment for minorities was generally upward but found "many minorities remain critically underrepresented at every level of medicine." The Council on Graduate Med. Educ., Twelfth Report:
Mirwrities in Medicine, http://www.cogme.gov/rptl2_2.htm (accessed Nov. 30, 2004). The Report
recommended a variety of national strategies of which law schools might well take note. These
included collective action among public and private groups on a national strategy, establishment of a
national numerical goal, encouragement of collaboration at "multiple levels of the education
continuum." !d.; Assn. of Am. Med. Colleges (AAMC), Learning From Others: A Literature Review
and How-to Guide from the Health Professions Partnership Initiative i, https:/ /services.aamc.org/
Publications/ showfile.cfin 'file=version26. pdf&CFID= 1426555&CFTO KEN =58313 78 -ae5e0441dl fa-488b-a305-1581Ta55ac49 (accessed Dec. 3, 2004). See Advisory Council on Graduate Medical
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Of course, some law schools have been involved in pipeline
initiatives outside their gates and others have been involved in impact
litigation, but their work has been neither systemic nor systematic. Fifty
years after Brown, 64 thirty plus years after Serrano v. Priest, 65 thirty-plus
years after P.A.R.C. v. Pennsylvania 66 and Mills v. Board of Education, 67
twenty-plus years after Bakke, 68 Lau v. Nichols 69 and Plyler v. Doe, 711 we
must recognize that the best intended and conceived litigation strategies
have yet to produce equity and diversity along the educational pipeline. 71
The same can be said for the best intended affirmative action and
academic support initiatives. 72
More efforts to improve participation in the early points along the
education pipeline are needed. We have certainly not worked
consistently or collaboratively with other educators along the continuum
to understand and address the real problems or to improve student

Education, 42 USCS § 294o (2005). Medical programs are discussed further infra Part III (B).
64. 347 U.S. at 483 (holding that the segregation doctrine of "separate but equal" is inhermtly
unequal in public education); 349 U.S. 294 (ordering that desegregation shall be accomplished with
all deliberate speed).
65. Serrano v. Priest, 487 P.2d 1241 (Cal. 1971). Serrano was part of what is now called the first
(of three) waves of school finance litigation. See William E. Thro, Judicial Analysis [Juring the Third
Wave of School Finance Liti&ation: The Massachusetts Decision as a Model, 35 B.C. L. Rev. 597, 598
( 1994); Michael Heise, State Constitutions, School Finance Litigation, and the "Third Wave "From
Equity to Adequacy, 68 Temple L. Rev. 1151 (1995); Yohancc C. Edwards & jennifer Ahern, Note,
Unequal Treatment in State Supreme Courts; Minority and City Schools in Education Finance Rej(mn
Litigation, 79 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 326 (2004); Damian B. Gosheff, Comment, Brown's Unfulfilled Promise;
Education Finance Reform and the Separate But Equal Effect Of State Education Clause Remedies New York as a Model, 35 U. Tol. L. Rev. 889 (2004).

66. Pa. Assn. for Retarded Children (P.A.R.C.) v. Pa., 334 F. Supp. 1257 (E.D. Pa. 1971)
(ordering a consent decree that mentally retarded children in Pennsylvania were entitled to access to
a free public education as appropriate to their capacities),
67. A1ills v. Bd. o( Educ. of D.C., 348 F. Supp. 866 (D.D.C. 1972) (holding exceptional students
could not be denied appropriate public education nor be suspended or expelled without appropriate
due process).
68.

Bakke, 438 U.S. 265.

69. Lau v. Nichols, 414 U.S. 563 (1974) (holding that Chinese students who are not proficient
in English are entitled under the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to some type of language program to assure
they can benefit from their public school education).
70. Plyler v. Doe, 457 U.S. 202 (1982) (holding that the State cannot constitutionally preclude
undocumented students from public school).
71. In these same years, indeed, in part in response to this litigation, we have seen increasing
leg!slative, administrative and judicial involvement in education. E.g. The Individuals with
Disabilities Education Act, 20 U.S.C:. § 1400 et seq (2000); The Higher Hducation Act, 20 U.S.C. § 1001
et seq (2000); No Child Leji Behind Act, P.L. 107-110,20 U.S.C. § 6301 et seq (2001). Some would say
that the results have not only been insufficient, but have proved harmful to the basic mission of our
schools. See generally Richard Arum, Judging School Discipline: The Crisis of Moral Authority at 200202 (Harvard U. Press 2003) (criticizing particularly the negative impact of students' rights litigation
and expectations on school discipline).
72. See further discussion of the numbers infra at Part Ill.
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achievement along the pipeline. Nor have we worked collaboratively to
teach our colleagues the relevant legal principles in education law or to
dissipate the undue burden of fear and uncertainty surrounding
increased legal interventions. 73 Nor have we worked collaboratively to
assure that the conceptual framework of due process and other
fundamental constitutional and legal values are embedded in classrooms
up and down the pipeline. 74
The time has come to rethink our interaction with education outside
our gates. Law schools must now join the bench, the bar, and other
professional schools in work along the pipeline. This is essential both to
further our own goals for a stronger, more diverse student body and
profession, as well as to heed Justice O'Connor's warning in Grutter:
We are mindful, however, that '[a] core purpose of the Fourteenth
Amendment was to do away with all governmentally imposed
discrimination based on race.' Accordingly, race-conscious admissions
policies must be limited in time. This requirement reflects that racial
classifications, however compelling their goals, are potentially so
dangerous that they may be employed no more broadly than the
interest demands. Enshrining a permanent justification for racial
preferences would offend this fundamental equal protection principle.
We see no reason to exempt race-conscious admissions programs from
the requirement that all governmental use of race must have a logical
end point. The Law School, too, concedes that all 'race-conscious
programs must have reasonable durationallimits.' 75

73. This concern is well documented. See e.g. Steve Farkas, jean johnson & Ann Duffett,
Rolling Up Their Sleeves: Superintendents and Principals Talk About What's Needed to Fix Public
http://www.wallacefoundation.org/NR/rdonlyres/B5ll:'BOB9- D280-4ED8- B276Schools,
8BB2ED4872E9/0/rolling_up~their~sleeves.pdf (accessed Feb. 22, 2005); jean johnson & Ann
Duffett, I'm Calling My Lawyer: How Litigation, Due Process and Other Regulatory Requirements Are
Affecting
Public
Education,
http://www.publicagenda.org/research/research~reports~details
.cfm'list=H (accessed Feb. 22, 2005) (free download); Arum, supra n. 71, at4~11, 30, 127-29, 146-47
("In the past decade many teachers came to recognize that neither the law nor tbe parents were
behind them .... Teachers often thought the law reflected distrust of their judgment or intention,
and was a weapon f(>r disciplining them ratber than their students" (citing Gerald Grant, The World
We Created at Hamilton High 147 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard U. Press, 1988)); Sarah E. Redfield,
The Convergence of Education and Law: A New Class of Educators and Lawyers 36 Ind. L. Rev. 609,
613-17 (2003); Sarah Redfield, Tell Me a Story: A Cautionary Tale of the Lawyer and the Educator, 18
Me. Bar ). (Fall 2003). See generally jay P. Heubert, The More We Get Together: Improving
Collaboration Between Educators and Their Lawyers, 67 Harv. Educ. Rev. 531 (1997).
74. Compare e.g. NAC:ME, supra n. 62. Sec generally Torney-Purta, supra n. 20. This is an
excellent piece sponsored by the ECS and developed in part through various "thinkers meetings" and
"professional judgment groups," from which law deans, faculty, and lawyers were noticeably absent.
Interview with jennifer Piscatelli, ECS, and Senator Norman Sakamoto, Chairman Senate Education
Committee, Hawaii State Senate (Nov. 16, 2004). See Richard L. Roe, Valuing Student Speech: The
Work of the Schools as Conceptual Development, 79 Calif. L. Rev. 1271, 1296-99 (1991 ).
75. Gruffer, 539 U.S. at 341-342 (internal citations omitted) (emphasis added). See also Mark
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Justice Thomas's prediction in the dissent carries its own warning
notes:
The majority does not and cannot rest its time limitation on any
evidence that the gap in credentials between black and white students is
shrinking or will be gone in that timeframe ... No one can seriously
contend, and the Court does not, that the racial gap in academic
credentials will disappear in 25 years. Nor is the Court's holding that
racial discrimination will be unconstitutional in 25 years made
contingent on the gap closing in that time? 6
To meet the reasonable durational limits that Justice O'Connor
describes, we must find new ways to use our particular strengths to work
with our colleagues along the pipeline. After all, the old ways, as the
observations here and the facts in next section show, have clearly fallen
short. If the bench and bar have recognized this need and begun to
address it, the addition of the force of the legal academy is timely as well.
Part II discusses the failure of the legal academy and profession to reflect
the diversity of the nation's population by examining the numbers of
high school, college and law school minority achievement along with the
current situation of law schools. Part III calls for action to address this
crisis in order to better serve our institutional goals and develop our
future leadership.
When you fail, when everybody fails my child, what happens?
Nobody gets fired. Nothing happens to nobody, except my child. 77

R. Killenbeck, Affirmative Action and Diversity: The Beginning of the End? Or the End of the

Beginning?, 20 ETS Research & Development Policy Information Center (March 2004). For an e;ulier
analysis of the impact on law schools of abandoning affirmative action, sec Linda Wight, The Threat

to Diversity in Legal Education: An Empirical Analysis of the Consequences of Abandonirzg Race as a
Factor in Law School Admission Decisions, 72 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1 {1997).
76.

Gmtler, 539 U.S. at 375--76 (Thomas, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part)

(internal citations omitted). Justice Thomas buttresses his warning with this observation:
The majority's non sequitur observation that since 1978 the number of blacks that have scored
in these upper ranges on the LSAT has grown, says nothing about current trends. l'irst, black
participation in the LSAT until the early 1990's lagged behind black representation in the
general population. For instance, in 19R4 only 7.3% of law school applicants were black,
when·a, in 2000 11.3% of law school applicants were black. See LSAC Statistical Reports ( t9B-1
and 2000). Today, however, unless blacks were to begin applying to law school in proportions
greater than their representation in the general population, the growth in absolute numbers of
high scoring blacks should be expected to plateau, and it has. In 1992, 63 black applicants to law
school had !.SAT scores above 165. In 2000, that number was 65. See !.SAC Statistical Reports
( 1992 and 2000).

Jd. at 376 (note IS).
77.
meeting).

Thernstrom, supra n. 21, at 276 (quoting a parent at a New York City school board
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The purpose of this [title] is to ensure that all children have a fair,
equal, and significant opportunity to obtain a high-quality
education and reach, at a minimum, proficiency on challenging
State academic achievement standards and state academic
assessments. This purpose can be accomplished by- ... meeting
the educational needs of low-achieving children in our Nation's
highest-poverty schools, limited English proficient children,
migratory children, children with disabilities, Indian children,
neglected or delinquent children, and young children in need of
reading assistance; closing the achievement gap between high and
low-performing children, especially the achievement gaps between
minority and nonminority students, and between disadvantaged
children and their more advantaged peers 78

We have made progress in increasing the number of minorities 79 in
legal education since the 1970s. Indeed, progress has been made at each
critical step along the pipeline over the past 25 years. 80 Still, the
American Bar Association reports that although the law profession is
more ethnically diverse today than it was a decade ago, only some 10
percent of all attorneys are nonwhite. 81 Considering how many students
we lose along the way from preschool82 to law school, this percentage is

78. 20 U.S.C. § 6301(3) (2001)
79. Describing various race and ethnicity groups in America is difficult. The Office of
Management and the Budget recommends use of these categories in combined race/ethnicity:
American Indian or Alaska Native (AlAN), Asian, Black or African-American, Hispanic or Latino,
Native Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander, and White. Off. of Management and Budget, Revisions to
the Standards for the Classzfication of Federal Data on Race and Ethnicity, http:/ /www.whitehouse
.gov/omb/fedreg/ombdir15.html (accessed Oct. 27, 2004). The 1990 census asked for identification
in one race category, American Indian or Alaska Native, Asian, Black or African-American, Native
Hawaiian or other Pacific Islander, and White, and in one ethnicity category, Hispanic or nonHispanic. See generally Lynn A. Karoly & Constantin W. A. Panis, The 21st Century at Work Forces
Shaping the Future Workforce and Workplace in the United States 37-38, http://v.ww.rand.org/
pubs/monographs/2004/RAND_MG 164.pdf (accessed Oct. 27, 2004) (describing race ethnicity data
for workforce).
80. Wilder, supra n. 42, at 28; Reaching the Top, supra n. 19, at 28.
81. This compares to about 25% of the U.S. population. See U.S. Census Bureau, Quickfacts,
http:/ /quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states (accessed Jan. 25, 2005) and http:/ /www.censtats.census.gov/
cgi-bin/eeo/eeojobs.pl (accessed Jan. 25, 2005); ABA Commn. on Racial and Ethnic Diversity in the
Profession, Goal IX Report 2003-2004, http:/ /www.abanet.org/minorities/ftp/goal9report04.pdf
(accessed Oct. 4, 2004); Wilder, supra n. 42, at 3-4. For criticism of the ABA's progress in regard to
minorities, particularly Black Americans, see George B. Shepherd, Symposium: Policy at the
Intersection of Law and Politics: Panel Three: Defending the Aristocracy: ABA Accreditation and the
Filtering of Political Leaders, 12 Cornell J.L. & Pub. Pol'y 637 (2003); George B. Shepherd, No
Aji-ican-American Lawyers Allowed: The Inefficient Racism of the ABA 's Accreditation OJ Law
Schools, 53). Leg. Educ. 103 (2003).
82. See e.g. Thernstrom, supra n. 21, at 130-32; Learning Point Assocs., All Students Reaching
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hardly surprising. If we, as legal educators, are to produce the lawyers
and leaders of the future, the data presents much cause for concern.
As growing numbers of young people-particularly those less
advantaged-become discouraged with their future roles in American
society, they turn away (or, worse yet, are turned away) from meaningful
involvement in high school, college, or post-collegiate professional
education, thus limiting both their opportunities to benefit from formal
education and their subsequent ability to contribute to their
communities. 83 The statistics are disturbing at virtually every step of the
pipeline, yet law schools' response to these numbers has been limited.
Part A of this section reviews the high school, college, and law school
statistics of minority students. Part B considers the situation of law
schools against the backdrop of the numbers which, for law schools, are
at crisis proportions.
B. The Numbers 84

This discussion is set in the context of the diversity of the American
population and is grounded in the assumption that there is great value in
proportionate representation in the legal profession. The context is
further defined by population trends along the educational pipeline,
particularly in regard to changing demographics.
The following demographic factors raise significant pipeline
implications. The white population is declining and populations of color
are increasingxs and the percentages of our population living in poverty
are higher for our populations of color. 86 The poor, racial, and ethnic

the Top: Strategies for Closing the Academic Achievement Gaps, A Report of the National Study Group
for the Affirmative Development of Academic Ability 5, 9, http://www.ncrel.org/gap/studies/
thctop.htm (accessed Oct. 18, 2004); infra at n. 89 (for further discussion of these early years)
83. Clark Kelso, Gary Miller, jack Nagle, Elizabeth Rindskopf Parker & Sarah E. Redfield,

Renovating the K20 Pyramid (LEXIS 2004).
84. As previously suggested, this article is not, nor is it intended to be, a statistical analysis of
which there are much better sources referenced here. The data and graphs presented are not
consistently from the same years or the same sources. However, they arc presented to show a big
picture view, which they do, of the situation of underrepresented students in relation to legal careers.
for further discussion on the numbers and much more sophisticated analysis, see Wilder, supra n.
42, at 2, 5-7.
85. Lollis, supra n. 10. See generally Infoplease, Population of the United States by Race and
Hispanic!Latino Origin, http://www.infoplease.com/ipa/A0762156.html (accessed Oct. 29, 2004).
86. Over 12% of the total population lives in poverty, some 34 million people. Over 20% of
blacks and Hispanics are below the poverty line as compared to less than 10% of whites. Ruppert,
supra n. 9, at 6; Infoplease, People and Families in Poverty by Selected Characteristics, 2002 and 2003,
http://www.infoplease.com/ipa/A0904269.html (accessed Nov. 6, 2004). These percentages by race
and ethnicity are based on U.S. Census Bureau definitions of poverty thresholds which vary by
individual and family size. U.S. Census Bureau, Poverty, http://www.census.gov/hhes/poverty/
povdef.html#l (accessed Nov. 6, 2004). For a four person family with two children under 18 the level
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minorities stand the least chance to move successfully along the
educational pipeline from preschool to professional employment. Most
minority students already attend public schools where minorities
represent the majority of the student body and where most are socioeconomically disadvantaged. 87 Over the next dozen years, among high
school graduates, Hispanic graduates will increase and white graduates
decline. By the year 2050, it is expected that Latinos will be 30% of the
general population, and one in three school age children will be
Hispanic. 88
In various parts of the country, the demographics will be even more
striking. California, for example, is already a "majority minority" state
with non-Hispanic whites just over 46%. 89 Other western states are
similar, and southern states are showing high Hispanic growth rates as
well. 90 Yet, as the Hispanic proportion of the population increases, its
educational accomplishments continue to lag. Over the past thirty years,
"one of every three Hispanic Americans has dropped out of high school"
and in many communities along the southern U.S.-Mexico border the
figure is consistently higher. 91 With these patterns, Hispanic students
is $18,660. U.S. Census Bureau, Poverty Thresholds 2003, http://www.census.gov/hhes/poverty/
threshld/thresh03.html (accessed Nov. 6, 2004). See also Final Report Hispanic Commission, From
Risk to Opportunity, supra n. 12, at 16; Barton supra n. 21.
87. All Students, supra n. 82, at 5. Hispanics are expected to increase by 73% and blacks by 6%,
while white graduates decline by 11 o/o. W. Interstate Commn. for Higher Educ., Knocking at the
College Door- 2003 Projections of High School Graduates by State, Income, and Race/Ethnicity, 19882018, http://www.wiche.edu/policy/Knocking/1988-2018/highlights4.asp (accessed Oct. 23, 2004);
Frankenberg, supra n. 30, at 4.
88. See Western, Knocking, supra n. 87; Intercultural Dev. Research Assn., The Hispanic
Educational Pipeline: Latino Students in the United States in 2000, www.idra.org/Research/
hispanic_ed_pipeline/index.htm (accessed Oct. 18, 2004). The work of the President's Advisory
Commission on the Educational Excellence for Hispanic Americans is of particular value in
considering these issues. In addition to the Interim and Final reports previously cited, see The
President's Advisory C:ommn. on Educ. Excellence of Hispanic Ams., Our Nation 011 the Faultline:
Hispanic American Education, http://www.cd.gov/pubs/faultLine/index.html (accessed Dec. I,
2004); U.S. c;overnment Printing Office, Creating the Will: Hispanics Achieving Educational
Excellence, http://permanent.access.gpo.gov/lps 10210/report_v2.pdf (accessed Dec. I, 2004); Exec.
Or. 13230,66 C.F.R. 52841 (2001).
89. U.S. Census Bureau, California Quick Facts, http://quickfacts.census.gov/qfd/states/
06000.html (accessed Nov. 4, 2004); Watson Scott Swail, Kenneth E. Redd & Laura W. Perna,
Retaining Minority Students in Higher Education 15, http://www.educationalpolicy.org/pdf/Swail_
Rctention_Book.pdf (accessed Oct. 4, 2004); Western, Knocking, supra n. 87; Half of the Hispanics
currently enrolled in higher education are in California and Texas and almost three quarters are in
five states, California, Texas, New York, Florida and Illinois. Brown, supra n. 12; Santiago, supra n.
46, at 3.
90. Orfield, Brown at 50, supra n. 30, at 14-15. The highest rates of growth of the Hispanic
population are in North Carolina, Arkansas, Georgia, Tennessee, and Nevada. Interim Report
Hispanic Commission, Road to a College Diploma, supra n. 12, at 6.
91. Final Report Hispanic Commission, supra n. 12, at 6. Hispanic immigrants drop out at two
times the rate of first or second generation Hispanics. Excelencia in Educ., Inc., Latinos in Secondary
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will be proportionately the largest segment of our future population and
proportionately among the least represented in our legal force. 92
The previous description offers general demographic information.
However, the following chart, excerpted from the Law School Admission
Council Research Report, The Road to Law School and Beyond:
Examining Challenges to Racial and Ethnic Diversity in the Legal
Profession, aptly illustrates the numbers lost along the educational
pipeline by race and ethnicity, and provides a more particular contexe 3
for the ensuing discussion: 94
Figure 1. Levels of Education
~~Asian ~White

..........,Black """!G'-Hispanic

High School

High School

Post-Sec.

Post-Sec.

Sophomores

Graduates

Enrolled

Four- Year

BA Degree

PG Degree

Education, http:/ /www.edexcelencia.org/pdf/Latinos_Sccondary __ Education-2004.pdf (accessed [)ec.
I, 2004).
92. Most Hispanics remain in low-skilled positions with limited upward mobility. They will
continue to be a major segment of the workforce with 14 million new workers over the next 25 years.
Given these numbers, the education of this group is "not a Hispanic issue" but rather raises questions
"about the future economy of the country as a whole." Final Report Hispanic Commission, supra n.
12, at 3 (quoting Roberto Suro, The Pew Hispanic Center).
93. The next part of the paper focuses on statistics along the pipeline and more specifically on
academic statistics and preparation. There are enormous issues plaguing our schools, such as school
safety and discipline, all of which contribute to these numbers, but they are well beyond the scope of
this paper. See e.g. Arum, supra n. 71, at 189-90; Barton, supra n. 21, at 18.
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The pathway illustrated by this chart is explained in the ensuing
sequence and followed by additional discussion of the transition points at
high school, college, law school and legal practice, and beyond.
•

Even before fourth grade tests, there are gaps between
poor and underrepresented children and their wealthier
white peers. 95

•

Gaps in test scores appear by fourth grade, with blacks,
Hispanics, and Native Americans scoring lower than
whites and Asian/Pacific Islanders. Students in poorer
schools (measured by receipt of Title I funds) 96 score

94. Wilder, supra n. 42, at 9, fig. 5.
95. Sec e.g. Harold L. Hodgkinson, Leaving Too Many Children Behind: A Demographer's
\'iew on the Neglect of America's Youngest Children, http://www.iel.org/pubs/manychildren.pdf
(accessed Dec. 1, 2004) ("Our current efforts to promote a common "finish line" through high stakes
tests is meaningless when the runners start the race from such widely differing positions ... Long
bd(Jre children knock on the kindergarten door-during the crucial period from birth to age five
when humans learn more than during any other five-year period-forces have already been put in
place that encourage some children to 'shine' and fulfill their potential in school and life while other
l(lrces stunt the growth and development of children who have just as much potential. The cost to
the nation in terms of talent unfulfilled and lives of promise wasted is enormous. Certainly, eff(Jrts to
even the playing t!eld from kindergarten onward are useful, but they have to begin by dealing with
the deficits created in many children from birth to age five.") ld. at iii, 1; See generally N.C. Reg!.
Educ. Laboratory, All Students Reaching the Top: Strategies for Closing the Academic Achievcme11t
Gaps 5, 9, http://www.ncrel.org/gap/studies/thetop.htm (accessed Oct. 18, 2004); Sharon L. Kagan &
Nancy L Cohen, Creating an Early Care and Education System for America's Children: The Quality
2000 Initiative, http://www.nccic.org/pubs/bychance/execsumm.html (accessed Oct. 1, 2004);
Roland G. Fryer & Steven D. Levitt, Understanding The Black- White Test Score Gap in the First Two
Years o/School, http://wwvJ.cducationnext.org/20043/pdf/9.pdf (accessed Nov. 28, 2004) (attributing
gap primarily to quality of school after reviewing other variables); Reaching the Top, supra n. 19, at 3,
20; Liu, .111pm n. 40, at 768. While the analysis of cognitive ability and reading levels is well beyond
the scope of this paper, one additional point m;\\' add to the consideration of the level at which
'chools ,hould intervene; in his critique of the Thernstrom book Armor notes,
[w[hile nearly all children increase their reading and math skills during the school years,
children who start school with higher cognitive skills (as measured by IQ tests) learn at least as
much as those who enter with lower skills. In order for lower IQ children to catch up with
higher IQ children by the time they graduate, they would have to learn at a much faster pace
than higher IQ children. There is no known educational program that has been able to do this
t(>r all black and white children in the same school district.
Armor, supra 11. 21. Kot surprisingly, the National Research Council has concluded that "quality
classroom instruction in kindergarten and the primary grades is the single best weapon against
reading failure." Policy Evaluation and Research Ctr., Policy Info. Ctr., ETS, The Fourth Grade
Reading Classroom at 3 (September 2004) (quoting Catherine E. Snow eta!., eds., Preventing Reading
Dijficulties in Young Children, National Research Council (Washington DC 1998)).
96. Title I is the core provision of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act (ESFA) and
directs funding to serve economically disadvantaged children. The most recent reauthorization of
ESEA was the No Child Lcfi Behind Act, 20 U.S.C. §§ 6314-6315 (2001).
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lower than those in non-Title I schools, and students in
public schools score lower than those in private
schools. 97
•

Minorities are concentrated in "poor" schools where
they are the majority, and evidence indicates that
attendance at a school with limited exposure to white
students is itself a predictor of failure to graduate from
high school. 98

•

By high school all groups still do not achieve at the same
level, with white and Asian students typically scoring
higher than their black and Hispanic counterparts. 99

•

In high school, all groups do not engage in a rigorous
curriculum such as AP courses-which is critical to
future success-at the same rates, with blacks and
Hispanics less likely to do so than other students. 1110

•

All groups do not graduate from high school at the same
rates, with blacks, Hispanics, and Native Americans
having considerably lower graduation rates (at around

97. See e.g. Nat!. Ctr. for Educ. Statistics, Students' Reading and Mathematics Achievement
Through 3rd Grade, http://nces.ed.gov/programs/coe/2004/section2/indicator08.asp (Feb. 8, 2005);
Fourth Grade Reading, supra n. 95, at 7-8; NAEP, Trends in Academic Progress: Three Decades of
Student Perj(Jrmance 33, 40, http:www/nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard//pdf/main 1999/2000469.pdf
(accessed Oct. 31, 2004). At fourth grade 36% of all students are scoring below basic on the NAEP
reading achievement assessment: for white students this number is 25%, for blacks and Asians I
Pacific Islanders 30%, for Hispanics 50%, and for American Indiana/ Alaskan Native 49%. For Title I
schools the percentage is 56% below basic and for non-Title I, 26%. Fourth Grade Reading, supra n.
95, at 8. By fourth grade African-American, Hispanic, and socioeconomically disadvantaged students
also score lower than white, Asian, and wealthier students on civics assessments. See generally
Christopher Jencks & Meredith Phillips, The Black- White Test Score Gap, (Brookings Inst. 1999)
(review of various explanations for and approaches to the test-gap); Samuel L. Lucas, Hope, Anguish,
and the Problem of Our Time: An Essay on Publication of The Black- White Test Score Gap, I 02
Teachers College Record Volume 461-473 (Feb. 2000); Belinda Williams, ed., Closing the
Achievement Gap: A Vision for Changing Beliefs and Practices, Association for Supervision and
Curriculum Development (2d ed., Va. 2003); Dale Whittington, Closing the Achievement Gap: A
Vision for Changing Beliefs and Practices, http://www.tcrecord.org/Content.asp?Content!D= 11319
(accessed Oct. 20, 2004); Final Report Hispanic Commission From Risk to Opportunity, supra n. 12, at
16.
98. "Poor" here refers to schools where the majority is eligible for free or reduced lunch. See
supra n. 30; Massey, supra n. 48, at 202-03.
99. Reaching the Top, supra n. 19, at 6-7, 9-10.
100. Reaching the Top, supra n. 19, at 7-8. Barton, supra n. 21, at 8-9. Minorities are also less
likely to do well in such courses as evidenced by success on the AP exams. I d. at 8.
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50% as compared to around 75% for whites). 101
•

Among those who do graduate, most express a desire to
go on to college, 102 but many are "navigating the system
alone" 103 and do not accurately know the academic or
financial requirements for college. 104

•

Overall, college enrollment tracks high school
graduation, that is, with blacks and Hispanics at lower
rates and with men at lower rates than women. 105

•

All groups do not enroll in selective colleges at the same
rate, with blacks and Hispanics being under-represented
at the nation's top schools. 106

•

All groups do not perform equally well in college, and
those blacks and Hispanics who were high-achievers in

101. E.g. Gary Orfield, Daniel Losen, johanna Wald, & Christopher B. Swanson, Losing Our
Future: How Minority Youth are Being Left Behind by the Graduation Rate Crisis, http://www
.civilrightsproject.harvard.edu/research/dropouts/LosingOurfuture.pdf (accessed Oct. 18, 2004). See
also chart infra at note 134 and accompanying text.
102. Michael W. Kirst & Andrea Venezia, From High School to College: Improving
Opportunities for Success in Postsecondary Education 3 (eds., jossey-Bass 2004) (quoting Michael W.
Kirst, & Kathy Reeves Bracco, Bridging the Great Divide: How the K-12 and Postsecondary Split
Hurts Students, and What Can Be Done About It 3, http://media.wiley.com/product_data/exccrpt/
2X/07879706/078797062X-2.pdf (accessed Feb. 10, 2005) (showing 90% of seniors want to go on to
college); AAMC, supra n. 63, at 2 (illustrating aspirations for medical careers).
103. Brown, supra n. 12, at 3 (regarding Latino students and the familial "information gap"
about higher education).
104. See generally e.g. George L. Wimberly, School Relationships Foster Success j(Jr African
American Students, ACT Policy Rpt.; Andrea Venezia, Michael W. Kirst, & Anthony L. Antonio,
Betraying the College Dream: How Disconnected K-12 and Postsecondary Education Systems
Undermine
Student
Aspirations,
http:/ /www.stanford.edu/group/bridgeproject/
betrayingthecollegedream.pdf (accessed Feb. 8, 2005); Final Report Hispanic Commission, supra n.
12, at 5; Brown, supra n. 12. See generally, Lutz Berkner, The Conditions for Access,
http://www.nchelp.org/elibrary/Presentations/2002/2002FallLeadership!lutz.ppt (accessed Nov. 28.
2004) (illustrating the following factors as "conditions for access" to college: aspiration, motivation,
information, encouragement, academic preparation, ACT/SAT, admissions, financial aid and
resources).
105. Wilder, supra n. 42, at 11. Wilder observes that the "drop off rate between high school
graduation and entry into college is only slightly greater for the two minority groups of interest than
for whites. However, the minority pools are considerably smaller than the white pool, resulting in a
loss of potential baccalaureate degree recipients that may actually be more significant than in the case
of the former." Id. at 11. As to male and female groups, see Reynoso, supra n. 25, at 495 (citing
Clarence Page, When Prisons Lure More than Colleges, Chic. Tribune 9, (Sept. 1, 2002)); Lollis, supra
n. 10.
106. E.g. Millett, supra n. 22; M. T. Nettles, C. M. Millett & M. K. Einarson, Improving Minority
Students' Performance on College Admissions Tests, The College Bd. Rev. 192,32-42 (2001).
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high school are less likely to remain so in college. 1117
•

All groups do not graduate at the same rate from college.
This is where the biggest attainment gap lies, with the
rate for African-Americans being lower than whites, and
the rate for Hispanic Americans being lowest. 111 x

•

For college graduates, law is an attractive option,
particularly for minorities, and all groups apply to law
school at about the same rates. ~
111

•

All groups do not score equally on the Law School
Admissions
Test
(LSAT),
with
currently
underrepresented groups scoring lower. 110

•

All groups are not accepted into law schools at the same
rate, with white applicants exceeding others. There has
been a growing differential since 1991-92. 111

•

Among all groups accepted at law schools, credentials
are not equal, with more black and Hispanic students
being clustered at the bottom of GPA and test score
distributions. 112

107. See generally Reaching the Top, supra n. 19, at H; Bowen, supra n. 25, at 72-81; Massey,
supra n. 48, at 194-95.
108. E.g Wilder, supra n. 42, at II; Massey, supra n. •18, at2-.l.
I 09. Lollis, supra n. 10; Wilder, supra n. 42, at I. LSAT takers arc at a higher percentage than
the college graduate percentage, 32% as compared to 22%. Of those who take the LSAT, about the
same percentages in all groups do not go forward with their applications. !d.
110. See e.g. Reynoso, supra n. 25, at 495. The ABA requires law schools to use "a \'alid and
reliable admission test to assist the school in assessing qualificatiom." AHA, Stundards j(Jr Approval
of Law Schools, http://www.abanet.org/lcgaled/standards/chapterS.html (,lcccssed Oct. 23, 2001). Fur
our purposes, we have assumed that the LSA Ts will continue to be the test used by law schools and
that standardized tests will continue to play a major role in other admissions decisions. It is beyond
th~ scope of this paper to enter the debates as to the value and usc of the LSA'l'. Sec generally William
Malpica & Mauricio A. Espana, Essay: Expanding Latino Participation in the Legal Pro/t'ssion:
Strategies for Increasing Latino Law School Enrollments, 30 l'ordham Urb. L.). 1393, 1399-40.0 (2003)
(explicating difficulties with !.SAT particularly l(lr Latinos); William C. Kickier, Comment: Docs tile
LSAT Mirror or Magnify Racial and Ethnic Differences in Educational Attainment? A Study o/Fqually
Achieving 'Elite' College Students, 89 Calif. L. Rev. 1055 (200 I); William D. Henderson, The rSJI'T,
Law School Exams, and Meritocracy: The Surprising and Undertheorizcd Role of Test- Taking Speed,
82 Tex.!.. Rev. 975 (2004) (discussing factor of test-taking speed as compared to reasoning ability).
Ill. Wilder, supra n. 42, at 1, 17-18; Lollis, supru 11. 10; Miles to Go 2004, supra n. 7, at 8,
Table 3. See also Reynoso, supra n. 25, at 493.
112. Wilder, supra 11. 42, at 18; Lollis Presentation, supra n. 10.
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•

Among those accepted at law schools, all groups enroll at
about the same rate.il3

•

All groups do not persist in law school at the same rate,
with the completion rate for blacks, Hispanics, and
Native Americans lower than whites. 114

•

Among those who leave college, minorities are more apt
to cite academic difficulty as the basis for leaving, 115 and
they are also more likely to report experiencing
additional stresses arising from the campus climate at
predominantly white institutions. 116

•

Among first professional degrees granted to AfricanAmericans, Hispanics, and Native Americans, more are
granted in law than in other disciplines. 117

•

Among those who graduate from law school, most take
the bar exam, 118 but all groups do not pass the bar exam
at the same rate, with blacks, Hispanics, and Native

113. Wilder, supra n. 42, at 1,18-19.
114. Wilder, supra n. 42, at 1; Lollis, supra n. 10; Miles to Go 2004, supra n. 7, at 9, Table 4. See
Reynoso, supra n. 25, at 497. The ABA statistics on minority degrees are available at ABA, Minority
Degrees Awarded (by ethnic group) 1980-2002, http:/ /www.abanet.org/legaled/statistics/mindegrees
.html (accessed Oct. 23, 2004).
115. Top among reasons given for not completing a college program are the following:
academic preparedness, campus climate, commitment to the institution's particular mission, social
and academic integration, and financial aid. See Swail, supra n. 89, at viii-ix, 67-75. See generally
Veronica A. Lotkowski, Steven B. Robbins & Richard ). Noeth, The Role of Academic and NonAcademic Factors in Improving College Retention, http:/ /www.act.org/research/policy/pdf/college__
retention. pdf (accessed Nov. 17, 2004) (highlighting selt~confidence and achievement). Reasons at
law school are similar. Wilder, supra n. 42, at 22; Reynoso, supra n. 25, at 497.
116. See generally Swail, supra n. 89, at 57-62 (noting issues identified by students as including
insufficient students or professors of same race, racist and discriminatory policies and treatment, and
self-doubt).
117. Medicine is the second most popular; for Asians, medicine is slightly more popular than
law. Wilder, supra n. 42, at 13; Deborah Santiago, Latinos ir1 Graduate Education, www.edexcelencia
.org/pdf/Latinos_GradEd-2004.pdf (accessed Dec. 1, 2004). See generally AAMC, supra n. 63, at 1.
118. In 1991 the Law School Admission Council undertook a longitudinal study to respond to
"rumors and anecdotal reports suggesting that bar passage rates were so low among examinees of
color that potential applicants were questioning the wisdom of investing the time and resources
necessary to obtain a legal education." Data was gathered from students, law schools and bar
examiners for a period of five years. Linda F. Wightman, National Longitudinal Bar Passage Study
21-22, http://www.lsacnet.org/lsac/research-reports/NLBPS.pdf (accessed Oct. 15, 2004). In the
study upon which these numbers are based only 82% took the bar exam and reasons for discrepancy
are not clearly identified. Wilder, supra n. 42, at 25.
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Americans passing at lower rates. 11 Y
•

Among those who do not pass the bar the first time,
minorities are less likely to take the exam a second
time. 120

•

All groups are not represented equally in the bar, with
the bar remaining predominantly white at 90.3%. 121

•

All groups are not represented proportionately in
various areas of practice within the profession, with
minority employment being higher in public service jobs
and lower in partnerships in law firms. 122

•

Minority groups are also lower in representation both in
the academy generally, 123 and as faculti 24 and deans in

119. Wilder, supra n. 42, at 2, 25-26. The white pass rate for first time takers is 91.9% and for
eventual passage, 96.7; the black rates are 61.4 and 77.6 respectively. Miles to Go 2004, supra n. 7, at
11, Table 6.
120. Miles to Go 2004, supra n. 7, at 13; ABA Resource Guide, supra n. 32, at 47 (noting the
findings of the LSAC National Longitudinal Bar Passage Study that a "relatively large proportion of
examinees of color, particularly black examinees that failed the bar examination on the first attempt
and did not make a second attempt").
121. See Miles to Go 2004, supra at n. 7; Glenn Bell, LSAC, Presentation, Renovating the K-20
Pyramid: Current and Potential Law Students June 2004 (Wingspread june 12, 2004) (copy on file
with the BYU Education and Law Journal).
122. Miles to Go 2004. supra n. 7, at 14-52, Tables 8, 12. Wilder, supra n. 42, at 5 (Public
service in this context includes government jobs, clerkships, and public interest jobs). Minorities
represented 4.04% of the partners in 2003, a slight increase from 2002. See Nat!. Assn. for L.
Placement, Women and Attorneys of Color at Law Firms-2003, http://www.nalp.org/nalpresearch/
mw03sum.htm (accessed Oct. 23, 2004). See generally Reynoso, supra n. 25, at 494-95.
123. Statistics are analogous at the college level. As one expert puts it, "the number of minority
faculty members in America is appalling." SREB, Diversity in College Faculty, http://www.sreb.org/
programs/dsp/publications/facultydiversity/intro.asp (accessed Dec. I, 2004). In 1997 only 8% of full
time faculty at 4-year colleges were Black, Hispanic, or American Indian/ Alaskan Native, and many
of these were at minority-serving institutions. Tenured faculty are even a smaller group, with
African-Americans comprising only 2% of full time faculty in 4-year institutions which were not
minority-serving institutions. Swail, supra n. 89, at 66.
124. For 2003, the American Association of Law Schools (AALS) statistics show that 14.8% of
law school faculty were minorities, including 12.3% professors. AALS, Statistical Report on Law
School Faculty and Candidates for Law Faculty Positions 2002-03, http://www.aals.org/statistics/
2002-03/page2.html (accessed Oct. 23, 2004). Additional statistics on faculty are available at ABA,
Miscellaneous Statistics, http:/ /www.abanet.org/legaled/statistics/miscstats.html (accessed Oct. 23,
2004). Minority women are the worst represented and often found in lower status positions. What
minority faculty there are, are not evenly distributed. Pauline A. Schneider, Statistics Paint a Picture,
But Do They Tell the Whole Story, Syllabus 3 (Sept. 2004). See also, Miles to Go 2004, supra n. 7, at
58-60, Table 59-61. See generally Richard Delgado, Minority Law Professors'Lives The Beli-Delgado
Survey, 24 Harv. C.R.-C.L.L.Rev. 349 (1989)
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laws schools. 125 Minority groups are less likely to persist
in these positions, 126 and thus, are less available as role
models. 127
HIGHSCHOOL

This section reviews comparative data regarding graduation/dropout
rates, achievement levels, and qualification for college, measured by
various approaches including the ACT, SAT, Advanced Placement (AP),
and the U.S. Department of Education composites. 128 If current trends
continue, this data bodes ill for any hope of a meaningful increase in
successful minority representation further along the pipeline.
The Urban Institute recently reported that while three quarters of
white and Asian students can be expected to graduate from high school,
barely half of all black, Hispanic, and Native American students who
entered U.S. high schools in 2000 will receive diplomas. 129 Rates for
males are lower still. 130 In some parts of the country, the numbers are
125. Of law school deans, almost 9% were minorities, two minority women, 15 men including
6 deanships at historically Black and Puerto Rican schools. Schneider, supra n. 125, at 3,
126. Deborah jones Merritt & Barbara F. Reskin, New Directions for Women in the Legal
Academy, 53 j. Leg. Ed. 489 at 493 (2003) (reporting this to be the case for white women, men of
color and women of color, with the last leaving tenure track positions at the highest rate).
127. Presence of minority faculty and administration has significant implications for role
model issues. See e.g. Swail, supra n. 89, at 65-66; The Natl. Educ. Assn., Assessment of Diversity in
America's Teaching Force 4, http:/ /www.nea.org/teacherquality/images/diversityreport.pdf (accessed
Nov. 15, 2004) ("We cannot continue to wait as more children of color fail to reach their potentia!
and as fewer teachers of color join and remain in the education community."); Geneva Gay, jeannine
E. Ding,·:;, & Carolyn W. jackson, The Presence and Performance of Teachers of Color in the
Profession 5-6, www .comm unityteachers.org/ documen ts/Prcs PerfT eachersofColorin Profess.doc
(accessed Nov. 26, 2004); Brown, supra n. 12 (recommending faculty and staff recruitment to reflcd
student body).
128. For a short review of the ACT and SAT, see ECS, College Entrance Exams,
http://www.ecs.org/html!issue.asp<issueid=12&sublssue!D=75 (accessed Nov. 6, 2004).
129. Urban Inst., Education in the Age of Accountability, http://www.urban.org/content/
lssueslnFocus/EducationintheAgeofAccountability/Education.htm (accessed Oct. 6, 2004); Natl. Ctr.
for Educ. Statistics, Status Dropout Rates by Race and Ethnicity, http://nces.ed.gov/programs/coe/
2003/section3/indicator17.asp (accessed Oct. 18, 2004); Natl. Ctr. for Educ. Statistics, Dropout Rates
in the United States: 2001, http://nces.ed.gov/pubsearch/pubsinfo.asp?pubid=2005046 (accessed Nov.
20, 2004) (The status dropout rate represents the percentage of an age group that is not enrolled in
school and has not earned a high school credential (i.e., diploma or equivalent, such as a GED)). The
specific rates are American Indian/ AK Nat, 51.1 %; Asian/Pacific Islander, 76.8%; Hispanic, 53.2%;
black, 50.2%; white, 74.9%. Orfield, Losing Our Future, supra n. 101, at 2, 8. The total pool of high
school graduates is about 2.5 million. See Kirst & Bracco supra n. 102.
130. Urban lnst., supra n. 129. The specific rates are American Indian/AK Nat, 51.4% female,
47.0% male; Asian/Pacific Islander, 80.0% female, 72.6% male; Hispanic, 58.5% female, 42.8'Yo male;
black, 56.2% female, 42.8% male; white, 77% female, 70% male. Orfield, Losing Our Future, supra n.
101, at 2, 8 tbl. 5. See also Natl. Ctr. for Educ. Statistics, Public high school graduates and dropouts, by
race/ethnicity and state: 1999-2000, http://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d02/tables/dt 1OS.asp
(accessed Oct. 19, 2004); Massey, supra n. 48, at 201-02. There is disagreement as to methodologies
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even worse. 131 For example, in New York the graduation rate for blacks is
35.1% and Hispanics 31.9%. 132 Special education students graduate at
low rates as well, just over 32%. 133

National Graduation Rates by Race & Gender 134
Female
Race/Ethnicity
National
Male
American Indian/ Alaska
Native
51.1%
51.4%
47.0%
Asian/Pacific Islander
76.8%
80.0%
72.6%
Hispanic
53.2%
58.5%
48.0%
Black
56.2%
50.2%
42.8%
White
74.9%
77.0%
70.8%
TOTAL
72.0%
68.0%
64.1%

Even among those who do remain to finish high school, many will
not do well. They will not be well-taught or well-versed in analytical and
critical thinking skills, in writing, or in civics, and of course these failings
will haunt them later. 135
A variety of sources paint this picture in more detail, including the

med for calculating the drop out and graduation rates. Orfield, Losing Our Future, supra n. 101, at 2
(expressing concern that states may be using transfers to GED inappropriately). John Merrow,
Disappearing Dropouts, http://www. pbs.org/newshour/bb/ education/july-dec04/ dropouts_!!- 30
.html# (accessed Dec. 2, 2004). However, the conclusion of large intractable gaps is clear. There is
also a notable difference by age. Graduation rates at ages 18-24 are more disproportionate than
graduation rates at ages 25-29, at which point the rates for blacks approach the rates for whites
around 87%, with Hispanics at 62%. Wilder, supra n. 42, at 10-11.
131. Orfield, Losing Our Future, supra n. 101, at 5. Except Hawaii, in every state that
disaggregates its data by race, there is a negative gap compared to whites for at least one minority
group. Id. at 4. "For [b]lacks the gap averaged 24.7 percentage points nationally and ranged from 0.0
(Alaska) to 41.3 (Wisconsin) percentage points. For Hispanics, the disparity average for the nation
was 21.7 points and ranged from being 6.2 points (Louisiana) higher than whites to 43.4 (New York)
points below. For Native Americans the average was 23.8 below whites nationally, but had the largest
range, from 2.8 (Alabama) above to 56.4 (Pennsylvania) below." Id. Not surprisingly, urban districts
with high poverty, high rates of special education, and large numbers of English language learners
show the worst graduation rates. Id. at 5.
132. Orfield, Losing Our Future, supra n. 101, at 5.
133. Id. at 3.
134. Id. at 2, tbl.
135. Swail, supra n. 89, at 51, 55-56 ("Reading, writing, test-taking, vocabulary, and study skills
are often barriers to minority persistence in college. The underdevelopment of these skills severely
hampers a student's ability to persevere through the onslaught of new information on a daily basis in
college."); Massey, supra n. 48, at 194. See generally e.g. All Students, supra n. 82, at 3-4.
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National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP), the ACT, the
SAT, and AP numbers. NAEP, often referred to as the nation's report
card, periodically assesses, among other subjects, reading, mathematics,
science, writing, U.S. history, civics, geography, and the arts. 136 Itemized
here is information regarding civics, reading, and writing-skills of
particular interest to law schools.
NAEP data on writing proficiency show that whites had the highest
average scale score 137 -155-on the 12th grade writing assessment in
2002, and they represented 67% of the students who took the 12th grade
writing assessment. Blacks had the lowest average score in 12th grade
writing-130-and they represented 12% of students who took the
assessment. The Hispanic score was 134 at 14%. 13 R
Reading results of the groups are similar to the wntmg scores. 13 Y
Here, whites had the highest average scale score-294-on the 12th grade

136. See 20 U.S.C. §§ 9621 et seq. (2000); Nat!. Ctr. for Educ. Statistics, About NAEP,
http://nces.cd.gov/nationsreportcard/about/ (accessed Oct. 19, 2004).
137. Kat!. Ctr. for Educ. Statistics, NAEP Data, http://nces.ed.gov/nationsresportcard/
naepdata/search.asp; select Writing, Grade 12, National, Major Reporting Croups; select
Race/ethnicity reported by student (2002 & prior)(accessed Mar. 11, 2005). The writing assessment
scale is 0~300. NAF.P notes that "observed differences are not necessarily statistically significant." !d.
The NAFP glo"ary defines "scale score" as:
[d]erived from overall level of performance of groups of students on NAEP assessment items.

NAEP subject area scale scores are typically expressed on 0~500 (reading, mathematics, history,
and geography) or 0-300 (science, writing, and civics) scales. When used in conjunction with
interpretive

aid~.

such as item maps, they provide information about what a particular

agf(regate of students in the population knows and can do. f',;()TE: In other testing programs,
the scale

~core

is derived from individual student responses to asscs,..,ment items and

'ummarizes the overall level of performance attained by that student. 1n NAEP. no individual
scale scores are available.

I' mail from Catherine Millett to Sarah Redfield, Prof., Franklin Pierce L. Ctr. (Ocl. 20, 2004)(copy
on file with Authors). See Nat!. Ctr. for Educ. Statistics, Glossary, http:! /nces.cd.gov/statprog/2002/
glo"ary.asp (accessed Oct. 20, 20()4).
l3R. Nat!. Ctr. for !'due. Statistics, NAEP Data,
http://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/
naepdata/search.asp; select Writing, Grade 12, National, Major Reporting Groups; select
Race/ethnicity reported by student (2002 & prior)(accesscd Oct. 19, 2004)(full text of the compiled
table, including standard deviations, on tile with authors). NAEP defines accommodation as:
a change in how a test is presented, in how a test is administered, or in how the test tdker is

allowed to respond. This term generally refers to changes that do not substantially alter what
the test measures. The proper use of accon1modations docs not substantially change academic
level or performance criteria. Appropriate accommodations arc made to provide equal

opportunity to demonstrate knowledge.
!d. at http://nccs.ed.gov/statprog/2002/glossary.asp (accessed Oct. 20, 2004).

139. ;"slat!. Ctr. for Educ. Statistics, NAEP Data, http://nces.ed.gov/nationsrcportcard/naepdata/
search.asp; select Reading, Grade 12, National, Major Reporting Groups; select Race/ethnicity
reported by student (2002 & prior)(accessed Oct. 19, 2004). Notes from NAEP on this assessment
indicate that accommodations were not permitted. Sec Natl. Ctr. for Educ. Statistics, NAEP Data,
http://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/naepdata/ (accessed Oct. 19, 2004).

reading assessment in 2002, and they represented 67% of the students
who took that assessment. 140 Blacks had the lowest average scale score in
12th grade reading at 267, and they represented 12% of students who
took the assessment. The Hispanic and Asian American/Pacific Islander
average scores were both 286 at 6%. 141
NAEP assessments of civics show similar patterns. In 1999, the white
students' score was 159 as compared to blacks at 132 and Asian
Americans at 126. 142 This assessment is on civics subject matter. It does
not address civic engagement and is, at best, a limited proxy for true
measures of civic virtue such as voting, charitable giving, and
volunteering-all of which are also problematic. 143
As these numbers suggest, at the end of his or her high school
experience, "the average black and Hispanic student ... has academic
skills that are at about the eighth-grade level; in fact on most of the NAEP
tests, the majority of black students in twelfth-grade have scores below
basic, while those of Hispanics look only slightly better." 141 Consistent
with these numbers, compared with white and Asian American high
school students, African-American, Hispanic, and Native American high
school students have lower GPAs, lower participation in honors and
advanced placement courses and programs. 145 The last numbers are
particularly of concern because a rigorous high school curriculum
"appears to be a more important predictor of college persistence than test
scores, particularly for African American and Hispanic students." 146
The data for students taking the minimum courses recommended by
the National Commission on Excellence in Education for all collegebound high school students shows that more Asian and white non-

140. The reading assessment scale is 0-500. NAEP Data, supra n. 139.
141. Email from Catherine Millett, NAEP, to Sarah Redfield, Prof., franklin Pierce L. Ctr.,
supra n. 137 (based on NAEP data available at Nat!. Ctr. for Educ. Statistics, NAEP Data,
http://nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/naepdata/search.asp (accessed Oct. 19, 2004) (12th grade
writing results by race and ethnicity factors).
142. These are scale scores out of 300. Nat!. Ctr. for Educ. Statistics, http://nces.ed.gov/
nationsreportcard/naepdata/search.asp; select Civics, 4th Grade, National, Major Reporting Groups;
select Race/ethnicity reported by student (2002 & prior)(accessed Oct. 19, 2004). See also Meira
The
Civic
Achievement
Gap,
http://ciconline.org/NR/rdonlyres/
Levimon,
%20ezou5ivrhc5f754x4la5hcrybem3sktynv2rdc3x5oy7ycioudvk4lqaoq6w4s4jbux5i3o5cpf4itf62one
m3v6gdg/T- Fali04-CivicGap.pdf (accessed Oct. 31, 2004).
143. See discussion infra starting at n. 232 and accompanying text.
144. 'J'hernstrom, No Excuses, supra n. 21, at 22. See generally Stephan Thernstrom & Abigail
Thernstrom, America in Black and White: One Nation, Indivisible at 352-359 (Simon & Schuster,
1997); All Students, supra n. 82, at 3-5; Swail, supra n. 89, at 53-54.
145. Millett, supra n. 22; Richard Fry, Latino Youth Finishing College: The Role of Selective
Patl1ways, Pew Hispanic Ctr. Rpt. 2 (2003) (describing less-rigorous high school curriculum
completed by Latinos).
146. Millett, supra n. 22; Swail, supra n. 89, at vi, 12-13.
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Hispanic students take these courses than do black non-Hispanic,
Hispanic, or American Indian/Alaskan Native students. The
recommended curriculum is four years of english, three years of social
studies, three years of science, three years of math, two years of foreign
language, and a half year of composition. The following data illustrates
the percentages of each group that take this curriculum: 31.5% of whites,
28.9% of blacks, 28.4% of Hispanics, 37.8 % of Asian Pacific Islanders,
and 16.2% of American Indian/ Alaskan Natives. 147 In short, large
percentages of students are simply not completing core and advanced
courses of sufficient rigor to assure their success in college.
The ACT and SAT scores also reflect this. The ACT, a curriculumbased national college admission and placement exam that measures
English, math, and science comprehension, offers a composite
comparison. The following chart illustrates that the average composite
score is 20.8, with whites and Asian/Pacific Islanders and multiracial
testers outscoring others groups: African-American/black, 17.1;
American Indian/Alaska Native, 18.8; Caucasian American/white, 21.8;
Mexican American/Chicano, 18.4; Asian American/Pacific Islander, 21.9;
Puerto Rican/Hispanic, 18.8; Other, 19.4; and Multiracial, 20.9. 148 In its
own analysis in Crisis at the Core: Preparing All Students for College and
Work, ACT concluded that we are facing a crisis in student
preparation. 149 In the three benchmark areas of reading, math, and
science only 22% of students taking the ACT achieved at a level for all
three that would predict their college success in English composition,
algebra and biology. 1511 What is more, "the students currently in the
college pipeline will be no more ready for college than the class of
2004." 151

147. Percent of public high school graduates earning minimum credits in selected
combinations of academic courses, by sex and race/ethnicity: 1982 to 2000. Natl. Ctr. for F.duc.
Statistics, tbl. 142, http://nces.ed.gov/programs/digest/d02/tables/dt142.asp (accessed Oct. 19, 2004).
These numbers, of course, do not reflect the quality of the coursework completed, which is obviously
significant. See Millett, supra n. 22.
148. ACT, Average ACT Composite Score by Race/Ethnic Group, 2004 fig. 8, http://www.act
.org/news/data/04/charts/text.html#eight (accessed Nov. 6, 2004). The maximum possible score is
30. /d. at http:/ /www.act.org/news/aapfacts.html. About 1.2 million students take the ACT. Richard
L. Ferguson, ACT Chief Exec. Officer, Presentation, F.CS (Nov. 16, 2004) (copy on file with authors).
149. ACT, Crisis, supra n. 19; Ferguson, supra n. 148.
150. Ferguson, supra n. 148; ACT, Ready to Succeed: All Students Prepared
Work 1, 5 (20(H) (copy on file with authors).
!51. Ferguson, supra n. 148.
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Figure 2. ACT Test Scores
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The SAT reveals similar gaps in achievement by race and ethnicity. 152
Figure 3. SAT Test Scores

Af. Amer.
Asian
Amer.
Hisp./Lat.
Nat. Amer.
White
Oth. Cit.
Non-Cit.

SAT Scores by Race and Ethnicity
Less
1000 To
1100 To
1200 To
1190
1290
Than
1090
1000
79%
11%
6%
3%
13%
37%
17%
16%
66%
57%
39%
43%
53%

16%
18%
21%
18%
15%

10%
13%
18%
15%
13%

5%
7%
12%
12%
9%

1300 And
Above
1%
18(J1J
3%
5%
11%
13%
10%

Participation in AP courses and testing is another area where
racial/ethnic differences are found. For example, among 1999 SAT testtakers, 4% of African-Americans took the AP calculus test, compared to
22% of whites. Other racial/ethnic differences are shown in the following
152. Catherine Millett, Presentation, What Do We Know About the Skill Set Extant a11d
Needed? 14 thl. (Wingspread June 12, 2004) (copy on file with the BYU Education and Law Journal).
See Bowen, supra n. 25, at 106-110 (discussing the relative value of SAT scores). About 1.5 million
students lake the SAT I. College Bd., 2004 College Bound Seniors, http://www.collegeboard.com/
prod_downloads/about/news_info/cbsenior/yr2004/CBS2004Report.pdf (accessed feb. II, 2005 ).
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table: 153

Figure 4. SAT & AP Test Takers
Distribution of 1999 SAT Test Takers Who Took AP Tests Within
Race/Ethnicity by Subject

us

Eng. Lit.

Calculus

Physics

Af.Amer.

History
4.8%

5.9%

3.8%

0.7%

Asian Amer.

20.1%

18.9%

23.4%

7.5%

Hisp./Lat.

7.6%

9.6%

6.2%

1.5%

Nat. Amer.

7.2%

8.0%

5.7%

1.4%

Non-Cit.

6.4%

6.4%

11.0%

3.4%

Wh./Oth.

26.2%

27.6%

21.6%

6.3%

From these figures, the U.S. Department of Education compiles a
College Qualifications Index based on GP A, senior class rank, SAT or
ACT scores, aptitude tests, and curricular rigor. Like the recent ACT
findings, this compilation reaches predictable conclusions and shows that
substantially more minorities than whites, with the exception of Asian
Pacific Islanders, are either marginally qualified or unqualified for college
admission. For 1992, for example, the U.S. Department of Education
Condition of Education reported that among high school graduates, 53%
black, 47% Hispanic, 27% Asian Pacific Islander, 55% American Indian
I Alaskan Native were unqualified or marginally qualified. This compared
to 32% white in this category. 154
COLLEGE

Given the data from high school, it is foreseeable that the identified
gaps will extend into college where the statistics are equally troubling.
This section reviews comparative data for enrollment, remediation,
persistence, and completion at college.
Overall, among the students who do graduate from high school, the
number of minority students who enroll in college is significantly less

153. Catherine Millett, Presentation, (copy on file with authors) (citing Nettles & Millett
analysis of customized data files from the College Board and ETS, 1999). See also Barton, supra n. 21,
at 8-9.
154. See Vcnczia, supra n. 104, at 8.
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than the number of their white counterparts. 155 Though college
enrollment rates do tend to track high school graduation rates 156 and are
generally increasing, the trends are not consistent or even in terms of
two-year and four-year institutions. 157
Figure 5. Enrollment Rates 158
InroUmecnt Rates of 18- to 24-Yni'-Old High School
Graduates In Degre..e-Granting Institutions by Race or
ltlmidt:r, 1972 to 1999
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For 1999-2000, the U.S. Department of Education data shows that in
4-year colleges, 0.8% of the students are American Indian, 6.7% are
Asian/Pacific Islander, 10.9% are black, 71.0% are white, and 10.7% are
Hispanic. For two year colleges, 1.3% of the students are American
Indian, 6.1% are Asian/Pacific Islander, 13.2% are black, 66.4%% are
white, and 12.9% are Hispanic. 159 Statistics as to type of college 1" 0 also
155. Wilder, supra n. 42, at 1, 11-13; fry, supra n. 145, at v. See generally, Lutz Berkner & Lisa
Chavez, Access to Postsecondary Education for the 1992 High School Graduates, http://nces.ed.gov/
pubsearch/pubsinfo.asp'pubid=98105 (accessed Nov. 28, 2004).
156. For blacks in the National Educational Longitudinal Study, 72% earned a high school
diploma and 61% enrolled in a postsecondary institution within the year; for Hispanics, 67% earned
a high school diploma and 66% enrolled in a postsecondary institution within the year; for whites,
the respective numbers are 2% and & I%. Nat!. Or. lor Educ. Statistics, Racial/Ethnic Differences in
the Path to a Postsecondary Credential, Issue Brief2 (June 2003). See also Fry, supra n. 145, at 2.
157. Swail, supra n. 89, at 19. For a general overview of the structure of American higher
education and its participants, see generally e.g. Peter D. Reckel & jacqueline E. King, Am. Council of
Educ., An Overview of Higher Education in the United States: Diversity, Access, and the Role of the
Marketplace, I ~5, http://www.acenet.edu/bookstore/pdf/2004~higher~ed~overview. pdf (accessed
Dec. 2, 2004); Susan P. C:hoy, Am. Council of Educ., Access and Persistence: Findings from /0 Years of
Longitudinal Research on Students, http://www.acenet.edu/bookstore/pdf/2002~access&persistence
.pdf (accessed Dec. 2, 2004).
158. Swail, supra n. 89, at 16, Figure 5.
159. U.S. Dept. of Educ., Percentage distribution of undergraduates according to selected student
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indicate that minority institutions hold more appeal for minority
students. Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) 161 and
Hispanic Serving Institutions (HSis) 162 accounted for 7% of fulltime
undergraduates in 1999 and 9% of full time undergraduates attended
schools "with a student body that may be characterized as 'majority
minority."' 163
As would be anticipated, African-American and Hispanic students
who are underrepresented in college enrollment generally are also
significantly underrepresented among first time freshmen in the nation's
top colleges and universities. 164 This selectivity is important because
students who are in more selective schools are more likely to persist than
those in less selective or open enrollment institutions. 165 A recent study
concerning Latino college entry and completion, sponsored by the Pew
Hispanic Center, offers a new perspective on these issues for Latino
youth. The Report finds that the most qualified of Latino high school
graduates perform lower than their well-prepared white peers, and that

characteristics. by institution type: 1999-2000 Table 32-1a, http://nces.ed.gov/programs/coe/2003/
section5/tables/t32_1a.asp (accessed Nov. 19, 2004).
160. While it is beyond the scope of this paper to address the value of HBCUs and HSis, these
are important area of the pipeline well worthy of additional consideration and research.

161. HBCU is defined as:
any historically black college or university that was established prior to 1964, whose principal
mission was, and is, the education of black Americans, and that is accredited by a nationally
recognized accrediting agency or association determined by the Secretary [of Education] to be a
reliable authority as to the quality of training offered or is, according to such an agency or
association, making reasonable progress toward accreditation.
20 U.S.C. § 1061 (2000). For a list of the 105 HBCUs, which are located in the southeastern states,
the District of Columbia, and the Virgin Islands, see SmartNet, HBCU list, http://www.smart.net/
-pope/hbcu/hbculist.htm (accessed Dec. 2, 2004); U.S. Dept. of Educ., White House Initiative on
Historically Black Colleges and Universities, http://www.ed.gov/about/inits/list/whhbcu/edlite-index
.html (accessed Nov. 3, 2004). For further background, see U.S. Dept. of Educ., Executive OrderPresident's Board of Advisors on Historically Black Colleges and Universities, http://www.ed.gov/
about/inits/list/whhbcu/edlite-exec-order.html (accessed Nov. 3, 2004). HBCUs account for 3% of
the colleges and universities and enroll about 16% of African-American students in higher
education. U.S. Dept. of the Int., Historically Black Colleges and Universities, http://www.doi.gov/
hnn/black.html (accessed Dec. I, 2004).
162. Hispanic Serving Institutions are defined as those with at least 25% full time equivalent
undergraduate Latino students and account for 7% of higher education and enroll 48% of Latinos in
higher education. They are primarily urban schools and primarily in California, Puerto Rico and
Texas. Deborah Santiago, Hispanic Serving Institutions 2001-02, http://www.edexcelencia.org/
research/degree-01-02.asp (accessed Feb. 10, 2005); Deborah A. Santiago, Sally). Andrade, & Sarita
F. Brown, Latino Student Success at Hispanic-Serving Institutions: Findings from a Demonstration
Project, http://www.edexcelencia.org/project/default.asp (accessed Feb. 5, 2005).
163. Swail, supra n. 89, at 24,37-39.
164. from among the nation's top colleges, only 6% are African-Americans and 7% are
Hispanics. Millett, supra n. 22; fry, supra n. 145, at vi.
165. fry, supra n. 145, at vi; Carnavale supra n. 22, at 107-08.
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the least prepared Latinos perform lower than equally prepared whites.
The Pew Report identifies as causal that the best prepared Latino
students do not go to the best colleges, that is, "their pathways through
post secondary education start on low trajectories." 161'
Among all these groups of college students, as one would predict
from the numbers coming in, the achievement gap continues to be
evident. 1" 7 Disproportionate numbers of minorities struggle to achieve
academic success, and many need additional support to survive there. 16 K
This struggle and the need for academic support contribute to the high
college dropout rate. For example, the U.S. Department of Education
data shows that only 36% of students who have to take even one remedial
reading course complete college. 169 Moreover, the percentage of students
taking remedial courses is substantial.

166. Fry, supra n. 145, at vi. The Pew Report concludes in this regard that if Latinos enrolled in
the 8th grade in 2003 were to attend "the same kind of colleges as similarly prepared whites in the
NELS cohort, rather than the pathways followed by Latinos, the expected number of bachelor's
degrees to come from this class would increase by 20%." Id. at vii. For an overview of research on
Hispanic educational issues, see ECS, The Progress of Education Reform 2004, "Research Sheds New
Light on the Hispanic- White Achievement Gap, http://www.ecs.org/clearinghouse/53/97/5397.pdf
(accessed Nov. I, 2004).
167. Massey, supra n. 48.
168. A recent Association for the Study of Higher Education (ASHE-ERIC) monograph
observes that "[a] review of available data suggests that increasing the share of students of color who
attain a bachelor's degree requires attention to four critical junctures: academic preparation for
college, graduation from high school, enrollment in college, and persistence in college to completion
of the bachelor's degree. Watson Scott Swail, Retaining Minority Students in Higher Education II,
http:/ /www.educationalpolicy.org/pdf/Swaii_Retention~Book.pdf (accessed Oct. 4, 2004). See
generally, Nat!. Ctr. for Educ. Statistics, U.S. Dept. of Educ., High School and Beyond (describing the
three national longitudinal studies: High School Class of 1972 (NLS-72), High School and Beyond
(HS&B), and the National Education Longitudinal Study of 1988 (NELS:88). Nat!. Ctr. for Educ.
Statistics, High School and Beyond, http://nces.ed.gov/surveys/hsb/ (accessed Oct. 18, 2004)); Choy,
supra n. 157, at 7-8. Obviously all of these factors are precursors for application to and persistence at
law school as well, and each contributes to the necessary understanding of the issues that need to be
addressed. While further review is beyond the scope of this paper, a review of the literature and
further development of this topic would be useful.
169. Nat!. Ctr. for Educ. Statistics, The Condition of Education 2004 63, http://nces.ed.gov/
pubs2004/2004077.pdf (accessed Feb. 10, 2005). Dropout rates also vary by level of education with
highest being in two year colleges. For details, see ACT, Range of Dropout Rates 1983--2003,
http://www.act.org/path/postsec/droptables/pdf/trends.pdf (accessed Nov. 4, 2004) and ACT,
National Collegiate Dropout 2003 and Graduation Rates, http://www.act.org/path/postsec/
droptables/pdf/2003.pdf (accessed Nov. 4, 2004). See generally Kevin Carey, A Mutter of Degrees:
Improving Graduation Rates in Four-Year Colleges and Universities 16, http://www2.edtrust.org/
!\!R/rdonlyres/llll4283F-104E-45ll-BOCA-l [)3023231157/0/highered.pdf (accessed Oct. 18, 2004);
Swail, supra n. 89, at 57. A review of issues around remediation is beyond the scope of this paper, but
the issue is of substantial significance. Estimates range from $260 million to $1 billion for costs of
remediation: 3WX, of four-year colleges report that their sturlents average a year or more of remedial
work. Ferguson, supra n. 148.
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Figure 6. Remedial Courses

Subject

Reading
Writing
Math

%Students Taking
Remedial Courses
Predominantly
Minority Colleges
34%
29%
35%

% Students Taking
Remedial Courses
Other Colleges
29%
17%
27%

There is less persistence for African-Americans, Hispanics, students
with disabilities, and low income students. 17° For every 100
kindergartners, the following will obtain college degrees by age 24: 171
Figure 7. School Completion Kl6

l 00 kindergartners

L

Asian/ Asian Am
White, non Latino
African American
Latino
Native American

Graduate
from high
school
94
93
86
61
58

Some college

At least
bachelor's

80
62
48
31
n/a

49
29
15
10
7

In describing this college attainment gap, the Pew Hispanic Center
finds that at this point the "attainment gap is even wider than the
substantial differences in high school completion and constitutes the
greatest disparity in educational outcomes between the nation's largest
minority group and the white majority." 172 And this is so despite years of
affirmative action and years of academic support and retention programs

170. See Nat!. Ctr. for Educ. Statistics, Indicator 19-2003, http://nces.ed.gov/programs/coe/
2004hcction3/indicator19.asp (accessed Oct. 18, 2004). See generally Swail, supra n. R9, at 1; !.aura
Hom & Rachel Kerger, College Persistence on the Rise? Changes in 5- Year Degree Completion and
Postsecondary Persistence Rates Between 1994 and 2000, http:/ /nces.ed.gov/pubs2005/2005156.pdf
(accessed Nov. 28, 2004).
171. Venezia, supra n. 104, at 10. See also The Educ. Trust, Latino Achievement in America,
http: I /www2 .edt rust.org/NR/ rdonlyres/7 DC36C7E-EK BE-43 BB-8392 -CDC:618 E 1F7 62/0/
l.atAchievEnglish.pdf (accessed Oct. 1, 2004); The Educ. Trust, African American Achievement in
A me rim,
http:/ /www2.cdtrust.org/NR/rdonlyres/9 AB4AC88-730 1-43H-81A3-FB94807 B91 71' /0/
A fA mcr_Achivement.pdf (accessed Oct. 1, 2004).
172. Fry, supra n. 145, at I.
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of many kinds. 173 University of Pennsylvania researchers summarize the
situation in reviewing progress in affirmative action:
The new recruitment and admissions practices had pronounced effects
on the racial and ethnic composition of American colleges and
universities. The share of nonwhites among U.S. college students
increased substantially, going from 16% in 1976 to 27% in 1996

As the decades wore on, however, it became increasingly clear that
mere recruitment into former bastions of white academic privilege
would not be enough to erase the large gap in educational attainment
between Latinos and blacks, on the one hand, and whites and Asians,
on the other. Despite a variety of retention efforts-increased financial
aid, remedial education, special tutoring, peer advising, culturally
sensitive dorms, and ethnically supportive student unions-once
admitted to institutions of higher education, African Americans and
Latinos continued to underperform relative to their white and Asian
counterparts, earning lower grades, progressing at a slower pace, and
dropping out at higher rates. 174
As this review suggests, among those who do graduate from college,
just as at the end of the P12 continuum leaving high school, at the end of
the 13-16 continuum leaving college, GPAs, test scores, and graduation
rates of African-American, Hispanic, and Native American students are
generally lower than those of their white and Asian-American
classmates. 175 These numbers are then reflected in law school admissions
decisions.
LAW SCHOOLS AND THE LEGAL PROFESSION

This section follows along with the previous two, focusing on data for
law schools and lawyers, providing information on LSA T testers, LSA T
scores, applications, admissions, graduation, bar exam passage, and entry
into the profession.
Interestingly, minorities are well-represented in the pool of those
who earn bachelor's degrees and then take the LSA T but are then lost at
several critical junctions along the way from the LSA T to practicing

173. See Massey, supra n. 48, at 1-2 (internal citations omitted).
174. Jd. at 1-2 (internal citations omitted).
175. Millett, supra n. 22; See generally Massey, supra n. 48, at 194.
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law. 176 For law schools, key points of disparity focus first on admission,
then on persistence, and finally on graduation rates. 177
The raw numbers for GPAs and LSAT scores by race/ethnicity are, as
the LSAC says in its Brief to the Supreme Court in Grutter, "startling:"
For the fall 2002 entering class, there were a total of 4,461 law school
applicants who had both LSAT scores of 165 or above and UGPA of 3.5
or above. Of that number, a total of just 29 were black. Only 114 were
Hispanic. The numbers are consistent for preceding years: in 2001, just
24 black applicants had 3.5-plus UGP A and 165-plus LSAT, out of
3,724 total applicants in that range; in 2000, it was 26 out of 3,542; in
1999,22 out of3,475; in 1998,24 out of3,461. 178
LSAC data shows the following profiles for GPAS and LSAT scores
by race/ethnicity for applicants to ABA approved law schools. 179

Figure 8. GP AILSAT
1999-00
2000-01
2002-03
1998-99
UGPA LSAT UGPA LSAT UGPA LSAT UGPA LSAT
AfAm

2.83

142.60

2.85

142.60

2.87

142.80

2.89

143.20

Nat
Am

2.98

148.90

2.99

148.20

3.05

148.60

3.05

149.00

As Am

3.17

152.80

3.18

153.00

3.19

152.80

3.19

153.80

Wh/
Cau

3.19

153.40

3.21

153.60

3.22

153.60

3.24

153.90

Hisp/
Lat

3.01

147.40

3.02

147.70

3.04

147.60

3.08

148.30

Mex
Am

3.00

148.40

3.03

148.70

3.03

148.30

3.05

148.90

PR

3.06

139.70

3.07

139.20

3.09

138.70

3.12

141.30

Other

3.12

151.10

3.15

151.30

3.16

151.40

3.18

152.50

176. See Sander, supra n. 49, at 109.
177. Wilder, supra n. 42, at 17-18. Among admitted students, most enroll with percentages
about the same across groups at between 80-84%. Id. at 18. See generally Wightman, Longitudinal
Study, supra n. 118, at Ch. 3.
178. Br. of L. Sch. Admis. Council as Amici Curiae in Support of Respts. at 8, Grutter, 539 U.S.
306 (2003) (available at Lexis 2002 U.S. Briefs 241) (citation omitted).
179. Carr communications, supra n. 10. See also, Wilder, supra n. 42, at 18, tbl. 14;
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Numbers like these produce obviously disturbing results in terms of
the likelihood of admitting a diverse class to law school. 1x11 David
Chambers and his coauthors, 1x1 writing in response to Richard Sander's
recent article on affirmative action, 1R2 analyze the numbers this way: if
these were the sole criteria, then Black admissions would be predicted to
be limited to 23 in the top 10 law schools, 44 in the 11-25th ranked
schools, 99 in the 26th to 50th schools, 292 in the 51st to lOOth schools,
263 in Tier 3 schools and 574 in Tier 4 schools. Using this illustration, the
relative percentage of the student body would be .75% in the top 10 law
schools, 1.01% in the l1-25th ranked schools, 1.68(){) in the 26th to 50th
schools, 2.38% in the 51st to lOOth schools, 3.72% in Tier 3 schools and
4.69% in Tier 4 schools. 1x3
In actuality, in 2003, 63% of white applicants to law school received
at least one offer of admission from an ABA-approved law school. Only
34% of black applicants received offers; 50% of Hispanic/Latina and
Chicano/Mexican applicants received offers; and 49% of Puerto Rican
applicants received offers. Of this group, where the LSA T national
average score was a 152.2, 59% of the black applicants had an LSAT score
on file below 145. Likewise, of this same group, 35% of H ispanic/Latinos
and 30% of Native Americans had scores below 145 where the LSAT
national average score was a 152.2, 59% of the black applicants had an
LSAT score on file below 145. Likewise, of this same group, 35% of
Hispanic/Latinos and 30% of Native Americans had scores below 145.
Applicants and admissions to law school over the past several years
further illustrate the disparities:

180. Other professional schools have concluded the same, sec e.g COCMF, Twelfth Rpl., supra
n. 63, at Group I Recommendations,# l.
181. David L Chambers, University of Michigan Law School; Timothy T. Clydc.sdale, The
College of New Jersey; William C. Kidder, Equal Justice Society; Richard 0. Lempert, Uninrsity of
Michigan Law School.
182. Sander, supra n. 49.
liB. Chambers, supra n. 40, at Table 9.
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Figure 9. Law School Admissions 2000
Percentage of Total Applicant Pool and
Percentage of Total Admitted Applicant Pool
Race/Ethnicity (Fall2000) 184
Black

Hisp.

Asian

PR

Chic.

N am

Other

Non
Wh

Cau
Wh

App.

11.4%

4.0%

7.1%

2.6%

1.8'16

0.8%

3.9%

27.7%

65.3%

Adm.

7.4%

3.6%

7.1%

1.4%

1.7%

0.8%

3.8%

22.0%

72.2%

Figure 10. Law School Admissions 2003
Percentage of Total Admitted Applicant Pool and
Percentage of Total Admitted Applicant Pool
Race/Ethnicity (Fall2003) 1s5
13lack

Hisp.

Asian

PR

Chic.

Nam

Other

Non
Wh

Cau
Wh

App.

10.7%

4.3%

8.1%

1.8%

1.6%

0.7%

4.7%

27.3%

64.4%

Adm.

6.4%

3.8%

8.1%

1.6%

1.4%

0.7%

4.5%

22.0%

70.8%

Once admitted, persistence is also marked by racial and ethnic
differences:
Figure 11. Law School Attrition
Attrition Rates-All & Minority Students (2000-01) 18"
1st Year

2nd

Year

4th Year

All

9.0%

4.0%

0.7%

0.8%

Minority

12.1%

5.2%

1.0%

1.2%

184. Lollis, supra n. 10; Carr communications, supra n. 10. These statistics are based on
counting each applicant as one applicant at the point when one ABA-approvcd school identifies the
student as such. The racial and ethnic categories are self-reported, and "other" is a selectable group.
Similarly each student is counted as admitted at the point that !.SAC is notified of admission to one
ARA -approved school.
185. Carr communications, supra n. 10.
186. Lollis, supra n. 10; Wilder, supra n. 42.
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Another disparity point occurs at entry to practice. Those who do
well in law school tend to do well on the bar exam. The LSAC National
Longitudinal study concluded that "law school grade point average and
LSA T scores were the strongest predictors of bar examination passage in
all groups studied." 187 For students who enter law school with less strong
LSAT scores, academic backgrounds, and analytical skills, then, how well
they do on the bar exam will reflect how well the law school acted to
provide necessary academic support. The LSAC longitudinal study found
that the eventual bar passage rate among all study participants was
94.6%, and among minorities, 84.7%. 188 Specifically, the LSAC study
found the rate to be white, 96.7%; Asians, 91.9%; other, 91.5%; Hispanic,
87.7%; American Indian, 82%; and black, 76.6%. 189
At the end of the education pipeline, then, it is hardly surprising that
the diversity in the legal profession does not reflect the general
population. As the following chart indicates, 190 nonwhite attorneys are
all lower in numbers than their corresponding share of the
populations: 191
Figure 12. Legal Profession by Race

White

Hispanic

Asians

Black

NAAK

In BAR

89.2%

3.3%

2.3%

3.9%

0.7%

In POP

69.1%

12.5%

3.6%

12.1%

0.02%

Among newly employed lawyers (in 2001), the numbers are closer, but
still disproportionate, with the exception of Asians. 192

187. Wightman, Longitudinal Study, supra n. 118, at viii. Other variables tended to show no
additional relationship, leading LSAC to conclude that a "demographic profile that could distinguish
first-time passing examinees from eventual-passing or never passing examinees did not emerge from
the data." I d. at ix.
188. See generally Wightman, Longitudinal Study, supra n. 118, at 27.
189. Wilder, supra n. 42, at 26; Chambers, supra n. 40, at tbl. 5.
190. Wightman, Longitudinal Study, supra n. 118, at 1.
191. Bell, supra n. 121.
192. ld. See also NALP foundation for Law Career Research and Education and the American
Bar Foundation, After the JD: First Results of a National Study of Legal Careers (2004) at 19.
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AND BEYOND
There are obvious individual benefits in terms of earning potential
and related matters for students completing high school, college, and law
or other professional schools; there are also vast societal impacts. 1 ~ 3
There are two points that are of particular importance at the exit point of
the pipeline. The first point is positive in terms of leadership potential,
where there is a correlation between advanced degrees and civic
engagement. For example, blacks with advanced degrees are more likely
than whites to be civically involved in their communities, thus extending
their influence into the future. 194 For lawyers, this will mean that more
access to legal advice is apt to be available within minority
communities. 195
The second point is negative, and, indeed, perhaps the more
troubling. When students of this generation are lost along the pipeline,
the loss reaches beyond the loss of college educations and related
economic and social advantages for this generation. The burden of this
generation's loss extends to the next. Indeed, "the single most important
effect of higher education is intergenerational, an effect that is manifested
most clearly by the increased educational attainment of one's
children." 196 As the College Board concludes in its report on the financial
value of higher education to individuals and to American society:
Gaps between individuals who participate and succeed in higher
education and those who don't have a major impact on the next
generation. The young children of college graduates display higher
levels of school readiness indicators than children of noncollege

193. College education increases earning potential significantly. See Swail, supra n. 89, at 4, 6,
27-30 (indicating that students with bachelors degrees earn 77% more than those without, and that
students with a professional degree earn 50% more than those with bachelors degrees and discussing
societal benefits); See also Melissa Clinedinst, Investing in America's Future- Why Student Aid Pays
Off for
Society
and
Individuals,
http://www.e-guana.net/organizations.php3?action=
printContentltem&orgid=l04&typelD=906&itemlD=9291 (accessed Nov. 26, 2004).
194. Bowen, supra n. 25, at 160-175. At every category of degree (law, medicine, business,
master's, and doctoral) the percentage of black matriculants leading community or social service
activities after collegeexceeds that of their white peers. For law it is 21% to 15%. I d. at 168. Data is
drawn from the Andrew W. Mellon Foundation College and Beyond database much of which is
available in Bowen, supra n. 25.
195. ABA Commn. on Opportunities for Minorities in the Profession, Miles to Go 2000:
Progress of Minorities in the Legal Profession 3-5 (2000) (stating diversity in the profession would
increase the number of attorneys willing to represent underprivileged individuals and groups, since
graduating minority lawyers work in the public interest at a much higher rate than white graduates);
Lewis A. Kornhauser and Richard L. Revesz, Legal Education and Entry into the Legal Profession: The
Role of Race, Gender, and Educational Debt, 70 N.Y.U. L. Rev. 829, 922-48 (1995) (indicating
diversity in the legal profession counters actual and perceived racial and ethnic bias).
196. Swail, supra n. 89, at 28 (citations omitted).
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graduates. After they graduate from high school, students whose
parents went to college are significantly more likely than those with
similar incomes whose parents do not have a college education to go to
college themselves. 197

In other words, the concerns we have today about proportionate
representation in the higher education community of the United States
are sure to perpetuate themselves ifleft to their own devices. 19 ~
While the cumulative message of this section is foreboding in terms
of achievement gaps measured in a variety of ways, the data suggest that
there are a number of currently underrepresented students who could go
to college but are lost in the pipeline. One principal at a highly diverse
urban high school estimates that this number could be as high as 50% of
his students, who, if properly taught and properly advised, could go on to
college. 199 Instead, they are lost in elementary and middle school where
they lag behind in learning and achievement and begin to make course
choices that will not support their later participation in higher
education. 200 They continue to be lost in their high school curriculum
choices, their understanding of college options, and their limited
aspirations. 201 As one education expert observed:
The data examined here are not an indictment of our nation's children.
Rather, they are an indictment of a system that has been unable to
rectify inequities in how it educates all students, not just those from the
higher rungs of the economic ladder or those with an educational
legacy that opens up their future educational options. Wading through
197. Sandy Baum & Kathleen Pauyea, Education Pays 2004: The Benefits of Higher Education
for Individuals and Society 7, http://www.collegeboard.com/prod_downloads/press/cost04/
EducationPays2004.pdf (accessed Oct. 23, 2004).
198. To understand the scope of these issues, consider the recent Rand report findings on
children in Los Angeles: "The key factors that determine whether a child will be adequately prepared
to begin elementary school are the educational level attained by the child's mother and the level of
poverty in the child's neighborhood .... Children of mothers who completed high school scored
better on preschool reading and math tests-strong indicators that children are more ready for
school-than children whose mothers did not finish high school." Sandraluz Lara-Cinisomo, Anne
R. Pebley, Mary E. Vaiana, & Elizabeth Maggio, Are L.A.'s Children Ready for School 8-10,
http://www.rand.org/news/press.04/09.16c.html (accessed Oct. 27, 2004). See generally Reaching the
Top, supra n. 19, at 15, 20; Deborah Santiago, Latinos in Early Childhood Education, http://www
.edexcelencia.org/pdf/Latinos__ carly_.childhood-2004.pdf (accessed Dec. I, 2004). For further
discussion, supra n. 89.
199. Interview with Tom Rutten, Principal, and Shelly Gorman, Guidance Counselor, Sch. of!..
and Pub. Serv., Sacramento High Sch. (Oct. 5, 2004).
200. AAMC, supra n. 63, at 25--26.
201. See generally Massey, supra n. 48; Swail, supra n. 89; and AAMC, supra n. 63. This seems
to be true as to academic achievement and to involvement in citizenship education. Torney-Purta,
supra n. 20, at 21. See further discussion of civics infra at Part III (B).
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the countless research articles brings one to believe that the most
significant factors in whether students are prepared for and
motivated to enroll in college is the rigor of their precollege
curriculum and the support of peers, family, and friendsregardless of race, ethnicity, gender, income, or almost any other
background variable. 202

And it is exactly at these points, with a rigorous curriculum and
intervention and support of students and their aspirations, where law
schools can and should put their education-relevant capital to use. 2113

C. The Situation in Law Schools
Against the realities reviewed in the previous section on student
participation and performance in both P12 (preschool through high
school) and 13-16 (college) education are the juxtaposed realities that
face law schools today. To "succeed," law schools are compelled to
grapple with the commercial ranking system of the U.S. News and World
Report (USNWR) that rates all ABA approved law schools by rigidly
emphasizing law students' LSAT admission scores .204 The highlycredentialed pool of minority law school applicants whose academic
credentials and LSA T scores will enhance rather than jeopardize a law
school's ranking is unfortunately very small. 205 Competition for these

202. Swail, supra n. 89, at 56-57 (first emphasis in original, second emphasis added). See e.g.
Annen berg, supra n. 19 ("All children can learn to much higher standards than they arc now ... held
to regardless of their race or ethnicity, family income, gender, primary language or disability.").
2(U. See e.g. Massey, supra n. 4H, at 194-203; The Santa Ana Partnership 6, http://www.wkkf
.org/Puhs/YouthED/Santa_Ana_Case_Study_00252_03796.pdf {accessed Oct. 23, 2004); Nagle,
Wingspread Conference Report, supra n. 2. See also further discussion infra at Part III.
204. For the current rankings, see U.S. News and World Rpt., Top 100 taw Schools, http://
www.usnews.com/ usnews/edu/grad/rankings!Iaw/brief/lawrank_brief.php (accessed Oct. 11, 2004).
Rankings of law schools are based on what USNWR describes as "a weighted average of the 12
measures of quality" including quality assessment, selectivity, placement success, faculty resources,
and overall rank. Selectivity "combines LSAT scores (50 percent), median undergrad G PA (40
percent), and proportion of applicants accepted (1 0 percent)." Placement includes both bar passage
rates and employment nine months after graduation. USNWR also provides specialty ran kings based
on nominations of legal educators, publishing the schools who received the most nominations in
areas such as trial advocacy and clinical training. Id. at http://www.usnews.com/usnews/edu/grad/
rankings/about/05law_meth __ brief.php. Interestingly, USNWR itself recognizes the significance of
diversity. !d. at http:/ /www.usnews.com/usnews/edu/grad/rankings/about/05lawdiv _intro _brief.php
(stating that the index is based on the total proportion of minority students and the mix of racial and
ethnic groups on campus). There are also other ranking systems. Sec generally Ken DeLeon, 2005
Law School Rankings, http:/ /www.top-law-schools.com/rankings.shtml (accessed Feb. I 0, 2004)
(consolidating USNWR, Gourman, Educational Quality Rankings, Insider's Guide to Law Schools
annual publication, and fustice Thomas Rrennan, including a short description of each of live
consolidated ranking systems and the methodology each system uses).
205. Sec data charts supra at n. 180 and accompanying text.
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applicants is fierce, in what some have called the LSA T arms race. 206 And
a race it is. As the LSAC observed in its brief to the Supreme Court in
Grutter:
If admissions were based solely on the UGPA/LSAT index, then that
number, dispersed evenly among the ten most selective schools, would
leave fewer than three black students in each class-at institutions with
class sizes ranging from 150 to 650. In reality, of course, the schools
regarded as the most selective would likely attract most of those
students, so that it would be mathematically impossible for many other
selective law schools to enroll even one black student with numeric
scores in the highest ranges. 207

For minority students outside this pool, while admission can certainly
enrich ethnic diversity, it can also negatively impact the school's national
ranking and, thus, its ability in the future to attract highly qualified
students. This dilemma of promoting diversity while still retaining a
perceived prestige level in USNWR for law schools is significant, not only
on pragmatic grounds, but also on philosophic and moral grounds.
While the USNWR methodology has been both studied and widely
criticized, it remains a reality. 20 s So, too, does the fundamental

206. See Henderson, supra n. 110, at 978 (citing Abiel Wong, Note, "Boalt-i1zg" Opportunity?:
Dcconstructing Elite Norms in Law School Admissions, 6 Geo. ). on Pov. L. & Policy 199, 239-41
(1'199)); Kirgis, supra n. 42, at 395-'17 (discussing the role of part-time programs in regard to
rankings); Elizabeth Rindskopf Parker, One Dean's View (2003) (copy on file with the Bnr
Education and Law journal); Sander, supra n. 49; Reynoso, supra n. 25, at 496.

207. LSAC Hr., supra n. 42, at '1. The LSAC continues: "Accordingly, if a selective law school
wants to admit a racially and ethnically diverse class, then it may be impossible f(>r the school to limit
itself to minority students whose grades and test scores are equal to those of other admitted
applicants." Id.
208. The ABA states the following concerning ran kings:
No rating of law schools beyond the simple statement of their accreditation status is attempted
or advocated by the official organizations in legal education. Qualities that make one kind of
school good t(>r one student may not be as important to another. The American Bar
Association and its Section of Legal Education and Admissions to the Bar have issued
disclaimers of any law school rating system. Prospective law students should consider a variety
of factors in making their choice among schools.
ABA, Rating of Law Schools, http:/ /www.abanet.org/legaled/approvedlawschools/approved.html
(accessed Oct. 23, 2004). The ABA position has apparently not reduced the influence exerted by the
rankings. See e.g. Abbie Willard, Law School Rankings: 'J'hrough the Education and £mployment
Looking Glass, http://www.nalp.org/Schools/rankl.htm (accessed Oct. 11, 2004) (providing a
critique by Assistant Dean fi1r Career Services and Publications at Georgetown l.aw Center );
Mitchell Berger, Why the U.S. News and World Report Law School Rankings Are Both Useful and
Important, 51 ). Leg. Educ. 487 (2001) (providing a thorough analysis of arguments made f(x and
against the rankings). But see Paul D. Carrington, On Ranking: A Response to Mitchell Berger, 53 ).
Leg. Educ. 301, 302 (2003) (arguing the data used in the ranking is both 'soft' and misleading,
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responsibility of law schools to attract a diverse, talented, and committed
student body and then prepare members of that student body to be
equally diverse, talented, and committed members of a nation's legal
profession. 209
As the Association of American Law Schools (AALS) reported to the
Supreme Court in their Brief in Grutter, AALS Bylaws require members
to "seek to have a faculty, staff, and student body which are diverse with
respect to race, color, and sex," and the AALS Executive Committee has
adopted a "Statement on Diversity, Equal Opportunity and Affirmative
Action reiterating the judgment of its member schools that increasing
'the number of persons from underrepresented groups in law schools, in
the legal profession and in the judiciary' is 'economically necessary,
morally imperative, and constitutionally legitimate."' 210
As many have noted, the situation of law schools in regard to
admissions and diversity presents a substantial dilemma. Yet, it is
perhaps axiomatic to observe-and indeed many among the judiciary
have certainly already recognized-that law schools have substantial
resources with which to address this dilemma. But they must think and
act in new ways. Among law schools' relevant strengths are the following:
•

powerful collective
relevant"211 capital

intellectual

and

"education-

thereby creating rankings which are not useful to future students); Stephen Klein & Laura Hamilton,
The Validity of the U.S. News and World Report Ranking of ABA raw Schools, http://www.aals
.org/validity.html (accessed Oct. 7, 2004) (finding major problems with the rankings including the
tact that 90% of the differences in the ran kings can be explained by median LSAT scores); Richard
Schmal beck, The Durability of Law Schoollieputation, 4R J- Leg. Educ. 568 ( 1998); Scott van Alstyne,
Ranking the Law Schools: The Reality of' Illusion?, Vol. 7, No.3. Am. B. Found. Research). 649 (1982)
("[a]ttempting to assign specific rankings based on objective criteria is a futile task. However,
objective tests arc suggested which indicate, on application to available data, that about 40 of the
approximately 165 ABA-AALS-accredited law schools are of superior quality and differ among
themselves only as to an image of prestige."). for specific discussion in the context of affirmative
action, sec Sander, supra n. 49, at nn. 12-23.
209. Sec Parker, supra n. 206; the American Bar Association states that their goal XI is "to
promote the full and equal participation in the legal profession by minorities, women and persons
with disabilities." ABA, Goal IX, http://www.abanet.org/lsd/diversity/plan.pdf (accessed Oct. I,
2004); see generally LSAC, Minority Perspectives, http://www.lsac.org/LSAC.asp'url=lsac/minorities
-in-lcgal-education.asp (accessed Oct. I, 2004); ABA, Selected Excerpts from the McCmte Report,
http:/ /www.abanet .org/legaled/ pub! ica tions/ on! inepubs/ macerate. h tmi#Chapter%20 Five (accessed
Oct. 29, 2004).
210. AALS briet~ supra n. 8, at 1 (referencing AALS Bylaw§ 6-4, available in Assn. of Am. L.
Sch., 2004 Handbook, http://www.aals.org/bylaws.html (accessed Feb. 5, 2005)).
211_ The term "education-relevant capital" is used in the All Students report, supra n. R2, at 2325, and as used there includes cultural, financial, health, human, institutional, pedagogical, personal,
polity and social capital, all many of law schools' key attributes.ld at 23.
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•

skills in investigation, analysis, and synthesis

•

commitment to CIVIC engagement and the teachings of
due process and democraci 12

•

extraordinarily interesting
student interest2 13

•

curricular and teaching expertise, particularly teaching
crucial analytical and writing skills 214

•

prestige and connections in the communiti 15

•

powerful community of alumni and an ongoing
population of talented students

subject-matter

to

catch

212. See e.g Richard L. Roe & Ramona K. Tumber, Literacy and Law in Eleventh Annual
Education Law Conference, Law and Education: Crucial [ssues 2004 (Lexis 20tl4); ECS describes
"civic competency" as including civic-related knowledge, cognitive and participative skills and
behaviors, and civic dispositions, all skills relevant to and taught through law. Torney-Purta, supra n.
20.
213. One of the optimum teaching strategies is to "'build on students' prior knowledge and
experience." All Students, supra n. 82, at 15, 17. Because of the central role of law in our society, it
provides such an opportunity. Law-related education (LRE) has a proven success record in reaching
at- risk students and improving their critical thinking skills as well as their reading, writing, and oral
presentation abilities. See Kelso, supra n. 83; Paula A. Nessel, Law Magnet Programs, ERIC
ED411178, 1996-11-00 (available at ERIC Digest database); Carolyn Peireira, Law-Related Education
in Elementary and Secondary Schools, ED296948, 1988-06-00 (available at ERIC Digest database).
LRE also has a proven record in encouraging student engagement in civics, community and public
service, and service learning has a proven record of increasing students' problem solving skills. See
e.g. Dr. Penelope Wong, Using Service Learning to Help Students Acquire Problem Solving Skills,
http://www.ncsc.int(J/newsletter/oct2004/problem_solving.htm (accessed feb. 10, 2005) (positive
impacts). For an overview of LRE, see ABA, The Essentials of Law-Related Education,
http://www.abanet.org/publiced!insights/lre_essentials.pdf (accessed jan. 25, 2004); ABA, Law
Related Education State, http:/ /www.abanet.org/publiced/lre/statemain.html (accessed Oct. 10,
2004).

*

214. See e.g. Millett, supra n. 22; LSAC, Think About Law School, http://cachewww.lsac.org/
pdfs/2004-2005/ThinkAboutLawSchool2004.pdf (accessed Oct. 7, 2004); ABA, Legal Careers,
http:/ /www.abanet.org/publiced/legalcareers.pdf (accessed Oct. 7, 2004).
215. Involvement with community will be crucial if change is to happen. When commenting
on the competence students need, the expert authors of All Students, supra n. 82, note that these
capacities "appear to be the products of exposure to the demands of specialized cultural
experiences-schooling being the most common-that interact with a wide variety of human
potentials..
We therefore conclude that academic ability is a developed ability.
(cmd) will
require ... interventions in our homes, communities, and schools." All Students, supra. n. R2, at 7.
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Each of these attributes is significant and has strong potential for shaping
law schools' contribution along the pipeline from preschool to profe
ssional school and beyond P20, as outlined in the next Part. 216
Ill. THE LEGAL COMMUNITY'S FAIR SHARE OF THE P20 AGENDA

The presidents of the American Bar Association and the
Association of American Law Schools are calling on every law
school in America to make a commitment to helping their law
students and law faculty understand the importance of educating
the public and identifying ways of encouraging future lawyers to
participate in public legal education programs. 217

Clearly, the above commitment from the Presidents of the ABA and
the American Association of Law Schools is justified. Certainly, such a
commitment needs to be sustained and systemic if law schools are to
significantly impact the diversity in the profession. There are many
reform efforts extant funded by governments at all levels, by major
foundation initiatives, and by individual institutions.m
There is
increasing national attention to Pl6 alignment and organization. 219
216. Nagle, Wingspread Conference Report, supra n. 2; Kelso, supra n. 83.
217. William Paul & Elliott Milstein, Presidents' joint Resolution, http://www.streetlaw.org/
lawschoolhome.htm (accessed jan. 15, 2004).
218. It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss the various federal or foundation programs
with any sort of comprehensiveness. As to the federal government, regarding the pipeline in
particular, several programs operate under the Higher Education Act, such as TRIO (which includes
Talent Search, Upward Bound, Educational Opportunity Centers, and Student Support Services) and
GEAR UP (Gaining Early Awareness and Readiness for Undergraduate Programs.) See e.g. Santiago,
Federal Policy, supra n. 46, at 6-10 (outlining programs under the Higher Education Act).
Foundation involvement is illustrated by the many references to leading foundation initiatives
spread throughout this paper.
219. See e.g. Gordon van de Water & Terese Rainwater, What is P16 Education?,
http://www. mcgeorge.edu/ govern ment_law_and_policy I education_la w/wingspread/ECS% 20·
'!(,20What%20Js%20PI6.pdf (accessed Oct. 10, 2004). See generally, Kirst & Venezia, supra n. 102.
One noteworthy illustration of Pl6 efforts to increase college aspirations and enrollment is the
Kellogg ENLACE program. ENLACE was a six-year program launched in the spring of 1997 in an
attempt to increase opportunities for Latinos to enter and complete college. ENLACE created 13
partnerships across the country, including communities in Arizona, California, l'lorida, Illinois, New
Mexico, New York and Texas. These partnerships consist of communities and higher education
institutions, and link the resources of partners-students, K-12 schools, businesses, families and
communities, to focus community wide attention on increasing high school and college graduation
rates. W.K. Kellog Found., Fact Sheet: Enlace, http://www.wkkfweb.org/ENLACE/mainfacts.htm
(accessed Oct. 18, 2004). ENLACE projects highlighted college and university relationships. E.g. The
Santa Ana Partnership, supra n. 203 (indicating institutional partners included Santa Ana Unified
School District, the fifth largest school district in California, with 91.6% Latino students; Santa Ana
College; California State University, fullerton; and the University of California, Irvine. No law
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There has also been an increasing focus on pipeline efforts throughout
the Pl6 academy, as illustrated by the expanded adoption of learnercentered principles, 220 the Greater Expectations initiative, 221 and the
growing calls for further university leadership-particularly in training
high quality teachers. 222 There are also major pipeline programs within
some professional disciplines. 223
Despite this mounting national pipeline agenda and the needs
outlined in the preceding discussion, law schools have played a limited
role in the arena of public education reform. This has hindered the
training of future leaders who will represent our children and educational
institutions or participate in the national reform agenda. This section of
the paper first addresses areas of development where law schools'
education-relevant capital is well-suited for intervention along the
pipeline in the context of the "the puzzle of minority achievement." 224
This section then offers preliminary thoughts on law schools' possible
approaches to the pipeline by describing initiatives in the medical
community and by reference to the Call to Action developed by teams of
educators, including law school deans and faculty at the Wingspread
conference in June of 2003 - Renovating the P-20 Pyramid in Education
With the Leadership of Schools of Law. The Call to Action is provided as
an Appendix. 225
A. The Puzzle of the Achievement Gap along the Pipeline

Law schools and the legal profession have unique strengths in their
approach to education, in the way they act, and the way they are
perceived in the world at large. These strengths are implicated in at least

school appears to have been involved. Id. at 14. Another especially noteworthy illustration is the
work of the Education Trust, see Paul Ruiz, Presentation, What is an Education Trust K-16 Council
(Racine, Wise., June 12, 2004) (copy on file with the BYU Education and Law Journal).
220. Sec e.g. U. of the P., About the School, http:/ /www.uop.edu/education/about_thc_school/
learner-centered.html (accessed Feb. 11, 2005). See generally, Kelso, supra n. 83; AAMC, supra n. 63,
at 27.
221. Assn. of Am. Colleges and Us., Greater Expectations: A New Vision for Lcami11g as A
Nation Goes to College, http://www.greaterexpectations.org/pdf/GEX.FINAL.pdf (accessed Feb. 11,
2005).

See Zimpher, supra n. 53; Barton, supra n. 21, at I 0-11.
Sec supra n. 63 and accompanying text.
224. Sec Massey, supra n. 48, at C:h. 1.
225. See further discussion infra at Section III (B). This Call opens with this goal: "To work
222.

223.

collaboratively to maximize educational aspirations and opportunities for students who are
disproportionately under-represented in colleges and universities and in professional schools,
particularly law schools." Infra Appendix.
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four of the areas identified by educators and researchers as significant
along the pipeline: intellective capacity, engagement generally, civic
engagement, and deficiencies in human capital and vulnerability to
stereotypes. These issues are described in this section and suggestions for
approaching them along the pipeline, in the next.
INTELLECTIVE CAPACITY226

The idea of intellective capacity focuses on capacity for learning and
growth as opposed to testing or prior achievement. In 1983, the National
Commission on Excellence in Education galvanized the nation to focus
on educational reform in its report, A Nation at Risk, which began with
the following observation:
All, regardless of race or class or economic status, are entitled to a fair
chance and to the tools for developing their individual powers of mind
and spirit to the utmost. This promise means that all children by virtue
of their own efforts, competently guided, can hope to attain the mature
and informed [judgment] needed to secure gainful employment, and to
manage their own lives, thereby serving not only their own interests but
also the progress of society itself. 227

In 1999, the Report of the National Task Force on Minority High
Achievement, a group convened under auspices of the College Board,m

22(1. Intellective competence is defined as: "[s]ystemalic ways of reasoning, of inferring
patterns from one's environments, and using them to maintain practices and to invent new ones;
highly adaptive, rich habits, of thinking; engagement in meaningful problem solving. Academic
intellective competence is a highly specialized set of abilities that are a direct result of particular
kinds of experiences over long periods of lime in Western schooling." All Students, supra n. 82, at
Appendix.
227. The goals laid out in A Nation At Risk included,
[t]he Commission advanced the following recommendations: Graduation requirements should

be strengthened so that all students establish a foundation in tlve new basics; English,
mathematics, science, social studies, and computer science; Schools and colleges should adopt
higher and measurable standards for academic performance; The amount of time students

spend engaged in learning should be significantly increased; The leaching profession should be
strengthened through higher standards for preparation and professional growth.
Nati. Commn. on Excellence in Educ., A Nation At Risk: The Imperative for Educational Ref(mn,
http://www.goalline.org/Goai%20Line/NatAtRisk.html (accessed Oct. 24, 2004).
22H. College Board administers the SAT, the PSAT/NMSQT, and the Advanced Placement
Program (AP). College Bd., About Us, http://www.collegeboard.com/about/index.html (accessed
l\"ov. 6, 2004) ("[The College Board's] mission is to connect students to college success and
opportunity. We are a not-for-protlt membership organizallon committed to excellence and equity
in education. Founded in 1900, the association is composed of more than 4,700 schools, colleges,
universities, and other educational organizations .... The College Board is committed to the
principles of excellence and equity, and that commitment is embodied in all of its programs, services,
activities, and concerns.") Id.
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was more specific in its goal to recognize that:
relatively little attention has been given over time to a very serious
educational issue--the chronically limited presence of African
Americans, Latinos, and Native Americans among high achieving
students at all levels of the educational system. The acute
underrepresentation of these groups among top students has been
underlined in recent years by the rollback of affirmative action
admission policies at public colleges and universities in several states,
including California, Texas, and Washington. In these states-and
elsewhere in the nation-very small percentages of Black, Hispanic, and
Native American students are graduating from high school each year
with the superior academic records that individuals who gain
admission to highly selective colleges and universities typically have. 229

Work attempting to follow up on the recommendations of these and
other education groups has been ongoing, and has been reviewed in the
Report of the National Study Group for the Affirmative Development of
Academic Ability (National Study), a group convened by the North
Central Regional Educational Laboratory with funds from the Institute of
Education Sciences (IES), U.S. Department of Education. This report
begins:
A comprehensive mission of public schools is to produce students who
are intellectually competent and prepared for postsecondary education
and the increasingly competitive workforce. However, differences in
educational outcomes of students indicate that the impact of our
current public school system is limited. One of the most urgent
is
the
concerns
among
education
stakeholders
today
underrepresentation of African Americans, Hispanics, and Native
Americans among high-achieving students. Twenty years since the
release of the report A Nation at Risk (National Commission on
Excellence in Education, 1983), new efforts continue to emerge,
promising to eliminate this academic disparity and to ensure that no
child is left behind. Stakeholders have been working relentlessly to
maximize educational outcomes and to respond to the unprecedented
challenge of educating increasingly multicultural, multilingual, and
disadvantaged students. Although the hard work indicates signs of
progress, more work is necessary to continue to improve student

229. Reaching the Top, supra n. I <J. at v. The selectivity of the school is also related to the
leadership issues previously discussed. A handful of selective schools "accounts for 25 of the 100
United States Senators, 74 United States Courts of Appeals judges, and nearly 200 of the more than
600 United States District Court judges." AALS Brief, supra n. 877, at o; Gruttcr, 539 U.S. at 332.
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performance. 230
In its call for greater attention to the underachievement of many
minority and disadvantaged students, the National Study recommends
more focus on the intellective capacity of our young people for
affirmative development of specific knowledge in critical literacy and
numeracy; mathematical and verbal reasoning; skill in creating,
recognizing, and resolving relationships; skill in accessing and classifying
information and stimulus material; problem solving from both abstract
and concrete situations, as in deductive and inductive reasoning; and
sensitivity to multiple contexts and perspectives. 231 The National Study
finds that these enumerated abilities and skills are developed through
school and also through exposure to wide varieties of interactions and
interventions in homes and communities. Indeed, community
partnerships and partnerships along the P20 continuum are common
themes here and in most analyses of education reform. 232 Many of these
skills and settings correspond well with the teachings of the legal
academy.
ENGAGEMENT GENERALLY

Development of intellective capacity and academic success are, as the
National Study suggests, dependent on student engagement. While the
ultimate disengagement is actually dropping out of school, students are
also disengaged when they are not motivated to be involved and to learn
to high capacities and standards. As the Committee on Increasing High
School Students' Engagement and Motivation to Learn explained in its
national report, Engaging Schools: Fostering High School Students'
lv1otivation to Learn, engagement involves mental and observable
emotional and social behaviors. 213 For positive intellectual motivation,
2.)0.

All Students, supra n. 82, at v.

231. !d. at 7. The report also includes as significant resource recognition and utilization and
self-regulation.

232. Sec generally Zimpher, supra n. 53; AAMC, supra n. 63, at 2; Barton, supra n. 21, at 36-37;
Annenberg Inst. f(lr Sch. Ref(,rm, School Communities that Work: A National Task Force on the
Future o( Urban Districts, http://www.schoolcommunitics.org/aboutus/framework.html#results
(accessed l;eb. 25, 2005); Deborah A. Santiago & Sarita E. Brown, What Works for Latino Students,
http://www.edexcelencia.org/pdf/whatworks2Ed-new3.pdf (accessed Feb. 25, 2005) (combined
program, community mentors academic support and counselors, high school and community
colleges). Santiago and Brown also describe, among others, the Puente Program, San Mateo County
Community College District, Karen Wong, http://smccd.net/accounts/wongk/puente.htm#puente
(accessed feb. 25. 2005); Santiago, Latino Studer~! Success, supra n. I 62, at 1.
233. \iatl. Research Council, Committee on Increasing High School Studenb' Engagement and
Motivation to Learn, Frrgaging Schools: Fostering High School Students' Motivation to Learn, C:h. 2
(\iatl Acad. Press 2004).
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students need sound beliefs about competence (I can), appropriate values
and goals (I want to), and social connectedness (I belong). 234 Simply put,
"the best motivational tool for students is personal involvement in
something that produced a clear result and is interesting to them." 235
Law is certainly something interesting to study, 236 and law schools, with
their well developed pedagogy, support services, and networks of
students and alumni, have appropriate and valuable human resources to
implement efforts to address feelings of competence and social
connectedness.

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT
The conclusions and recommendations of the National Study and the
work of the Committee on Increasing High School Students' Engagement
and Motivation to Learn parallel the work of the Carnegie Commission
and others on civic engagement. The Carnegie Commission's study, the
Civic Mission of Schools, reports:
For more than 250 years, Americans have shared a vision of a
democracy in which all citizens understand, appreciate, and engage
actively in civic and political life-taking responsibility for building
communities, contributing their diverse talents and energies to solve
local and national problems, deliberating about public issues,
influencing public policy, voting, and pursuing the common good.
Americans know that it is a rare and precious gift to live in a society
that permits and values such participation. In recent decades, concern
has grown about the increasing numbers of Americans who are
disengaging from civic and political institutions such as voluntary
assocratrons,
religious congregations, and community-based
organizations. This disengagement extends to political and electoral

234.

Id. at

34~42.

235. SREB, Ten Strategies for Creating a Classroom Culture of High Expectations 5, http:/ I
www.sreb.org/programs/hstw/publications/pubs/04V03_ Ten%20Strategies.pdf (accessed Dec. I,
2004); E11gagi11g Schools, supra n. 233, at 4; AAMC, supra n. 63, at 27.
236. We were unable to locate a readily available source tabulating the presence of law and
lawyers in various aspects of pop culture. Our own casual observations suggest that most every
young person knows the Miranda warnings and that there are very substantial numbers of lawyer
and law enforcement shows on television and in movie theaters. Work by colleagues on a separate
question, the extent to which first year law students' opinions of lawyers are formed from pop
culture, would support this conclusion. See e-mail from Michael Asimow to Sarah Redfield and
others (Dec. 8, 2004) (copy on file with authors); Michael Asimow, Steve Greenfield, Guillermo
Jorge, Stefan Machura, Guy Osborn, Peter Robson, Cassandra Sharp, & Robert Sockloskie, Do First
Year Law Students Think Lawyers arc Sleazy? A Transnational Media Ejfect Study, tbls. 8 & 9 (2001)
(unpublished draft paper, copy on file with authors).
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processes such as voting and being informed about public issues .... In
addition, there are gaps in young people's knowledge of fundamental
democratic principles and processes. As a result, many young
Americans are not prepared to participate fully in our democracy now
and when they become adults. 237

As the Carnegie report suggests, on the NAEP ClVlCS assessment, 23 H
only 26% of twelfth graders taking the test scored as proficient or
better. 239 Along these same lines, the statistics for the 2000 election show
that only one-third of citizens 18-29 voted compared to one-half who
voted during elections in the 1970s. 240 A recent survey conducted by the
National Conference of State Legislatures summarized the situation:
The gap between the civic attitudes, knowledge and participation of the
new generation of DotNets 241 and the older ones is substantially greater
than the gaps between previous generations. It suggests that the
DotNets will never be as engaged in democracy as their elders, even as
they age.
Only half of the DotNets reported that they voted in the most recent
elections or that they follow politics, compared to three-quarters of
those over age 26.
Seventy-eight percent of those in the older generations say we need to
pay attention to government and politics compared with 54 percent of
the younger generation. Less than half of the DotNets think that
communicating with elected officials or volunteering or donating
money to help others are qualities of a good citizen.

237. Carnegie Corp., supra n. 20, at 8.
238. See supra Il(a)(high school).
239. See Arice Hartry & Kristie Porter, We the People Curriculum: Results of Pilot Test: A
Report to the Center for Civic Education, http://www.civiced.org/pdfs/pilot.pdf (Sept. 19, 2002).
240. See Scott Keeter, Cliff Zukin, Molly Andolina & Krista jenkins, The Civic and Political
Health of the Nation: A Generational Portrait, http://www.civicyouth.org/research/products/Civic_
Political_Health.pdf (accessed Dec. 1, 2004). But see Ctr. for Info. and Research on Civic Learning
and Engagement (CIRCLE), Youth Turnout Up Sharply in 2004, http://www.civicyouth.org/
Pop Ups/Release_ Turnout2004.pdf (Nov. 3, 2004) (increase in young voters particularly in
"battleground" states).
241. This term is used in two of the recent studies of civic engagement. As the authors explain,
"DotNets, the almost 40 million young adults now between 15 and 25 years of age, born after 1976.
They have gone by many labels-Millennials, Generation NeXt, c;eneration Y-but calling them a
true generation remains premature. Generations are shaped by shared experiences and are clear only
in history's rear view mirror. We call them the DotNets because we think one of their defining
characteristics will be having come of age along with the Internet. Information has always been
virtually costless and universally available to them; technology cheap and easily mastered;
community as much a digital place of common interest as a shared physical space. They came of age
in the Clinton era of scandal amid a booming economy, now in retreat, and a refocus on the family."
Keeter, supra n. 242, at 6.

Only 66 percent of the DotNets say that voting is a necessary quality for
being a good citizen, compared with 83 percent of those over age 26.
Three-quarters of the older generations correctly identified the party of
their state's governor and three out of five knew the Republicans
control Congress. But only one-third could correctly identify the party
in control of their state's legislature. Among DotNets, eight out of 10
know that the cartoon Simpsons live in Springfield, and the great
majority know that Ruben Studdard is the reigning American Idol. But
less than half know the party of their state's governor, and only 40
percent can say which party controls Congress. 242

Given findings such as these, predictably, there are many escalating
and diverse demands at all levels of education across the country for a
"reaffirmation of citizenship as an overarching goal of public
education." 243 In seeking such a reaffirmation, there is recognition that
citizenship competency and civic engagement go beyond information
exchange to include strands of civic-related knowledge, cognitive and
participative skills, and civic dispositions. 244
That is, somewhat
reminiscent of the bases for engagement generally, education about
citizenship must include factual information about politics and
government, analytical skills, and participatory behavior. 21 " Again, all
knowledge bases and approaches with which law schools are surely
familiar.
Given the nature of the study of law, it is not surprising that
citizenship education and civic engagement are, in fact, areas where the
legal community has traditionally done significant work. One of the best
known of these efforts is the national high school program taught across
the nation about government called, We the People: the Citizen and the
Constitution. 246 At the law school level, Street Law courses, which involve

242. Karl T. Kurtz. Alan Rosenthal. & Cliff Zukin, Citizenship: A Challenge fin All Generations.
Natl. Conf. of St. Legislators, http://www.nds.org/public/trust/citizenship.pdf (acce>Sed l\im·. 30,
2004); see also Keeter, supra n. 242.
243. David
Hornbeck,
Taking
Service-Learning
to
Scale,
http://www.servic:clearningpartnership.org/publications/distlessonsl.dill (acct·sscd Nov. 15, 2004). Sec also e.g,
Carnegie Corp., supra n. 20; Anne Colby, Thomas Ehrlich, Elizabeth Beaumont, & )ames Stephem,
Educating Citizens: Preparing America's Undergraduates jiJr Lives of Moral and Civic Responsil>ility;
These calls come at a time when the public schools are deeply t(JCused on coming into line with the
standards in No Child Left Behind, and thus less able than they might have been to focm on the
citizenship aspects of their missions.
244. Torney-Purta, supra n. 20, at 1-2; Carnegie Corp., supra n. 20, at 10.
245. Torncy-Purta, supra n. 20, at l.
246. This program, which consists of an instructional curriculum leading to a simulated
Congressional hearing, is funded by Congress and used in all fifty states. Hartry, supra n. 239, at 3;
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law students and students in the community, represent another
prominent example. 217 Another broader and widely-adopted approach to
these ends is through service or service learning that brings together
public service to the community with academic study. 24 H Principles
embedded in service learning include:
allowing students to learn and develop through active participation in
thoughtfully organized experiences that meet actual community needs;
integrating service into students' academic curriculum and providing
structured time for thinking, talking, or writing about the service
activity; providing students with opportunities to use newly acquired
skills and knowledge in real-life situations in their own communities;
and enhancing what is taught in schools by extending learning into the

Ctr. For Civic Educ., We The People: The Citizen and the Constitution, lntroductitm, http://www
.civiced.org/wethepeople.php<link=intro (accessed jan. 25, 2004). See also james B. Raskin, We the
Students: Supreme Court Cases for and About Students (2003) (text t<.)r use with high school
students); and other texts available ut the Constitutional Rights Foundation including Criminal
Justice in America, The Chullenz;e of Governance, http://www.crfusa.org/marketing/catalog.html
(accessed jan. 24, 2004).
247. Sec generally, Kaminda Pinder, Street Law: Twcnty-l,.ivc Years and Counting, 27 ). 1.. &
Fduc. 211 (199H). Street J.aw, http://streetlaw.org/ (accessed Nov. 24, 20tl4) ("Through its philosophy
and programs, Street Law empowers people to transform democratic ideals into citi1.en action."). For
more information on law school Street Law programs specifically, sec http://streetlaw
.org/lawschoolhome.htm (accessed Nov. 24, 20tl4); C;corgetown L. Clr., D.C. Street Law Clinic,
http://www.law.georgetown.edu/clinics/dcstrect/ (accessed Dec. 15, 2003); U. of Wash. Sch. of!..,
Street Law, http://www.law.washington.edu/streetlaw/ (accessed )an. 24, 2004). Street Law, working
with the American Corporate Counsel A"ociation (ACCA), also has a locus on legal diversity in the
pipeline with corporations. See Street Law, Corporate Legal Diversity Pipeline Program,
http:/ /www.streellaw.org/content.asp<contentid=237 (accessed Nov. 24, 2004).
24H. For a history of service learning "in the academy," sec Linda F. Smith, Leaming from
Practice, Why Clinical Programs Should Embrace Civic Engagement, Service /.earning, 10 Clinical L.
Rev. 723, 727-29 (2004). It is beyond the scope of this paper to include more than passing reference
to the rich literature on civic engagement, but the call for a "community-based" research agenda at
the academy that reflects such a mission is well in line with the call ((,r greater law school
collaboration along the education pipeline." Sec id. at 733-734. ("At one level the scholarship of
engagement means connecting the rich resources of the university to our most pressing social, civic,
and ethical problems; to our children, to our schools, to our teachers, to our cities-just to name the
ones I am personally in touch with most frequently-you could name others. Campuses should be
viewed by both students and pro!Cssors not as isolated islands, but as staging grounds for action ..
What is needed is not just more programs, but a larger purpose, a larger sense of mission ....
Ultimately the scholarship of engagement also means creating a special climate in which the
academic and civil cultures communicate more continuously and more creatively with each other.")
(quoting Ernest Boyer, Scholarship Reconsidered (1990)); Erwin Chemerinsky & Catherine Fisk, In
Defense of' the Big Tent: The Importance of Recognizing the Many Audiences jin Legal Scholarship, 34
Tulsa L.j. 667 ( 1999); Douglas L. Colbert, Broadening Scholarship: Embracing Law Rcj(nm and
justice, 52). Leg. Educ. 540 (1999). The general literature on service learning is also extensive, sec e.g.
Robert Shumer, Service, Social Studies, and Citizenship: Connections for the New Century,
http:/ /www.ericdigests.org/2000-l/century.html (accessed Nov. 30, 2004) (summarizing literature
and providing further references). The value to student engagement is well-recognized, sec e.g.
Engaging High Schools, supra n. 233, at 131-32.
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community and helping foster the development of a sense of caring for
others. 24 ~

Efforts such as these bring CIVIC education and involvement with due
process and democracy to students in ways consistent with the tenets of
engagement and will demonstrably impact their future political
engagement, school and career choices. 250 They are areas where many
law schools already have programs in place, in some form. 251
DEFICIENCIES

Acknowledging the attributes of engagement and academic
development described previously, it is also significant to identify,
however broadly, the deficits that disadvantaged students may carry with
them along the pipeline.
Understanding or explaining the "puzzle of minority
underachievement" is well beyond the scope of this paper; indeed,
education researchers themselves have observed that "the literature
remains inconclusive about the reasons for these persistent
differentials." 252 Nevertheless, work by faculty and other experts offers
insight relevant to the agenda and contributions that law schools might
bring to the pipeline. For example, studying the point of entry to
college,m faculty at the University of Pennsylvania recently analyzed data
249. Shu mer, supra n. 248.
250. See generally Hartry, supra n. 239, at IO; Kurtz, supra n. 242, at 4-5; Keeter, supra n. 240, at
27-28; Engaging High Schools, supra n. 233, at I31-34 and references cited therein; Peter D. Hart
Research Assocs., Attitudes, Politics, and Public Service: A Survey of American College Students 1925, http://www.panettainstitute.org/lib/04/survey.pdf (accessed Nov. 6, 2004).
251. For an example of a prize-winning program, see the U. of Pa., A Leader in Pro Bono
Service, http://www.law.upenn.edu/psp/ (accessed Dec. 2, 2004) (general program). Several other law
schools also have required public service requirements. See generally AALS, Learning to Serve,
http://www.aals.org/probono/report2.html (accessed Oct. I, 2004). The AALS has compiled these in
various categories at http://www.aals.org/probono/report3.html (accessed Nov. 24, 2004) and in the
AALS Pro Bono Project, A Handbook on Law School Pro Bono Programs, http://www.aals.org/
probono/probono.pdf (accessed Dec. 1, 2004).
252. Massey, supra n. 48, at 1-2. Massey continues,
[f]or the most part, the various theories that have been proposed to this point are neither
logically inconsistent nor mutually exclusive, and for that reason none can be rejected a priori.
Probably all contain an element of truth, and the real question is which ones are most powerful
in explaining academic performance compared with the alternatives.

Jd. at 4.

253. Studying earlier points along the pipeline, Paul Barton in his policy report, Parsing the
Achievement Gap: Baselines j(Jr Tracking Progress, lists fourteen correlates of achievement and the
gaps in achievement: in school, "rigor of the curriculum, teacher preparation, teacher experience and
attendance, class size, technology assisted instruction, school safety," and outside of school, "parent
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from the new National Longitudinal Survey of Freshmen. Writing in The
Source of the River: The Social Origins of Freshman at America's Colleges
and Universities, they observe: 254
In the first term of college work, we could already detect differences
between groups with respect to academic performance.... As one
would expect, these performance differential were most strongly and
consistently predicted by level of academic preparation, which we
measured in terms of high school GP A, Advanced Placement credits,
and self-assessment. They were also influenced by socioeconomic
background, with students from more privileged background generally
doing better, as well as by various combinations of self-esteem and selfconfidence.
The foregoing results are generally in line with the theory of capital
deficiency ... Students in general perform poorly in college when the
circumstances of their upbringing have denied them access to some
form of capital-human, social, cultural, psychic, or financial-that is
important in producing success in higher education. Minority students
generally do not lack for self-esteem and self confidence so it is not
psychic capital that is the problem .... The capital they lack is generally
financial and human, which reflects the fact that many blacks and
Latinos come from backgrounds of residential segregation, school
isolation and socioeconomic disadvantage. 255
In addition to deficits in human and financial capital, the researchers
for the Source of the River also found support for the proposition that
stereotype vulnerability impacted minority student performance. The
idea here is that students fear they will live up to negative stereotypes of
intellectual inferiority and so they disengage from their work, rather than
risk doing poorly, as they perceive others expect: 256

participation, student mobility, birthweight, lead poisoning, hunger and nutrition, reading to young
children, television watching, and parent availability. For all, Harton finds gaps between minority and
majority students, and for all hut two (rigor of the curriculum and birthweight, where he finds the
information not available), Harton finds gaps between low and higher income families. Barton, supra
n. 21, at 7.
254. The Source of the River reviews the theories of minority underachievement including
capital deficiency, oppositional culture, stereotype threat, peer intluence, attachment theory, critical
theory, and differences in college preparation, all described in Chapter I and addressed through
survey and analysis throughout the book. The study is based on freshman at highly selective colleges,
essentially those which were the subject of the prior study by Bowen and Bok, see Bowen, supra n. 25.
The specific schools are listed in Massey supra n. 48, at 30-34.
255. Massey, supra n. 48, at 205-06. In explaining capital deficiency, the authors note, "Perhaps
the simplest and most widely recognized explanation for poor academic perf(Hmance is that some
people, for whatever reason, lack the resources need for academic success." Id. at 5-6. These
resources can include financial, human, social, and cultural capital.
256. /d. at 206.

African Americans are stereotyped as being intellectually inferior in
U.S. society (witness Herrnstein and Murray 1996), and black students
are keenly aware of the prevailing negative valuation of their mental
abilities. Every time black students are called upon to perform
academically in the college setting, they are at risk of confirming this
negative valuation, both to themselves and to others. The threat may be
particularly salient in selective colleges and universities, where minority
students are widely perceived (rightly or wrongly) by white faculty and
students to have benefited from a "bending" of academic standards
because of affirmative action. Failing to perform up to expected
standards is psychologically distressing because it implies that the
stereotype is, in fact, correct: the student is intellectually inferior to
other students. Rather than face the risk of such distress, black students
downplay the importance of academic success as a standard of selfworth and put less effort toward academic achievement. If they fail,
they can then tell themselves that they really did not try their hardest
and that academic outcomes are not important anyway. 257
There is also research that shows that "the experience of being
stigmatized" will interrupt the intellectual development. 25 H These are all
257. Id. at 10-11. Sec also Claude Steele, Stereotype Threat and African American Student
Achievement and Theresa Perry, Achieving in Post-Civil Rights America: The Outline of a Theory,
both in Theresa Perry, Claude Steele. & Asa Hilliard, III, Young, Gified, and Black: Promoting High
Achievement Among African American Students (Theresa Perry, Claude Steele & Asa Hilliard. III,
eds., Beacon Press 2003) (stereotyping as a threat and deterrent to learning and the need to overcome
the perspective that Black students are less intelligent). While finding evidence on stereotype
vulnerability, the University of Pennsylvania researchers did not find support for negative influence
of peer pressure not to work hard to avoid "acting white." Massey, supra n. 48, at 206.
258. All Students, supra n. 82, at 19, 20-27. That stigma is likely to occur in two ways, through
attributional ambiguity or stereotype threat. The former makes it difficult for minority students to
focus appropriately on feedback, something which law schools should note in their own programs.
The latter creates an atmosphere of uncertainty and mistrust. Id. at I 9-2 I; Bowen, supra n. 25, at xlvi,
81-86 (discussing possible reasons for underperformance); Ronald !'. Ferguson, A Diagnostic
Analysis of Black- White CPA Disparities in Shaker Heights, Ohio, in Diane Ravitch, The Brookings
Papers on Education Policy, 347-403 (Diane Ravitch, ed., The Brookings lnstn. 20!ll) (reviewing
possible explanations of the black-white achievement gap); Massey, supra n. 48, at I95-96
(identifying stereotype vulnerability as a negative impact on black and Latino students academic
perf(>rmance in college). This is something that law schools may seck to address in their own
classrooms and programs. Elizabeth M. Iglesias, joAnne Durako, Devon Wayne Carbado, Margaret
E. Montoya, Michael A. Olivas, Rex R. Perschbacher, Douglas D. Scherer, Vicki Schultz, Labor and
Employment in the Academy-A Critical Look at the Ivory Tower, Proceedings of the 2002 Arzrzual
Meeting o( the Association Of American Law Schools. Joint Program of the Section on Labor Relations
and Employment Law arzd Section on Minority Groups, 6 Employee Rts. & Em pl. Pol'y ). I29, IR!-84
(2003) (negative impacts of marginalization and stereotype of "assumption of incompetence"); see
also Grutter, 539 U.S. at 373, 377 (Thomas,). concurring in part and dissenting in part) (impact of
stigma). For the perspective of a female law professor of color on these issues, see Katherine
Vaughns, Women olColor in Law Teaching: Shared Identities, Different Experiences, 53). Leg. Educ.
496 (2003).
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areas where law schools have their own experiences with their own
students for reference and where there is evidence that similar
intervention with younger students can be effective. 250
B. Preliminary Thoughts on Law Schools' Approaches to the Pipeline

We believe that the challenge of the next millennium is the
renewal of our own democratic life and reassertion of social
stewardship. In celebrating the birth of our democracy, we can
think of no nobler task than committing ourselves to helping
catalyze and lead a national movement to reinvigorate the public
purposes and civic mission of higher education. We believe that
now and through the next century our institutions must be vital
agents and architects of a flourishing democracy. We urge all of
higher education to join us. 2or1

Despite the urgings of the Campus Compact Presidents and
Presidents Milstein and Paul, law schools have been noticeably lax in
terms of systemic or systematic work along the P20 pipeline.
At some law schools, of course, beginnings have been made-what
we might see as examples of "random excellence." 261 Such programs 262
259. There is ample evidence that role models and mentors, f(Jr example, provide crucial
trusting relationships and interventions t<.Jr young people that can alter the course of students' lives.
Such mentor relationships may be the only such relationship in some young lives. Shelly (;orman &
Dr. Vivian Snvdn, Presentation, (Sept. 9, 2004) (Sacramento, CA) (copy on file with authors). See
generally Wimberly, supra n. 104, at vii-viii, 13; Karen Clanton, Mento ring /Jy the !look: Dear Sisters,
Dear Daughters, http:/ /www.abanct.org/minorities/publicaticms/g9/v6n 1/ mentoring.h tml (accessed
Oct. 23, 2004); Pathways to College Network and Clearinghouse, College Readiness .for All Toolbox
15, 29, 32 http:/ /www.pathwaystocollege.nel/collegereadincss/toolbox/assets/im plement_toolbox
.pdf (accessed Oct. 31, 2004) (mentoring as part of implementation of college readiness); Engaging
High Schools, supra n. 233, at 8 (promising strategy to provide each student with adult advocate); All
Students, supra n. 82, at 27 (supporting mentoring); Swail, supra n. 89, at 65 (valuing mentors as role
models f(lr minority studenb). ABA Goal 3 includes mentoring programs. ABA Resource Guide,
supra n. 32. for more on role-models, sec supra n. 127.
260. Campus Compact Presidents, Fourth of July Declaration on the Civic Responsibility of
Higher fdtlcation (I '!99) as quoted in Elizabeth Hollander, john Saltmarsh & Edward Ziolkowski
The Civic Responsibility of Higher Education: Linkirtg Legal Studies and Civic engagement 1,
http:/ /www.abanct.org/publiced/focus/faii_02.pdf (accessed Nov. 1, 2004).
261. This term was used recently at presentations of the Education Commission of the States to
describe work in aligning the P20 educational pipeline. ECS Steering Comm. Meeting, Denver, Colo.
(Nov. 16, 2004). It seems apt in this context.
262. For an additional preliminary overview of law school efforts in P20 settings, see Gary L
Miller et al., A Preliminary View of the Pacific K-20 Initiative: A Law-related Consortium .f(,r
Constructive
Change,
http:/ Iwww. mcgeorge.ed u/ government_la w _and_policy Ieducat ion_law I
1vingspread/prelim inary%20view%20of%20the%20paci fic%20K- 20%20initiative. pdf (accessed Feb.
21, 2005), from which much of the material in this section is excerpted. Understanding exactly which

include: Brigham Young University Law School's mentoring program; 2" 3
Georgetown University Law Center's many years of work with
neighborhood students and more recently with an entire charter school
in Washington, DC; 264 Pacific I McGeorge's work with the School of Law
and Public Service at Sacramento High School;265 the ENLACE Program
(Engaging Latino Communities for Education at the University of New
Mexico); 266 Rutgers School of Law-Newark's long involvement in
education issues in New Jersey through its Education Law Center and
through programs to reach out to neighborhood schools; 267 and Touro
Law School's relationship with the law curriculum of Project P.A.T.C.H.
at Northport High school in New York. 268
In addition to such programmatic initiatives as these there are more
particularized efforts. Such efforts include the following: remedial
programs, scholarship programs, certain course offerings such as Street
Law, or general "service learning programs." 269 Several projects involve
work with themed academies focused on law, 270 and such thematic
law schools are involved and the nature of their work needs further research and description. The
AALS and LSAC have apparently begun preliminary work on a survey of law schools' P20
involvement and have identified about a dozen. E-mail from Kent Lollis (Dec. 2, 2004) (copy on file
with authors). The authors note as a possible model for developing this information the EXITO
(Excellent Ideas Transform Outcomes) project formed to "review, document and summarize current
research findings that pertain to Latino student success, as well a promising institutional practices,
and academic support models that yield consistent and measurable outcomes of Latino student
achievement." See Excelencia in Educ., EXITO (Excellent Ideas Transform Outcomes) Task Force,
http:/ /www.edexcelencia.org/works/exito.asp (accessed Dec. 3, 2004). The authors invite others
engaged in work along the pipeline to communicate with us to this end.
263. See Brett G. Scharffs, Starting a Law School Youth Mentoring Program, 2002 BYU Educ. &
L. ). 233 (2002).
264. Richard Roe, DC Group Description for Wingspread Conference june 2004, http://www
.mcgeorge .edu/ government _law_and_policyI education_la w/wingspread/ ccglp_ ed_la w_wingspread_
dc.htm (accessed Oct. 6, 2004).
265. Nagle, Wingspread Conference Report, supra n. 2.
266. See Intercultural Dev. Research Assn., ENLACE, http://www.idra.org/enlace/aboutenl.htm
(accessed Oct. 6, 2004) and further discussion supra n. 219.
267. U. of the P., McGeorge Sch. of L., Capital Ctr. for Govt. L. and Policy, Educ. L. and Policy,
The johnson Foundation Wingspread Conference, Teams Situational Jnformation~Rutgers,
http://www .mcgeorge .edu/ government_law_and_policy/ ed ucation_law /wingspread/ ccgl p_ed_la w_
wingspread_rutgers.htm (accessed Oct. 6, 2004).
268. PATCH (Participatory Awareness Through Community Help) offers a Kl2 I.RE program.
See Project P.A. T.C.H., http://www.tourolaw.edu/patch/TLC-Intro.html and The New P.A. T.C.H.
Curriculum for Grades 9-12, http://northport.kl2.ny.us/-patch/ (both accessed Dec. 2, 2004).
269. See also supra n. 247. This paper does not attempt to report on the various public service
requirements and initiatives at law schools as they may relate to work with schools or in education
law, though this too is information that needs to be gathered and shared. The authors invite others
engaged in this work to communicate with us to this end.
270. See Engaging High Schools, supra n. 233, at Ch. 7.
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learning communities are seen as "a promising new school reform
strategy for making the curriculum more relevant and personally
meaningful to students." 271 They are especially likely to offer a logical
approach to education through a focus on occupation and to offer
challenging curriculum and individualized experience, including workbased experiences that further support learning. 272 Evidence available
thus far suggests (though it is not uniform) that these themed academies
are successful in reducing dropout rates, improving attendance,
improving grades, and expanding interest in college. 273
As excellent as these approaches are, 274 they are neither
comprehensive nor systemic; and the question remains whether they can
be scaled up and replicated. Further evaluative research, thought, and
discussion are undoubtedly needed to define a meaningful answer to this
question and to define best practices for law schools working at various
points along the pipeline. Offered here is only an initial review as a
baseline for further research and analysis.
For conceptualizing an initiative for law schools' expanded
involvement along the pipeline, one useful model is offered by the
medical professions. This model was instituted in a more integrated and
national approach, with a fairly positive track record. 275 The following

271. ld. at 168. These thematic programs typically emphasize college preparation and careers,
making them particularly well-suited for law schools interested in increasing the number of future
qualified applicants coming through the pipeline. Id. at 169-70.
272. Sec Engaging High Schools, supra n. 233, at 174-75. A preliminary Web search, coupled
with the authors' personal knowledge of some of these schools revealed the following themed
academics: first Colonial High School, Virginia Beach, VA, Legal Studies Academy, http://www
.firstcolonialhs.vbcps.k12.va.us/dept_lsa.htm (accessed Dec. 4, 2004); Martin Luther King, Jr., Sch.
for L. & Mun. Careers with Ctr. for Conflict Res., http://www.cmsdnet.net/schools/highschool!
mlking.htm (accessed Dec. 4, 20004); Mo. Dept. of Elementary and Secondary Educ., N.E. Law &
Pu /!lie Scrv. Magnet, http:/ /www.dese.state .mo. us/planning/profile/building/ arsd0480781340.html
(accessed Dec. 4, 2004); Wichita Public Schs., Northeast Magnet High School, http://northeast
.usd259.org/NEMmagnets.htm (accessed Dec. 4, 2004); Touro L. Ctr., Project PATCH, http://www
.tourolaw.edu/patch/TLC-Intro.html (Dec. 4, 2004); Atlanta Pub. Schs., Therrell Magnet Center for
Law and Government, http:/ /www.atlanta.k12.ga.us/our_schools/high/high/therrellp/therrell.htm
(accessed Dec. 4, 2004); Flushing High Sch., Thurgood Marshall Academy for Legal Studies,
http:/ /www.tlushinghighschool.org/special_academic_programs.jsp (accessed Dec. 4, 2004);
Thurgood Marshall Acad., Pub. Charter High Sch., www.thurgoodmarshallacademy.org (accessed
Dec. 4, 2004). The authors are not in a position to represent this list as accurate or complete beyond
the surface W cb description and suggest that this is an area where additional research would be
especially valuable.
273. See Engaging High School, supra n. 233, at 179-84.
274. Sec also discussion of the Thurgood Marshall Legal Educational Opportunity Program
and CLEO, starting, supra n. 44 and accompanying text.
275. Sec generally e.g. Susan S. Anderson, Pipeline Programs: Looking Forward to Promote
Diversity, http://www.aamc.org/newsroom/reporter/sept03/pipeline.htm (accessed Nov. 1, 2004).
!'or an idea of the variety of programs, see e.g. U. of Va. Health Sys., Medical Academic Advancement
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description of the medical professions' work offers valuable guidance to
law schools as they approach a broader pipeline initiative. 276
In 1996, the Association of American Medical Colleges (AAMC),
with support from The Robert Wood Johnson Foundation and theW. K.
Kellogg Foundation, began the Health Professions Partnership Initiative
(HPPI). HPPI
challenged U.S. health-professions schools to link with neighboring
colleges and K-12 school districts to improve curricula and educational
programs in ways that will prepare and attract more underrepresented
minorities into health careers. To this end, HPPI provided healthprofessions schools with funding and help in forming educational
partnerships in their local communities. The goal of HPPI-in other
words, the end of the health-professions educational pipeline-was for
students to enroll in medical, nursing, pharmacy, dental, public health,
and other health-professions schools. HPPI projects were put in place
at all points of the pipeline, with most of them concentrated on the
early stages of education. 277

To these ends, the AAMC HPPI offered three sets of grants to
twenty-six health profession schools to establish programs along the
pipeline.m Again, as the AAMC describes their thinking:
The HPPI mode! was based on established research showing that
minority students share the same level of aspiration to health careers as

Program
( MAA P), h ltp://www.heal thsystem. virgin ia.cd u/ internet/academic-support/ asamd.cfm
(accessed Nov. I, 2004) ("The purpose of the ASAMD Project is to assist minorities and other
students from disadvantaged backgrounds (i.e., rural, educationally, or economically disadvantaged
non-minority students) to enter, remain in, and successfully graduate from medical school"); C. of
Va. Health Sys., Road MAAP To The Medical Promised Land: An Advising Manual For Those
Planning A
Career In
The Health Professions, http://www.healthsystem.virginia.edu/
internet/academic-support/manual.cfm (accessed Nov. 1, 2004); The Robert Wood johnson Found.,
Increasing Minority Representation in Medicine in New jersey, http://www.rwjf.org/reports/grr/
027709s.htm (accessed Nov. I, 2004); Robert Wood johnson l'ound., Native American High School
Summer Science Program, http://www.rwjf.org/reports/grr/048920.htm (accessed Nov. I, 2004);
Robert Wood johnson l'ound., Summer Medical Education Program, http://www.rwjf.org/
programs/grantDetail.jsp'id=027892 (accessed Nov. 1, 2004); U. of Mo. Sch. of Med., U Missouri:
High School Mini Medical School, http://www.muhealth.org/-medicine/hsminimed.shtml (accessed
Nov. I, 2004); U. of Pa. Med. Ctr., Pipeline Program, http://www.med.upenn.edu/student/
pipeline.html (accessed Nov. I, 2004); Nat!. Youth Leadership, Forum on Medicine, http://www.nylf
.org/med/index.cfm (accessed Nov. 1, 2004) (offering forum programs in pre-medical education for
high school students).

276. This paper offers only a broad outline of some aspects of the medical profe"ions'
approach to the pipeline; this is an area where more research and exchange of ideas is obviously
needed.
277. AAMC, supra n. 63, at i.
278.

!d.
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majority students but typically do not receive the secondary education
necessary to ensure their success. Academic enrichment programs
alone do not provide enough educational content to make a difference
in academic performance; adding social and motivational components
has been shown to help these efforts succeed.m
In concept and theory, much of this approach is obviously in line
with the various national studies and analyses previously discussed. 280
The effort to attain minority representation in the health professions
was also addressed by Congress. The Health Professions Partnerships Act
of 1998 provided grant funding to secure diversity in health professionals
training. The Act established a structure for "centers of excellence" and
for financial support through grants, stipends, and scholarships. 281 The
stated goal is to provide support for developing programs and centers of
excellence to support education in health fields for underrepresented
minority individuals. Grant funding under the Health Professions
Partnerships Act is available only to those who were willing
( 1) to develop a large competitive applicant pool through linkages
with institutions of higher education, local school districts, and
other community-based entities and establish an education
pipeline for health professions careers;

(2) to establish, strengthen, or expand programs to enhance the
academic performance of under-represented minority students
attending the school;
(3) to improve the capacity of such school to train, recruit, and retain
under-represented minority faculty ... (emphasis supplied).m
The Health Professions Partnerships Act specifically sought to have

279.

!d. at ii. The report explains further:

[eJach HPPI partnership appointed a coordinator tasked with planning activities that
strengthen linkages between and among the lead academic health center and partnering
institutions. Many of these strengthening activities focus on academic enrichment for K-12
students, such as tutoring, summer science-immersion programs, and test-taking skills. Other
enrichment activities center on stimulating student interest and knowledge in the health
professions.

!d.
2RO. Jd. And tellingly the AAMC notes: "[f]rom its outset, HPPI acknowledged that developing
effective partnerships is not a simple task. lt requires all partners to be fully engaged in conducting
needs assessments, setting goals, planning and conducting programs, and building governance." Id.
2Rl. 42 U.S.C. § 293 (2000). For current information on these programs, see Health Resource
and Services Administration (HRSA), Diversity, http://bhpr.hrsa.gov/divcrsity/default.htm (accessed
Dec. 2, 2004). Funding is at $120 million a year. See U.S. Sen. Bill Frist, Health Disparities,
http:! /frist.senate.gov/ ~tlles/WHFAccomplishments.pdf (accessed Dec. 3, 2004).

282. 42

u.s.c. § 293(b) (2000).
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schools work together in consortia and authorized designation as a
Center for Excellence where schools had demonstrated "a significant
number of under-represented minority individuals enrolled in the
school," and that they had:
(ii) "been effective in assisting under-represented minority students of
the school to complete the program of education and receive the degree
involved;"
(iii) "been effective in recrmtmg under-represented minority
individuals to enroll in and graduate from the school, including
providing scholarships and other financial assistance to such
individuals and encouraging under-represented minority students from
all levels of the educational pipeline to pursue health professions
careers; and"
(iv) "made significant recruitment efforts to increase the number of
under-represented minority individuals serving in faculty or
administrative positions at the school." 283
Writing in 2004, the AAMC reflected on progress made over the past
decade, as well as on why more dramatic improvements had not
occurred.n 4 Just as we have seen in the sequence of educational junctures
on the road to law school, the AAMC concluded:
Increasing the numbers of underrepresented minority health-care
providers is an important yet complex challenge. Research indicates
that students' interest and motivation for health careers isn't a barrier
to participation. Studies show underrepresented minorities are just as
interested and driven as non-minorities-often more so. But poor
academic preparation starting early in life is a major barrier to
minorities entering training for health careers.
Given the limited resources and experience health-professions schools
can devote to remediating this situation, educational partnerships
throughout the education pipeline seem to be the most realistic
option for working toward sustained changes that could yield
results. Such arrangements are in keeping with the increasing
involvement of medical schools and teaching hospitals in communityoutreach efforts. (Emphasis supplied.) 2H5

283. 42 U.S.C. § 293(c) (2004).
284. Considering "three explanations for this disappointing phenomenon," that successful
programs are not representative, existing programs are insufticient in number, and without existing
programs numbers would be worse. AAMC, supra n. 63, at I.
285.

!d. at 1-2.
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The AAMC report delineates several kinds of efforts in which health
partnerships to improve education along the Kl2 pipeline have worked
with individual students and with institution wide reform to "provide
career information and counseling; support individual career aspirations;
support individual academic achievement; support science education;
support general school reform." 286
The AAMC report then explores in detail the issues and successes of
partnering, noting several key points that would also have relevance to
law schools:
Programs focusing on improving academic preparation must start early
in a student's life, must be intensive, and must persist during all levels
and grades of schooling.
Programs that work and resonate with teachers and school systems
pose greater opportunities for significant change and educational
improvement than do programs focusing on individual students. Such
systemic improvements directly benefit administrators, teachers, and
the school curriculum; individual students benefit indirectly from these
efforts.
Systemic school reform and improvement-in contrast to simply
establishing health-science clubs and presenting career days-require
significant resources and commitment from partnering organizations.
For health-professions schools to successfully partner with K-12
schools, an across-the-board acceptance and understanding of the
unique cultures, skills, and goals of each member is required. The
services and resources offered should be those sought and valued by the
partners, not those imposed by one partner on another.
Good partnerships are transforming to all members. Changes flow to
the partners who offer the most resources, as well as to those who are
'receiving' members. 287
The work of the AAMC, together with the array of studies and
recommendations of national education experts, provide rich resources
as law schools consider how to move forward with intervention along the
pipeline to reduce achievement gaps and expand the possibilities for
increased diversity. The current projects at some law schools coupled
with these analyses do reveal some consistency from which to build. This
background would suggest, in admittedly simple terms, that providing
human and financial capital to address deficits and develop intellective

286.
287.

I d. at 5.
I d. at 3.
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competence along the pipeline would involve attention to these points:
•

Rigorous courses and high standards are crucial.

•

Educating for critical thinking abilities is also crucial.

•

Active engagement is required for learning to high levels
and to prevent students' leaking from the pipeline.

•

Citizenship engagement and involvement with and
internalization of concepts of due process and
democracy are vital.

•

Service learning is a proven approach to achieve active
engagement and citizenship engagement.

•

LRE, with its interesting subject matter-Street Law, for
example-is a demonstrated approach to achieve active
engagement and citizenship engagement.

•

Participatory programs- We the People and various
mock trial or moot court competitions, for example-are
strong and proven approaches to achieve active
engagement and citizenship engagement.

•

Themed schools-Sacramento High School's School of
Law and Public Service or the Northport High School
Project PATCH, for example-hold strong potential for
achieving engagement and providing a context for
rigorous coursework and development of critical
thinking and analytical skills.

•

Exposure to high-aspiration work settings-the Saturday
seminar series at area law firms at the Thurgood
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Marshall Academy, for example-is another important
avenue for meaningful engagement. 288
•

Counseling about and exposure to college and
possibilities of higher education and professional work is
widely needed.

•

Individual trusting (and advocacy) relationshipsmentor programs like those initiated at Brigham Young,
for example-can counteract human capital deficiencies
and stereotype vulnerabilities and can make the
difference between success and failure for many
students.

•

Well conceived financial support, appropriately made
known-like the Thurgood Marshall Legal Educational
Opportunity Program, for example-can correct for
financial capital deficiencies.

•

Partnerships among institutions along the educational
pipeline-like ENLACE with its joint appointments and
initiatives spanning relationships from family to law and
medical schools at the University of New Mexico, for
example-are necessary to ensure meaningful reform.

This list of attributes requisite to solving the puzzle of minority
underachievement and increasing diversity throughout the pipeline looks
remarkably like a list of attributes that law schools seek in their own
applicants and seek to nurture in their students. 2xY
Against this list, as to high standards, critical thinking, rigorous

2HR. !'-mail from Beth Bulgeron, Thurgood Marshall Academy, Washington, DC, to Sarah
Redfield (Sept. 19, 2004) (copy on file with authors); julie Robbins, Presentation, Concept Outline
Saturday Seminars (Sacramento, Cal., Dec. 1, 2004) (copy on file with authors).
2R'J. Prime among lawyers' skills are the ability to read, analyze, synthesize and express oneself
orally and in writing. for example, the Macerate Report includes as basic skills for practicing
lawyers: identification of issues, analysis, reasoning, problem solving, and effective communication.
Sec. of Leg. Fduc. and Admis. to the B., ABA, Report of the Task Force on Law Schools and the
Prof(·ssion: Narrowing the Gap, Legal Education and l'rofessional Development--An Educational
Continuum Ch. 5 ( 1992). It is beyond the scope of this paper to discuss in detail the components of
pedagogy at law school or the critiques thereof.
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coursework, and active engagement with material of interest to students,
law schools can offer their well-developed law school pedagogy around
analysis, critical thinking, and oral and writing skills in the context of an
extraordinarily appealing subject-matter. Law schools can share their
pedagogy by inviting teachers from other schools along the pipeline to be
part of law school classes, by offering to be mentors for them in areas of
our expertise, by visiting their classes, and by supporting their cocurricular efforts in activities such as moot courts, mock trials, We the
People, National History Day and the like. 290
Against this list, as to civic engagement and active engagement
generally, law schools are by definition the very source for recognition of
the importance of due process and democratic principles. These
principles and the importance of giving back to the community are
values inherent to law schools. They are values we seek to pass on to our
students. As the AALS observed "Law schools teach in subtexts as well as
texts, and public service should be a pervasive value throughout the law
school experience." 291 As President Milstein and Paul urged, they are
values we must share with our communities. 292
Against this list, as to human capital deficits which students carry
with them along the pipeline are the riches in intellectual and social
capital which law schools have to offer. Their faculty and administrators,
their extraordinarily powerful alumni, and their continuous student
populations are all available to model, to counsel, to tutor, to mentor, to
advise. 293
Against this list, as to deficits in financial capital, law schools, in
addition to programs such as the Thurgood Marshall Legal Educational
Opportunity Program, have their own scholarship and academic support
programs in place to assist students at the point in the pipeline when they
approach law schools.m
And as to the emphasis in the list on partnership, law schools are
290. See e.g. Keeter, mpra n. 240, at 32; Engaging High Schools, supra n. 233, at 216-217.
291. Deborah L. Rhode, Learning to Serve, http:/ /www.aals.org/probono/report3.html
(accessed Dec. 1, 2004). President Rhoade continued, "[t)his is not a modest agenda. But it is a
central challenge oflegal education." !d.
292. See text quotation accompanying supra n. 217.
293. All Students, supra n. 82, at 19-21: "The social·psychologicalliterature points to a clear
message that feelings of trust in the institution, and in those who are seen to represent the interests of
those institutions ... arc a fundamental building block in the affirmative development of high
minority achievement") !d. at 19. Schools alone cannot provide these relationships, making this an
arena where community involvement is particularly valuable. See Engaging High Schools, supra n.
233, at C:h. 5, 163-65.
294. Sec discussion supra at n. 43.
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typically powerful players in their communities and in their universities,
well-placed to institute and implement collaborative efforts, well-placed
to identify and model needed infrastructural change. 295
With a focus on such partnerships, in June of 2004, a group of law
school deans met with their colleagues from education, liberal arts, and
Pl2 schools at the Johnson Foundation's Wingspread conference
facilities to consider these issues and the distinct strengths of law schools
in these contexts. This group subsequently issued a Call to Action asking
others to engage themselves in similar collaborative efforts along the
educational pipeline to improve the situation of our future students. 2w,
The Call to Action developed at Wingspread focused on particular
aspects of the pipeline where law schools and their undergraduate
university partners could best use their own resources to work with Pl2
educators. 297
Mindful, as one participant put it, that law schools "could not solve
world hunger," 298 the Wingspread participants focused on law schools'
strengths that could be used along the pipeline. Also aware of the need
for systemic action, the participants sought law school intervention and
support for participation in local area projects, for collaborative
partnerships, and for infrastructural realignment.
With this background, the Call recognizes the rich resources of law
schools in intellectual capacity and in alumni and community
relationships. It recognizes the value of law schools taking the lead in
securing partnerships along the pipeline where partnerships might not

295. for more on institutional partnerships, partnership choices and structure, as well as a
narrative bibliography on these topics, see AAMC, supra n. 63, at 22-24. For AAMC literature review
see Assn. of Am. Med. Colleges, Literature Review on Partnerships Compiled for the Health
Professions Partnership Initiative, http://www.aamc.org/partnershiplitreview/ (accessed Dec. 4,
2004).
296. The impetus for this meeting derived from individual work that Paciftc/McGeorge Law
School was doing with the School of Law and Public Service at Sacramento High School. For a
description of the beginnings of this work, see Nagle, PaCific's P20 Initiative, supra n. 2.
Pacific/McGeorge then invited other law schools to form teams of deans of law, education, liberal
arts and sciences, Kl2 schools and participate in a Conference on Renovating the P20 Pyramid with
Leadership of Schools of Law. With the support of the johnson Foundation and the LSAC, this
meeting took place at Wingspread in june of 2004. In addition to the University of the Pacific, the
universities included Cleveland State University, Georgetown University, the University of New
Mexico, Rutgers School of Law-Newark University, St. Thomas University in New Brunswick,
Canada, and the University of Puerto Rico. See Nagle Wingspread Conference Report, supra n. 2.
297. Many points in the Call to Action are similar to the call for university engagement in
urban school renewal in the American Council on Education's University Leadership in Urba11 School
Renewal, particularly in teacher education and qualification. Zimpher, supra n. 53, at Ch. I. See also
Final Report Hispanic Commission, From Risk to Opportunity, supra n. 12, at 6, 8.
298. Interview with Charles Coble, ECS, (Aug. 16, 2004).

have readily existed previously. ~Y It suggests, for example, an increase in
joint appointments among schools along the pipeline as a real-time way
to assist in alignment and communication. It calls for the academy to
engage in meaningful curricular and theoretical research around issues
related to education along the pipeline, while recognizing that the current
tenure structure and standards may hamper community involvement of
the kind contemplated here, and thus, calls for its review and possible
revision to better account for civic contributions. 11 H1
The Call to Action is itself just a beginning, an effort to call attention
to ways the legal academy can profitably involve itself in pipeline efforts
over a long-term horizon. There is no question that while the results of
such work will provide some benefits to individual students fairly
expeditiously, the benefits in terms of an increased diversity in the bar
will be realized only after years of work with our young people. 1111 While
much remains to be considered at this formative stage, a direction and
line of commitment do emerge, as summarized in the next Part.
2

299. On the significance of leadership and vision, see e.g. Zimpher, supra n. 5], at Ch. 16, and
Eugene P. Tarsi, A "Metrovcrsity" for a New Millennium in Zimpher, supra n. 53, at Ch. 15.
Collaborations of this type are apparently unusual. Interview with Carole johnson, johnson
foundation. (June 12, 2004).
300. See e.g. jane V. Wellman, Contributing to the Civic Good: Assessin!( and Accountingj(n the
Civic Contributions of Higher Education, http://www.ihcp.com/Pubs/PDI'/Civicl.pdf'lse.trch=
'Contributing%20to%20the%20Civic%20C;ood:%20%20Assc"ing%20and'J1,20Acc<JUnting'!·o20I(J%
20the%20Civic%20Contributions%20of%2UHigher%20Education (accessed Feb. 21, 2005); Compare
ABA, Civic Engagement on Campus: A President's Perspective, An Interview with Daniel 0. Bcrnstine,
http://www.abanet.org/publiced/focus/fall_02.pdf 6 (accessed feb. I I, 2005) (At the time of this
interview, Dr. Bernstine was President of Portland State University, a position he has held since
1997. Previously he was Dean of the University of Wisconsin J.aw School and Ceneral Coumel and
Professor of Law at Howard University.) With the AALS recommendations as part of its Pro Bono
project: 'That all law schools adopt a formal policy to encourage and support I:Kulty members to
perform pro bono work. This policy should include an annual expectation of service that goes
beyond teaching and institutional service, should apply to all full-time and substantially full-time law
teachers, and should involve annual reporting of pro bono work. Each law school should provide
reasonable support services for faculty pro bono and should allow faculty to freely choose the sort of
pro bono work they perform, consistent with their political beliefs and their capacities." A"n. of
Am. L. Schs., AALS Pro Bono Project, http://www.aals.org/probono/project2.htrnl (acce"ed Oct. I,
2004).
301. As this work is ongoing, law schools can neverthelcos expect some current benefits to
accrue to them even in the short-term. At a minimum, there will be positive values, beginning with
the students and faculty directly involved and extending potential to cement important relationships
with alums and the community and to the opportunity to enhance reputations I(Jr service in the
public interest. For law students, advantages to professional development include gaining greater
substantive knowledge, developing confidence and research, advocacy, and presentation skills. Of
course law students and faculty also are involved in and educated about their communities, making
them richer citizens.
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IV. CONCLUSION

There is an old saying that the course of civilization is a race
between catastrophe and education. In a democracy such as ours,
we must make sure that education wins the race. 302
We know that the achievement levels can be raised. The question
is whether we have the will to do what we know works. If we're
going to set high expectations of students, we must have high
expectations of ourselves to do what it takes to make sure all of our
students can make the grade. 303
Review of the current composition of the legal academy and
profession as the pipeline extends from college to law school sets the
framework for our conclusions. 304
Figure 13. Population I Pipeline
U.S. Racial-Ethnic Representation along the Pipeline to the Legal
Profession
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302. The Ctr. for Civic Educ., National Standards for Civics and Government, http://www
.civiced.org/stds_toc_intro.html (accessed jan. 24, 2004) (quoting John F. Kennedy in the rationale
for the study of civics and government).
303. President's Advisory Comm. on Educ. Excellence for Hispanic Ams., Creating the Will:
Hispanics Achieving Educational Excellence 13,
http:/ /permanent.access.gpo.gov/lpsl021 0/
report_v2.pdf (accessed Dec. 1, 2004) (quoting President William). Clinton, Speech, White House
Strategy Session On Improving Hispanic Student Achievement (June 15, 2000).
304. Lollis, supra n. 10, at 5, fig. 4.

The LSAC data on Racial-Ethnic Representation along the Pipeline
to the Legal Profession Measured against the U.S. Population show how
racial-ethnic groups change in relation to their proportion of the
population as they proceed along the educational pipeline. Mostly it
shows what does not change. The work for law schools now is to enter
the race and to have "high expectations of ourselves to do what it
takes" 30 " to close the gaps along the pipeline and bring about change in
the composition of the legal academy and profession.
Many skeptics are negative in terms of improving the pipeline to a
diverse legal education and legal profession. Education today faces
enormous problems. To achieve equitable and adequate education for all
of our children is an enormous task. Much work has been done by many,
and much remains to be done. Law schools, which have involved
themselves to date only minimally in education issues beyond their own
gates, have much to offer.
But of course we cannot cure all of the ills in the educational pipeline.
In large measure the problems that face Pl6 education are not within a
law school's ken to solve-huge matters of poverty and health, the scope
of special needs education/ 06 the alignment of the P20 curriculum and
infrastructure, 307 the school finance dilemma-to list just a few. 30s It
would be arrogant in the extreme for the law school community to think
that its entry into the field of school reform will achieve what others far
more oriented to, and experienced in, issues of instruction and reform
have struggled with for so long. However, this should be no reason for
adhering to the status quo.
The research discussed in this article and the Call to Action from the
Wingspread group suggests that to change the direction which the LSAC

305. Presidents Advisory C:ommn., supra n. 303.
306. Reaching the Top, supra n. 19, at 13, 19.
307. See e.g. Venezia, supra n. 104, at 46-48.
308. See generally e.g. Jacqueline E. King, Crucial Choices: How Students' Financial Decisions
Affect Their Academic Success, http:/ /www.acenet.edu/bookstore/pdf/2002_crucial_ choices. pdf
(accessed Nov. 26, 2004); Lumina Found., Expanding College Access: The Impact of' State Firtance
Strategies,
http://www .I um inafounda tion .org/ publications/fiscalindicators/fiscal indica tors.h tml
(accessed Nov. 20, 2004); Lumina Found., Restricted Access, http:/ /www.luminat(>Undation.org/
publications/focus_archive/focus/index.html (accessed Nov. 26, 2004); Measuring Up, supra n. 19, at
S; The Natl. Ctr. f(Jr Pub. Policy and Higher Educ., Losing Ground: A National Status Report on the
Ajj(miability o( American Higher Education, http://www.highereducation.org/reports/losing_
ground/ar.shtml (accessed November 26, 2004); Thomas Wolanin, Reauthorizing the Higher
Education Act: Issues and Options, http://www.ihep.com/Pubs/PDF/ReAuthHEA.pdf (acce"ed Nov.
26, 2004). See also additional research reports at Lumina, New Agenda Series, http://www.
luminafoundation.org/publications/newagenda.html (accessed Nov. 26, 2004).
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chart maps requires us to move outside our gates and work in
collaboration with others along the pipeline, requires us to approach the
problems seriously and with substantial and sustained long-term
commitment. 309 Whichever approaches we use to this end, it seems
incontrovertible that change will require change on our parts and a
journey outside our gates in order to strengthen the pipeline. Not just
where it ends, but where it begins. The problem looks like this:
The disintegration of our nation's K-12 educational system is a problem
which has received much comment. We are now realizing how this
problem of inadequate preparation has begun to extend beyond high
school to college and professional schools. From the perspective of a
law school dean, the inability to recruit well-prepared and diverse
students who will be the leaders of the 21st century legal profession
poses a societal dilemma of serious proportions and one where a
continued lack of action, or moves in the wrong direction, will only
exacerbate the situation. 310
And the solution? 311 The solution must be to enter the race between
a catastrophe and education with high expectations and a long-term
commitment. This will require new thinking and relationships for the
legal academy and profession. But we owe our students, now and the in
future, nothing less.

309. See AAMC, supra n. 63, at 1-2 (reflecting on a review of literature and experience from
1980-2002).
310. Parker, supra n. 206.
311. The authors consider this paper a work in progress and invite, and look forward to, a
continuing dialogue with our colleagues on these questions. We can be reached most easily by email
at Elizabeth@pacific.edu or sredtleld@pacitlc.edu.

APPENDIX: CALL TO ACTION
RENOVATING THE P20 PYRAMID IN EDUCATION WITH THE LEADERSHIP
OF SCHOOLS OF LAW

To work collaboratively to maximize educational aspirations and
opportunities for students who are disproportionately underrepresented in colleges and universities and in professional schools,
particularly law schools.
Overview
If law schools and other professional schools are to continue to train
our future civic leaders, and if colleges and universities are to retain their
important place as educators in our democracy, the answer must lie in
improving the pipeline and substantially increasing the numbers of
minority and economically disadvantaged students who have, and who
recognize, opportunities to move from P to 20.
It is no longer sufficient for law schools to sit atop the P20 pyramid in
education and wait for those who apply. Nor is it sufficient for law schools
to engage in remedial programs for admitted students, or even for potential
applicants at the college level. Law schools, which have remained largely
aloof from the P 12 school reform agenda, need to reach across the pipeline
and involve themselves in the preparation of students along the way.
Similarly, colleges and universities must devote themselves to stronger
collaborations with both P12 educators and grade 13-20 educators. And
Pl2 educators must push for and engage in activities that will close both
the gaps in alignment between them and grades 13-20 and the gaps in
opportunities among racially and socioeconomically diverse students.
The Genesis of the Call
This Call originated as the result of work at a Wingspread Conference
held in june of 2004. The Wingspread Conference involved teams of
educators from law, education, and liberal arts schools together with K12
educators, as well as a national array of education leaders and experts.

Five Recommended Actions:
Law schools should take a leadership role in establishing
themselves as partners with schools of education and colleges of liberal arts
1.
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and sciences m their universities and with P12 educators m their
communities, locally, regionally, nationally, and internationally.
Law schools should mobilize their faculty, students, and alumni
(who are especially steeped in the concepts of due process, justice, and civic
engagement), and they should involve themselves in education across the
full spectrum of young people throughout the educational pipeline. This
involvement can take the form of street law initiatives; mock trial
programs; mentor programs involving law students as well as the bench
and bar; programmatic, pedagogical, and curricular development around
law-related education and civic engagement; and joint appointments and
programming within their universities.
Law schools should consider their own curriculum offerings in
terms of educating future legislators and leaders about civic engagement
and educational policy so that they are prepared to play a constructive role
in the P20 arena.
2.
Colleges and universities should likewise commit themselves
to establishing or strengthening partnerships with neighboring law schools
and with their PI2 communities.

Colleges and universities should involve themselves in P20 school
reform initiatives (a) by recommitting themselves to teaching and learning
for civic engagement and social responsibility and (b) by aligning
expectations and education to facilitate access and opportunity along the
pipeline.
College and university involvement could take the form of mentor
programs for college students, particularly would-be teachers; training and
mentor programs and exchanges for P20 teachers; curricular and
methodological development and sharing around civic engagement; joint
appointments with their area law schools; and exchange appointments
with their P12 colleagues.
All higher education institutions should commit themselves
to review, and revise if appropriate, their current policies on promotion
and tenure (including academic credit for student projects) in order to
assure that recognition is provided for those working and researching
public education and public service agendas.
3.
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The P12 community should be involved with university
partners throughout the pipeline, and it should expect and push to have the
grade 13-20 community actively engaged in their practice and research.
4.

P12 communities should work to align their programs with the
expectations of the higher education communities in order to assure that
their students are appropriately trained with high cognitive skills in
rigorous academic environments. P12 communities should also work to
assure that their students are aware of the expectations and requirements
for accessing higher education and that they have opportunities and
guidance to appropriately credential themselves for future success and
leadership.

5.

P 12, 13-16, and 17-20 educators should form teams that will

work cohesively and collaboratively to put into place local, national, and
international initiatives to meet these ends. These teams should in turn
reach out to encourage the formation of comparable teams with similar
agendas
P12, 13-16 and 17-20 educators should develop area-specific
programs, and they should contribute to forums in which current
partnerships between law schools and P-16 educational institutions can be
showcased and in which ideas can be exchanged and expanded for further
work in law-related education, civic education, and school reform

Why This Is Important
Education at all levels is the public's agenda. From local school boards
to law schools, from philanthropic foundations to federal and state
agencies, from legislatures to the Supreme Court, education and the civic
mission of schools are crucial societal issues. At the same time, education is
now characterized in large part by its relationship and convergence with
the nation's legal system, as legislative, administrative, and judicial bodies
across the country struggle with increasingly complicated regulatory and
constitutional demands for adequate and equitable education.
This context offers a moment ripe for change, for new relationships,
and for new vision. Decisions made now will influence the diversity of
leaders of the future, just as those decisions will influence the shape and
richness of our democratic communities.
This Call to Action acknowledges several significant concerns,
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including the aspiration and achievement gaps across racial and
socioeconomic lines, the general decline in civic engagement among youth,
and the lack of cohesive action along the full spectrum of the educational
pipeline to address these issues. Simply put, too many of our young people
are at risk or lost along the pipeline, and we are losing their potential as
leaders and keepers of democratic ideals.
The goal of this Call to Action is to offer a functional, practical
approach to improving diversity in the pipeline by recommitting ourselves
to the historical public purpose of education and by forging new effective
alliances to address our concerns.
The Aspiration and Achievement Gap: As evidenced in lower
test scores, lower high school graduation rates, lower college
admissions and graduation, lower professional school admissions,
and lower representation in various professions (including law),
"achievement gap statistics" are troubling and persistent. By way
of example, the Urban Institute has recently reported that "barely
half of all black, Hispanic, and Native American students who
entered U.S. high schools in 2000 will receive diplomas." Even
those students who do graduate will remain under-represented in
college, particularly in top-ranked colleges. For those who do go on
to college, many will need additional support to survive there, and
many will drop out. Similarly, they will be disproportionately
represented in graduate schools and in the professions. All along
the way African American, Hispanic, and other underrepresented
groups will have fewer opportunities to participate in rigorous
academic experiences, and they will have lower aspirations about
the value of such participation. They may not be exposed to or
well-schooled in the critical thinking and writing skills crucial to
achievement further along the pipeline, and, thus, the disparities
will continue to grow. These failings are not those of the students,
but of an infrastructure that fails to provide a continuum of
appropriate, consistent, directed, and rigorous guidance and
learning experiences.
The Civic Mission: With limited educational aspirations and
opportunities h'1-s also come civic disengagement. In recent years,
the decline in knowledge about the social and political constructs
of our democracy has been precipitous, and the cynical
disinclination of youth to participate in politics or community
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institutions endemic. At the same time, our institutions seem to
have drifted away from acknowledging their traditional
responsibility to engage their diverse communities in the richness
of education and society. The call for more schools at all levels to
engage in what the Carnegie Commission has called the "civic
mission of schools" is strong and necessary.
The Infrastructure Dilemma: While there is now a widely held
expectation that meaningful educational reform at secondary and
post-secondary levels will require constructive collaboration
between secondary schools and colleges and universities, the extent
and orientation of the participation of law schools (and other
professional schools) in school reform programs are still emerging.
The differences of time, pedagogical approach, and mission that
separate private and public P12 schools from our colleges and from
our graduate and professional schools are substantial. Indeed, it is
also the case that the distance from our schools of education and
colleges of liberal arts and sciences to our law schools is also
substantial. We lack meaningful infrastructure for true
collaboration along the educational pipeline from P to 20. So too
we lack appropriate cohesion in approach and alignment in the
pipeline, all to the detriment of students.
More information

More information is available at the University of the Pacific
McGeorge Law School website at www.mcgeorge.edu/wingspread or by
contacting Professor Sarah Redfield at sredfield@pacific.edu.

